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Some of the More Important Insects of

1903.
BY CLARENCE

P. GILLETTE.

GRAIN
BUG.
The GrainBug (Pentama

sayi Stcil.*l
[Pl. I. Fig. H.J

Early in August complaints came to the Experiment Station
of a large green bug that was doing extensive injuries to grain and
other crops in Montezuma county.
Mr. S. A. Johnson was sent to
investigate the trouble.
He went directly to Cortez and was
greatly assisted in the work by Mr. P .. S. Taylor of that place.
The following is an extract from Mr. Johnson's report of what he
found:
"Mr. Taylor took me to a number ,of fields of wheat and oats
that had been injured by the green p1ant-bf1g. He says that the
bugs appeared in great numbers in the · fi.e1dsof grain when they
were just heading out where they• accumulated upon the heads
and seemed especiaJly to suck the j11ices,6f the forming kernels.
As the grain would reach maturity th bugs would migrate toother field where tl1e grain was not so far advanced.
At present the
attack is les · severe, much of the grain having matured but still
in most fields four or five strokes of an insect net will collect a
handful of the bug · and many of the insects are upon the lower
portions of the plants and upon the ground.
The injuries in the
grain fields are indicated by the presence ofthe blasted heads that
have few or no kernels in them and which have ripened and turned
white prematurely (see plate II. Fig. A.) . '
"The injury to oats was very severe. In some cases entire
fields of grain appeared to be destroyed.
Often the heads were
blasted from the puncture of the bugs before they appeared above
the leaf sheath.
"The insect seems to be a rather ge.1ieral feeder. It was reported upon first cutting of alfalfa, and upon sunflowers, sage and
garden vegetab\es, especially pea . But y_ery few were obtained
*Determined
tor us by Mr. E. P. VanDllzee;
klndneas of Dr. L. 0. Howard.

.

also by Mr. Otto HeJdemann,

through

the
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sweeping alfalfa with the net and it eemed probable that those
taken in this manner might have come from the weeds. In case
of peas and bean the pods were chiefly attacked and the juices
were extracted from the seeds within. A peculiar effect upon the
peas was that the punctures introduced or prepared a way of entrance for a fnngus which soon rendered all the eeds unfit for use.
'No on remembered having seen the insect in injurious numbers before and . ome believed that the in ect had migrated into
their midst from farther clown the river where it was reported that
the bng were still more abundant, and where they did some injury last year.''
The following letter giYing an estimate of injuries in Montezuma valley was written by Mr. P. S. Taylor, Oct. 2r, I9l'3, in
reply to my letter of inquiry:
"The bng fir t appeared In the valley about the 20th of May, coming from the southwest for three days in succession.
These lighted
mostly on alfalfa fields where they deposited th ir eggs, which batched
about two weeks later.
"The bugs remained on the alfalfa until tlJ first cutting of bay was
made. Then, (about the first part of July) they left the hay fields going
to adjoining wheat fields where for a time they sucked the sap from the
wheat plants.
As soon as grain formed in the heads the bugs bored into it, drawing their nourishment
from the soft grain.
'.rhis they continued until the wheat either hardened or was killed.
"Leaving the wheat they attacked oat fields in August, working in
the same manner as on the wheat.
But the damage that was done to
oats was not nearly so great as that done to wheat.
"By the first of eptember nearly all the bugs had disappeared and
so far aa I could determine there were no eggs deposited after the first
lot in June.
The damage was done almost entirely in the lower part of
the valley, on an area of 725 acres where an 'average yield for the past
eight years was 35 bushels per acre, or a total of 25,375 bushels.
The
yield of the past season on the same number of acres was 15 bushels per
acre, or a total of 10,875 buRhels. 'l'his would show a shortage of 14,500
bushels and a money loss at present prices of over thirteen thousand
dollars.
"Some fields of grain were ntirely destroyed while others were injured only in spots ."
Respectfully yours,
P. S. '£AYLOR.

The following i an extract from a letter received from Mr.
M. V. B. Page, of Fmita, Colo., dated August 6:
"I am sending you samples of a bug that is destroying crops of all
kinds but more especially potatoes, by sucking the sap from the stems
of the plants.
They are upon oats as well. They come in patches and
then spread over the fields. I first discovered them in a small patch of
ten acres of early potatoes a week ago and now they are all over the
patch. I find no small ones; all seem to beof the size of the sample sent."

Thi bug is a close relative of Lioderma ulzleri which was
reported by Saunders in Bulletin 57 of the South Dakota Experiment Station and the ~iabits of the two insects seem much alike.
The species that has been so abundant in the southwestern portion of Colorado the past summer is generally distributed over the
mountainous portions or the State and has frequently been taken
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from native plant for the College and Station collection
Mr. C.
R. Jones, a special student in entomology here, found this bug
common above timberline at Silverton, Colo., the pa t summer
where he was collecting . Specimen . are seldom taken at Fort
Collins.
The insect is single brooded.
There wa a great advantage this yem· in having grain ripen
early. Fall wheat escaped the injnries almost entirely.
GRASSHOPPERS.

The destructi\'e grasshoppers (locusts) which are usually very
numerous over a great portion of the agricultural section of the
State were comparatively few in number this year except in limited
sections. The previou · year wa · marked by unusually severe
gra. shopper depredation and the small number of these in ·ects the
present year is probably d11e to the prevalence last year of the native grasshopper disease f,,"mj;11sa g1ylli
On the other hand,
there has been \·ery little of thi.- disease among the grnshopper
the past summer and fall.
Tltc . /11slrahn11 (,'rass!/(}pp,r
l·i111g11s, was experimented
with again thi year. Several tnbes of the fnngns were sent directly from the Colonial Bacteriological 1nstitnt of the Cape of
Good Hope throngh the kindness of the director, Dr. Alexander
Edington.
The cnltnn ·s were received in an excellent condition
and were nsecl in the field and in our breeding cages but in no case
were we successful in killing any of the ~asshoppers as far as we
could determine.
..\s this is the second year that we ha-ve worked
with this disease without obtaining any apparent results, I can see
no rea on to encourage Colorado farmers to hope for relief from
grashopper de1 redations throngh the nsc of the African gra · ·hopper fungus (Jfumr sp .)
A new l(rass!wppcr rcmcdv known as "Criddle mixture" has
been reported very efficient f01:the de truction of grasshoppers in
Manitoba.
It consists of a mixture of fresh horse manure, salt
and Paris green which is distributed abont the fields where the
grasshopper are numerous.
In our experim nts the ingredients
were used in the following proportions:
Fresh hor e manure .
40 quarts.
Barrel salt . .
2 quarts.
Pari green . .
r quart.
The preparation was repeatedly nsed i11 breeding cages and
in field tests. In no case were the results very encouraging o long
as there was greeu food obtainable.
Poisoned alfalfa leaves and
poisoned bran were used in comparison with the Criddle mixture
and of the three the bran seemed most efficient. None of these
preparation . gave re nlt. that were very satisfactory.

6
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Mr. Conrad Schaffer, an extensive and intelligent farmer 1iving at Deuel, Colorado, decided to try the Criddle mixture and induced several of his neighbors to join with him and make a thorough test. In a verbal report to the writer on October 20, Mr.
Schaffer said the mixture did but little good. He said he had
much better results with a mixture of bran and Paris green that
was moistened with just enough refuse syrup from a beet sugar
factory to make the mixture adhere in small balls. These ba1ls
of poisoned bran were distributed about 20 feet apart along potato
row. and in other places where the grasshopper
were abundant.
CUTWORMS.
The Army Cutworm ( Chorizagrotis

au -xiluris. *)
(Pl. ·£. Fig. A. B. C. D.]

which is usually as numernus as all other species put together in
northern Colorado, occnred in more than its usual abundance last
spring.
The moths hav e a strong propensity for getting into
buildings whether there are lights inside or not. It is a common
thing for these moth s to appear in 1arge numbers upon the insides
of windows during May and June. The moths al -o conceal themselves among the 1eaves of trees during the day time. The abundance of the moths was especially remarkable during the summer
of 1902 and many inquiries were received at the Station concerning them. A stick or a stone thrown into a tree when they were
most numerous wonld often cause hundreds to fly ont for a few
seconds then thev wou1d return.
Thev were sucl; an annovance
about lamps in hous es that the occupants of the home would.blow
out the lights and go to bed just to get away from the nuisance.
So that the unusual cutworm invasion of the past spring was
only the sequel of the abnndance of moths the preceding summer.
This is the species treated by Dr. ·wilcox in Bulletin 17 of
the Montana Experiment Station.
It is a native of the Rocky
Mountain region. I have found the moths not uncommon in this
State,near to timber-line under the loose bark of stumps.
Specimens of the spring brood of moths have been taken at the
Station between April r 6 and Ju 1:, rn,ancl are nsnall y most abundant abont the first of June. The fall brood has been taken from
September 13 to October 12. A queer circumstance in connection
with my studies of this moth i ·, I have never been able to find
fully de,·eloped ova in the females of the first brood though lrnndreds ha, ·e been dissected and examined. In the great majority of
cases there has been no indication of O\'a in any stage of develop•ohorizaurotiB aua:ilaris hav!ng '1frior!ty, I have Included wlth lt rorms commonly determined as introferens and a.ur.esti.s b11cause in a larger series there seems to be every
a;radatlon between the three forms and because they always occur together and rise
and tall together ln numbers so fli.r as m.y experience has gone. The specimens in the
collection were determined by Dr .. l. B. Smith; also by Mr. Otto, E.eldemann
through
the courtesy ot Dr. L. 0. Roward,; •
. :
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ment.
The females taken in the fall have, almost without exception, contained fully formed 0\'a. Neither haye I e\'er known the
fall brood to bc: not-iceably adnndant, only occasional specimens
being taken.
A bout the first of May there were _everal newspapers of the
State reporting the pre ence of some kind of army worm in millions in different localities.
On April 31 I went to Fort :\Jorgan
where exte11sive injuries from such an insect were reported.
In
company with Senator \\' .. \. Drake, se,·eral farms were Yisited
and the injuries of the worm noted. In one instance the Chapman
brothers had so\\·ecl alfalfa seed in the spring of 1902 and . ecnred a
good sta11cl and the11 the alfalfa sncldenly disappeared, from some
unknown cause,for a distance of four or fiye rods along the border
of the field adjoining wild land. The strip was re- ceded Ma~ 28
and a good stand secured which grew thriftily throughout the summer. The past spring alfalfa in this field made a good start agai11
and at the time of 111~· visit it \\'Us rapidly disappearing.
An examination shO\vecl the cause to he cutworms .
.\nother field of the previous year's seeding belonged to l\fr.
Burnett and seemed to be perfectly bare, but on examination the
little alfalfa stocks could be seen e,·ernvhere, bnt the lea\'C's and
tender new shoots had all been eaten down b _. the worms.
On Senator Drake's farm a large field of ,·irgin soil had been
plowed and sowed to barle~- early in the spring.
The barley came
up nicely all O\'er the field and then suddenly disappeared.
To
one dri,·ing past this field there was 110 eviclence that there had
been a green thing growi11g there a few days before. I went into
the field and could 110t find a single spear of barley but upon digging down from one to two inches could find the stubs of the young
plants and the worms. The senator told me later that the barley
did not appear again so that the fields had to be replanted.
Other fields were ,·isited and it soon became e,·ident that there
were two types of injnries.
In some cases the fields of grain and
alfalfa were attacked about the borders onh·, while in others the
injuries seemed eqnally distribnted througho11t the field. .\ little
inquiry revealed the fact that in all cases where the virgin soil had
been plowed in the spring- and seeded the injnries were distributed
throughout the field, but where the virgin soil had been plowed
the previous fall or summer, the cntworm injuries were only noticed about the borders of the fieltls and only those borders that
were adjacent to wild la11d. Fort :\Iorgan i~ i11a grazing region
and the ground is pretty well covered with a mixtnre of gramma
and buffalo grasses which are evidently among the native food
plant. of this cutworm, in fact the worm. were found feeding upon
the. e grasses.
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About the first of May reports began to come in of extensive
injuries to sugar beet from cutworms.
As near a could be determined not less than four or five hundred acres of beet land in
Northern Colorado had to be re-seeded this year because of the ravages of cutworms.
Next to virgin soil, the fields that were in
grain the previous season seem to have suffered most and barley
seem to have been the grain that attracted the moths for the deposition of their eggs far more than anv of the others.
On May 29, in company with Mr. H. H. Griffin, one of the
field agents for the Fort Collins Sugar Company, I visited Mr. John
Rice's farm near Fort Collins. He partially plowed a field of barley stubble late last fall and then finished plowing in the spring
and put the field in to beet . The beets on the fall-plowing were
in very good condition, but upon the spring plowing they were so
badly taken by the worms that it was decided to re-plow the entire
field and seed again. At that date, May 20, the worms were fast
disappearing and many pupce could be found and fields seeded after thi date were not seriously attacked by the worm . The
spring was unusually late this year so that it is probable that in
an ordinary sea on the cutworms would do little injury to beets
after the roth or 15th of May, or after the moths begin to appear
upon the windo"vs or about the lights of our house . May 20th
was the first elate we noticed them upon our windows the past
summer.
On May 30, l\Ir. S. A. Johnson went to Aurora a uburb of
Denver, to investigate cutworm injuries and was aided in the work
by Mr. H. Rauchfuss, who had written the Station concerning the
injurie by the worms. Mr. Johnson found the worms mostly full
fed or in the pupa state. The worms were pupating about two
inches beneath the surface- in vertical burrows with the head of
the chrysalis towards the mouth of the burrow. The earthen
cells at the bottom of the burrow were quite firm though they could
be crushed without difficulty between the thumb and fingers. A
quantity of the worms were brought into the laboratory and placed
in breeding cages for the purpose of rearing the moths and it was
found that nearly half of the worms were parasitized.
The majority of the parasitized individuals seemed to be entirely eaten out
beneath the skin and to be packed full of minnte pupre of a pecies
of Copedosoma. In one instance r 705 of the adults issued from a
single wonn. See Plate I. Fig. D. Two Ichneumon para ites
(Iclmeumon lOlt![Ulus and A mblyte!es subnifus)
were also bred
from the worms.
_
Two pupce and worm brought into the laboratory the last of
April began appearing as moths June 26.
Plowing during the summer . or fall and keeping the ground
clean of all vegetation until winter will give almost perfect pro-
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tection again t the e cutworms nnles there are adjacent infested
!ands from which the wonn may migrate into the borders of growmg crop.
The clandestinecutworm,(Noclu<t clandestinci.)

A dark brown, almost black pecies, without conspicuous markings upon the wings, is also common each year in the north-eastern
portion of Colorado, at least. It i a little later than the preceding
pecies, the moths appearing about the lamps a those of Cltoriazgrotz's auxtlan:r are becoming. carce. I have never known it
to be nearly so numerous as that species.
LEAFROLLERS.
The Fruit-Tree Leat-Roll■ r ( Cacrecia argyrospila

Walk. 1

[Pl. I. Figs. E and F.]

This insect in company with Carn•c/a scm/_;ffnw, the boxelder leaf-roller, ha an intere ting history in Colorado. Thirteen
year ago both were destructively abundant in orthern Colorado
in the vicinity of Fort Collin and Greeley. Their numbers have
gradually grown Jes in that portion of the State until the past
year or two, when they have not occured in sufficient numbers to
attract attention much north of Den\ ·er, while they are Yery destructive to the foliage of fruit and box-elder trees in that city and
in the vicinity of Colorado Spring .
Many of the Tortricid moths vary greatly in color marking
so that it is often impossible to distingui ·h betw en . pecies without
rearing the moths from single patches of eggs. There has been
so much of thi . variation in the moths that I have been grouping
under the name C. arf[_l'rospda that I decided to rear a few "families" from eparate batches of eggs. Six egg-batches were placed
in eparate cloth sacks and each ack tied over a limb of a plum
tree on April 23, when two of the patches, (numbers , and 5 of
the following diagram) were beginning to hatch. These ·acks
were frequently examined and wbe11 the larvre were nearly grown
the contents of each ack were brought into the laboratory and
placed in a separate breeding cage and the transformations noted
until the moths all appeared. The records of the six cages are
given as follows:
SUl\BIARY

OF • IX BREEDING-CAGE
RECORDS l "P0~
'l'lO S OF CAC<ECIA ARG\"ROSPILA.

Cage numbers
Began Hatching
First Pupa
Last Pupa
First Moth
Last Moth

1
April
June
June
June
June

2
23 did not
2 hatch.
13
15
25

3

4

April
June
June
June rn June
June 30 July

23
2
17
13
1

TRANSFOIOIA-

5

Juno,

I

(j

IJuno 2

June 11 June 20
June 13 June 13
.I une 19 June 29
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As egg-patche 3 and 4 were not hatching when placed in the
sacks but gave pup,e and moths as early as any, it i to be presumed
that they were not more than a day behind those in cages rand 5.
This would make the shortest time from hatching of the egi:, to
emergence of adult moth 50 days and the longe t time 68 day . It
i rather remarkable that iu the fonr cases noted the first pupation
occure<l on the same date, June 13. This would indicate about I I
days as the ordinary time spent in the pupa stage.
:.\Toth bred from the same batch of eggs vary in color from a
dark rusty red ·with only one conspicious pale yellow patch in the
middle of the costal margin of the anterior wing to a light strav,r
yellow with only faint indications of the ru ty coloration outlined
in a \"ery light rusty brown. There is one typical pattern of the
dark marking: however, which can be traced through all the speciimens. Figs. E. and 1~. Plate I. show tweh·e of these moths in
two ro,vs. .\11 in the front row were bred from a single patch of
eggs. Those in the second row me from two other patche ·. That
all the moths from the fiye cages are of the same specie. is proYen
by the fact that each group ha one or more moths that are exactly like some in all the other groups.
Ex/Hri1111·11fsj iw tile dcstr11ction of Cf[f[S. Se,·eral laboratory
tests were made to determine the effect of certain insecticides upon the egg-patches early in the spring. They resulted as follows:
Kerosene emulsion that was one-third kerosene was applied
to 6 egg patches. None of the eggs hatched.
Kerosene emul!--ion that was on -fourth kerosene was applied
to 7 egg patches.
One patch hatched well, one partially, 5 not at
all.
Kerosene emulsion that was one-sixth kerosene was applied to
6 egg-patches.
From one patch two larvre emerged and from 5
none hatched.
Crude petroleum was applied to 5 egg-patche , and none
hatched.
Whale-oil soap, I pound to I gallon of water was applied to 8
egg patches.
Three hatched well, 2 partially and 3 did not hatch
at all.
Whale-oil soap, 1 pound to 2 gallons of water, was applied to
7 egg-patches; three hatched well, one hatched about half, two
batched a very few, one did not hatch at all.
Whale-oil . soap, one pound to four gallons of water was applied to ix egg-patches; two hatched well and four did not hatch
at all.
Lime salt and sulfur was applied to five patches; four
hatched well and one did not hatch at all.
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Whitewash composed of lime one pound, water two quarts,
was applied to eight patches; one patch hatched well, five patches
hatched about half of the larv~ and two hatched a very few.
Lime wash in the proportion of two pounds to three gallons
of water was applied to seven egg-patches all of which hatched
well.
Arsenite of lime in which there was about one pound of arsenic to 100 gallons of water was applied to six patches of eggs;
one patch hatched well, three hatched about half the eggs, two
hatched but very few.
Arsenate of lead in the proportion of a pound to five gallons
was applied to 12 patches of eggs; fiye patches hatched well, two
hatched about half of the eggs, two hatched a yery few larv~ and
three hatched none.
From these tests we are encouraged to think that crude petrolemn and the stronger emulsions may be used quite successfully
for the destruction of the eggs before the leaves appear in the
spring, but whale-oil soap, whitewash, lime-sulfur-and-salt, and
the arsenical poisons do not give much promise. Our whale-oil
soap was very hard and probably not of good quality.
The Choke-CherryLeaf-Roller( Genopsis teshi lana Zell.)

Pl. I. Fig. G.

This leaf-roller is occasionally quite abundant among the
small choke-cherry bushes in the foothills near Fort Collins where
it builds extensive and rather loose webs. It is also an extremely
variable species. In some the fore wings are pale yellowish brown
almost without dark markings, in others the fore wings are a deep
and rather dark rnst-brown without any sign of light markings
while a majority have sulfurous yellow back-ground more or less
heavily marked with rust-brown.
See the third or lower row of
moths in Plate I. Fig. G.
BEETWEB-WORM(Loxostege sticticalis Linn.)~·
[Pl. I. Fig.

I.]

On July uth the writer was called to investigate the injuries
being done by a horde of small striped caterpillars to onions and
cabbages on a farm near Fort Collins. On visiting the farm in
question it was found that in the center of a large field there was
a small area, perhaps an.acre, that was above irrigation and which,
being neglected, had grown up to lamb's quarter.
Upon these
weeds the worms had fed until the plants were brown and dry.
The worms then left the dead weeds and marched out like an invading army into the cultivated crops of onions and cabbages
which they were devouring very rapidly at the time of my visit.
*Determined

by Mr. Coqnlllett

tbrongb.

kindness

ot Dr. L. 0. Howarrl.
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Two days later, word came to the Station that some worm
had appeared in great numbers in many of the fields of young
beets. A ride through the infected area in company with Mr.
Charles Evans, manager of the Fort Collins Beet Growers' Association, revealed the fact that nearly if not quite all of the injuries
from worms were to fields that had been plowed in the spring. In
most of these fields considerable alfalfa was growing at the time
of our visit.
To avoid such injuries as the above, do not allow lamb's
quarter ( Clzenopodz"um sp.) to grow in proximity to other crops,
and, in case alfalfa ground is to be put in to cultivated crops it
would be better to plow the previous fall, but in any case keep
the ground sufficiently cultivated to keep down any growth of
alfalfa which might attract the moths for the purpose of egg-laying early in the season.
THE GOOSEBERRY
FRUIT-WORM(Dakruma

Convolutella)

(? )

The gooseberry fruit-worm has become a serious pest, especially to currants, along the foot hills of the eastern slope in this
State. It is not uncommon to hear that this insect has destroyed
the greater portion of the crop. It also feeds freely upon a common wild currant, Rib es aurium, which grows in the foothills, a
fact which adds much to the difficulty of keeping the pest in check.
PLANTLICE (Aphidid9:.

)

Several species of plant lice were extremely abundant again
during the past summer. Various insecticide substances have
been used experimentally against these lice both in the egg and in
the later stages and a press bulletin, No. 20, entitled "Plant Lice
and their Remedies," written by Mr. S. Arthur Johnson has been
issued by the Station.
The apple plant lonse (Ajltz's pomz') has been extremely abundant and quite destructive to small trees in some localities.
For
several years past there have been many trees, particularly small
ones, that have had many of their small limbs literally blackened
with eggs of this insect. Such trees are common in the orchards
of Northern Colorado during the present fall. I have observed
such trees for several years and have never known more than a
very small fraction of the eggs to hatch in the spring. In fact in
some cases I have been unable to find that any of the eggs upon a
tree have hatched.
I am confident that not more than one egg in
a thousand hatched in the vicinity of Fort Collins last spring and
yet by the middle of June the lice were common in orchards and
gradually increased in numbers so that from the middle of July
on through the summer the lice on the apple trees of this section
were exceedingly numerous.
I have never seen an) '. evidencethat
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this louse has an alternate food-plant in Colorado, at least it is continuously upon apple,and pear trees from the opening of the leaves
in spring until the eggs have been deposited in October and November.
The green plnm louse.(Ap!u s pnuu·,) the black cherry louse,
(~vzuz cerasi,) the boxelder lonse ( Cltaitofltrous ne[[1t1tdhzzs,)the
snow-ball louse (Ap!us z1zhunz/) a11d the woolly louse (Scluzonezwa
lani"[[era) of the apple, were all of them specially abundant.
The
beet-root louse ( Tye/lea brcz1/corn/s) has been reported by Mr. P.
K. Blinn, field agent for the Station in the Arkansas Valley, as
quite generally distributed in the beet fields in the vicinity of
Rockyford and as attacking the roots of many weeds. He reports
a louse that seems to be this species as very abundant and quite
injurious to the common garden purslane.
One beet field of eight
acres near Fort Collins, investigated by Mr. Johnson, has been
badly infested by this louse and, apparently, the crop has suffered
considerablv from it.
A full report upon the results obtained from the use of insecticides for the destruction of the lice and their eggs will be given in
a bi.1lletin later, after farther tests have been made . I may say
here that we seem to have been entirely successful in destroying
eggs of the lice with strong applications of kerosene emulsion,
crude petroleum or whale-oil soap, made early in the spring.
FALSECHINCH·BUGS(Nysius rninutus and N. californicus).

These two species of false chinch-bugs are abundant in Colorado and their combined attacks upon mother beets in the Arkansas valley make it almost impossible to grow beet seed there. Mr.
P. K. Blinn, writing under date of June 29, c903, said he had just
collected in one hour's time 20 pounds of these bugs from a patch
of mother beets by brushing the insects into a dish held in the
hand. Mr. Blinn also reported radishes, and mustard, planted
near the beets as trap crops, of no value as the bugs were as abundant on the. fields of beets as on the trap crops. He also stated
that mother beets grown in a field surrounded by oats were not injured by the bugs. These bugs seem partial to plants of the mustard and goose -foot families and I do not remember to have seen
them attacking any of the grasses. It is possible that any of the
grains would afford barriers that would be rather effectual in ex cluding them. Wild mustard is a favorite food-plant for these
false chinch-bugs.
About nine-tenths of the specimens received
from Mr. Blinn from beets were (N. mz"nutus.)
Some have thought these insects to be the chinch-bug of the
prairie states farther east, but such is not the case.
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WESTERNWHEAT-STEMMAGGOT,1Pegomyici cerealis n. sp.*J

On the 5th of last May complaint came to this office that a
wheat field that ·was looking all right ten days before had, for
some reason, died ,clown badly.
:\Ir. Johnson went to examine the
field and returned with a quantity of wheat stems with maggots
in their centers.
There were ten acres in the field and the injuries were so severe that it was decided that all would haYe to be
plowed under, which ,ms clone, and t11efield planted to sugar beets.
The field had been sown to wheat for three years i11succession
and had been fertilized hea\ ·ily with barnyard mannre the past fall
and sowed to winter wheat which grew but little in the fall but
which made a fine stand in the spring.
The maggots burro" · clown the centers of the stems and feed
where the latter are 1110,;ttender, an inch or two beneath the surface of the ground.
At the time of examination, May 5, many
light colored dipterons pup::e were found an inch or two beneath
the snrface close to the plants upon which they had been feeding.
These pup::e brought into the laboratory began giYing flies June 6.
The early appearance of pnp::e in the field makes it seem likely
that the eggs may haye been laid the previous fall. If this was
not the case, the flies must haye emerged yery early in the spring.
DESCRIP'fION.
The maggots are dirty yellowish white in color and measure between
6 and 7 mm. in length by l.:'.i to 1.75 mm. in diameter.
At the small or
anterior end the two jaws show distinctly and at the posterior end the
two spiracles are black and aboYe tbem is a shining black plate or chitinous piece which terminates
in two short stout spines.
The puparium
is like the magg·ot in length and thickness, it is straw-yeJlow at first but
darkens rapidly as the time for the emergence or the fly draws near.
The black plate and spines of the maggot also show plainly and the extreme anterior end is blackened.
The Adult Flies. Female: length about 5.5 mm. exclusive of ovipositor. Color of head and body rather uniform light gray, set with large
and small black bristles that arise, each from a small black spot. Eyes
dark reddish brown, naked, separated in front by a space nearly equal
to the diameter of an eye; antennre black, the aristre also black and
slightly plumose to the tips. Color of head like that of thorax except
for a slight golden tint upon the face. There are five moderately
stout
bristles in a row parallel with the inner margin of the compound eye on
either side and another row of about 20 of these bristles along the posterior border of each eye, the two at the upper angle of the eye being
larger than the others.
On the thorax there may be distinguished
one
median and, on either sicle, two lateral darker
stripes which are
quite distinct, and upon each of which a row of stout black bristles
arises.
Scuttelum
with four setre, two very stout ones near the tip
and one not so large near each posterior angle. Abdomen rather thickly set with stout black setre of moderate size, the largest ones arising
from near the posterior margin of the segments.
Femora cinereous like
the body except at the knees where they change to light amber which is
the color of aU the tibias; the tarsi of all the legs are deep black.
The
wings are hyaline, tegulre and sub-tegulre small and nearly equal and
amber in color, as are all the large veins.
*Specimens
submitted
to C. W. Jobnson were referred to Mr. Coqulllett,who
mined tbem, "Near Peuom11ia ceptorum, but apparently
dlstluct."

deter-
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The males differ from the females in being of a dark cinereous brown
color. The femora are also of the same color and the tibire are much
darker than in the female.
The eyes are very much larger being subattingent in front of the ocelli .

t

Described from nine males and ten females bred from stems
of winter wheat.
The injuries of the fly seem to have been confined to the one
field. Mr. S.A. Johnson and Mr. Fred Bishopp examined a large
number of fields of winter wheat in the vicinity of Fort Collins
but in no case did they find farther injuries by this insect.
The summer and fall habits of thi~ fly are unknown.
A wing of this fly is shown in Fig. C., Pl. II.
.rlsjndiotus forbC'sz". A card from Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell, of
Colorado College,states that he has found this scale abundant upon
a bush of CC'rcocarpus parvifoli"us growing upon a hillside at
Colorado City. This is a matter of sufficient importance to warrant mention of t11e fact in this report. It seems to be the first
record for the species in Colorado.
(Explanation
of plates.)
Plate I. A, B, C, three forms of the army cutworm moth ( Ohorizagrotis auxilaris;) D, two living cuLworms, a chrysalis,
a dead parasitized cutworm and two earthen cells of the same species; E, moths of
Caccecia argy1·ospila (fruit-tree leaf-roller),
all bred from one patch of
eggs to show variation in markings; F, moths of the same species selected from specimens bred from two patches of eggs; G, choke-cherry
leaf-roller (Cenopis testulana Zell.), all from one tent showingvariation
in color; H, Grain-bug, (Pentatoma sayi Stal), and wheat kernels shrunken from attack of the bug, also two plump kernels for comparison;
I,
two larvre of web-worm (Loxostege sticticalis Linn.)
Plate II. A, head of oats blasted from attacks of grain-bug (Pentatoma sayi), only three developed kernels; B, apple injured and deformed
from application of too strong spray of Paris green; C, wing of western
wheat i:;tem-maggot (Pegomyia cerealis).
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AnnotatedList of ColoradoOrthoptera
From Material in the Collections of the Colorado Agri=
cultural College and Agricultµral Experiment Station.
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PARTI.
Including Families Forficulidae, Rlattidae, J\lantidae, Phasmidae and Acridiidae
BY CLARENCEP. GILLETTE.

INTR.ODUCTION.
Since coming to Colorado about thirteen years ago, the writer
has clone what he could to make the rich and varied insect fauna of
the State known to the world. First, the Cynipidre were published
upon in the C.,,rnadz'an Entomolog·ist and in Ento1110/ogfra/ News
during the years r892, 1 93 and '94. Then Bull. 31 1 "A Preliminary List of the Hemiptera of Colorado," by Gillette and Baker,
was published by the Experim~nt Station in 1895. In 1898 Bull.
43 was issued giving a list of the Lepidoptera in the College collection with the accessions notes upon them and also giving descriptions of a few new Jassidre from the State; and the same year
the writer prepared a monograph of the "American Leaf-hoppers
of Subfamily Typhlocybinrc" which appeared in Yol. XX of the
Proc. of the National l\Iusemn which included much Colorado material. \\'hen Prof. E. D. Ball came to this department as first
assistant in 1897 he had already become a writer upon the family
Jassidre and was encouraged to continue his systematic work with
this group, with a special Yiew of working up the Colorado fauna,
and his articles since that time haye added much to onr knowledge
of Colorado Hemiptera.
Mr. E. S. G. Titus wrote his thesis for
the degree of l\I.Sc. upon "Colorado Bees," a bound copy of which is
in the College library; and l\Ir. Titus also wrote numerous articles
treating of Colorado bees that were published in the Canadz'au
Entomologist. Onr entire College collection of Colorado Coleoptera
were sent to Prof. YVickham to be used by him in making out his
list of Colorado Coleoptera which he published in the Canadian
Enlomolog-ist. l\Iany other papers have appeared from the pens of
other entomological workers in which they report upon insects
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from the collection of the Colorado Agricultural College and :the
present paper is annther attempt to add to the existing knowledge
of the insect fauna of the State. I hope to follow this paper at no
distant date with another giving our records upon the remaining
families of the order Orthoptera.
It is hoped that the present paper will be found fairly free
from errors in determinations.
There are still a few species of
Acridiid~ not reported because of uncertain identifications and it
is probable that, in a few instances, I have included under one
name forms that have been con sidered distinct but which I could
not separate except from differences in size or coloration.
BROODS.
All of our records point to one conclusion, and that is tha(all
the species here reported are probably single-brooded.
The number of species reported in this paper are:
Forficulidre ________________________________________
0
Blattidre______ ____________________ ________________ 5
Mantidre _________________________________________
5
Phasmidre ________________________________________
·>
Acridiidre ________________________
. ______________13~
'rota] - ----- ---- -- --- ---- ---- ----

DISTRIBUTION

m

AND BARRIERS.

There are aimost no cases where sha rp line s of limitation in
this State shut in the distribution of a species . The Continental
Divide, and the line made by the sudden br eaking of the eastern
plains into the foothills and canons of the eastern slope, come
nearest to being such barriers; and a few species seem rather closely confined to the area lying above timberline upon the mountain
r~nges. As a general rule, species that occur over the eastern
plains also occur for some distance into the mountainous region
but they seldom range higher than 7,000 or 8,000 feet, and many of
the plains species occur but a ,·ery short distance in the hills. On
the other hand mountain species that are common at 9,000 and
ro,ooo feet altitude are seldom found outside the foothills. Some
species occurring abundantly above timber-line ma y be found all
the way to the base of the eastern line of foothills, and JJlattella
gcrmamca, that thrives so well at the sea shore, is eqnally prolific
and aggressive in eating houses at mines located above timberline
in the mountains.
There are very few species exce1)t those that
follow in the wake of civilization, that occur upon both the eastern
and western slopes of the Continental Divide. A few species from
the south and east have found their way up the Arkansas valley
into the southeastern portion of the State that we have not found
elsewhere,and several spec ies occurring in the Platte valley of the
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northern plains region we have not found occuring 111 the valley
of the Arkansas.
The frontice piece is a map giving the main river system and water sheds of Colorado with the points named where
our collections have been made.
Upon page 20 I have given
a list of the places where collecting has been done, with their altitudes, and with each species I have given all tl:e localities from
which it has been taken by us. The reader will thns be able to
make out the distribution of such species so far as determined by
our records.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
DE'l'ER'.\IINATIO::\T

OF SPECIES.

The Blattidce here reported have been determined by Prof.
Lawrence Bruner or by comparison with examples named by him.
The Mantidce and Phasmidce have been determined by Professor
Bruner, A. N. Caudell or E. D. Ball. The entire collection of
Tettiginre has been through the hands of Prof. Albert P. Morse
and are reported as named by him. The remainder of the Acridiidre have been named very largely by comparison with examples
of the various species that were determined for the College by
Prof. Bruner or Dr. S.H. Scudder, to whom doubtful and unknown
species ha,·e been referred. The more readily determined species
have been named by E. D. Ball or the writer. All errors are
chargable to me, as I have worked oyer the entire collection during
the past year, adding many species and many new records and
changing many names. Prof. Morse has also determined several
species of Trimerotropis and Spharagemon for me.
COLLECTORS.

The collection upon which this report is based has been accumulated during the past thirteen years as the result of the efforts of many helpers.
An examination of r,500 entries upon the
Accessions Book shows that about 50 per cent. of the records are
from collections and observations made by E. D. Ball, about 25
per ceqt. by the writer, and the remaining 25 per cent. by others,
most prominent among whom are S. A. Johnson, E. S. G. Titus,
E. P. Taylor, F. C. Bishopp and C. F. Baker. I have also received
several species from Prof. T. D. A. Cockerell from the vicinity of
Colorado Springs and Pike's Peak.
The original plan was to publish this report in joint authorship with Prof. E. D. Ball who was, at the time, my first assistant;
but after his appointment to the Chair of Animal Biology in the Agricultural College of Utah, this plan had to be abandoned.
I wish
specially to acknowledge my obligations to Prof. Ball for the large
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amount of work which he did in collecting material and data and
making determinations preliminary to the preparation of this
report.
The photographic reproduction of the topographical map of
Colorado shown in this report is used with the permission of the
"Continental School Supply Company" of Denver who own the
original map.
PAPERS.

I am under special obligations to Professor Lawrence Bruner,
and Professor T. D. A. Cockerell for permission to publish their
papers describing Colorado insects in this report .
LOCALITIES

•

AND THEIR

Akron (G) ........... .4,650
Alder (G) .............. 8,500
Alamosa (B) ......... 7,540
Alma ................
.10,240
Antonito .............. 7,889
B:1ld Mouutain ..... .8,500
Boulder (G) .......... 5,300
Buena Vista (BJ 7,967
Cameron Pass(B)l0,000
Canon City (G) ... 5,343
Cerl'o Summit (G)7,968
Chama (N M. ) ... 7,86'.i
Claremont
(G) ...... 3,650
Colorado Springs ..6,000
Cortez (J) ............. 7,000
Craig (J) ............... 6,500
Delta (G) .............. 4,980
Denver ........ ........ 5,200
Dolores (J) ........... 6,057
Durango ............. .6,n20
Dutch George's(B)7,000
Eddy (G) ............... 7,000
Elbert (G) ........... 6,710
Erie (GI ..... .......... H,17fl
Estes Park IG) ...... 8,000
Fort Collins ........... 5,000
Fort Morgan (B) ..4,263
Fruita ( G) ........... 4,500
Georgetown (G) . .. 8,476
Glendevy (J).
..9,000
Glenwood Sp. (G) .5,758
Golden ( G) ............ :'i,700

APPROXIMATE

Grand Junc'n (G)4,59cl
Gray's Peak (GJl0,000
Greeley .............. 4,637
Gunnison ... ......... 7,685
Gypsum (G) ...... 6,325
Hague's P'k(S ) .11,000
Hamilton (J) ..... 6,400
Hayden (J) ........ 6,800
Hebron (J) .......... 8,500
Holly ( B) ............ 3,400
Home (B) ........... 9,000
Idylwilde (.J) ....... 9,000
.Julesburg .......... .. 3,4i6
LaFayette
(G) . . :i,lW
La .Jnnta ............ 4,061
Lamar ................ 3,600
La Salle .......... ... .. :1,663
Laporte ............... 5,200
Las Animas (B) .. 3,900
Lay (J) ............... 6,163
Leadville (G) ... 10,200
Little Beaver ...... 9,000
Livermore
.......... 6,000
Lizard Head (B) 10,200
Long's Peak (GJ 11,000
Loveland (G) ...... 5,000
McCoy {G) ........... 7,300
McElmo (G) ........ 6,800
Manitou (Gl .. ...... 6,200
MarshallPass(G)l0,856
Maybell /J) ....... 6,000
Merino (B) .......... 4,021

ALTITUDE.

Montrose (G) .. .... . 5,811
Nepesta (B) ..... ..... 4,400
New Castle (G) .... 5,562
North Park ........ ... 8,500
Orchard (B) ... ....... 4,591
Ouray (G) ............ 7,706
Palisades(G) .. ... ... .4,741
Palmer Lake ......... 7,237
Pagoda (J) ............ 6,500
Paonia (G) ........... 5,500
Pinewood (B) ...... 8,000
Pueblo (B) ............. .4.668
Rico (B) ................ 8,737
Ridgway (.Jo) ....... 7,500
Rifle ............... .... . 5,310
Rist Canon .. .......... 5,/i00
Rocky Ford ........ 4,177
Salida ( G) .......... 7,050
Silverton
(.Jo) ...... 9,22-i
Snyder (B) ......... .. 4,160
Steamboat Spr'gs ..7,300
Sterling .. .... .......... 3,920
Stove Prairie ....... 7,500
Timnath.
.. ........ .4,950
Trinidad .............. 5,980
Walden (.J) ............ 8,500
'\Varel (B) ............ 10,000
Wheat Ridge ....... .5,300
Windsor (G) ....... .. 4,900
·wolcott (G) ........... 6,976
Wray (B1 ............... 3,500
Yuma (G) ............. .4,128

The altitude given in each case is that of the town or place
itself. The grasshoppers refened to the different places were often taken at mnch greater altitudes.
Silverton, for example, has
an altitude of 9,224 feet but the insects referred to Silyerton were
taken on a mountain near by at an altitude of over 12,000 feet.
This will account for my giving altitudes farther on in this
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paper, for the occurrence of some of the species much higher than
the altitude of an_v of the stations where the species was taken.
NOTE - Names of places followed by the capital (B) were collected
In by Prof. E.
D. Ball only: thuse followed by (J) were collected
in by Mr. S. A. ,Johnson only; those
followed by (S) were collected
in by Dr. J. W. :-!kinner only; those followed
by (Jo)
were collected
In by Mr. Charles ,Jones only, and those followed by (G) were collected
tn by the writer only.

Family FORFICULIDIE.

We have not taken a representative
State.

of this family within the

Family BLATTIDIE.
BLATTELLA
Caudell.
t'

germanica Linn.

Specimens in the Co11ege collection are from a
boarding house in Ft. Col1ins and from a boarding house at a
mine near Silverton at an altitude of 12,000 feet, where they
where very numerous in both instances,and a single specimen
from a hotel at Leadville.
NYCTOBORA
Burmeister.

holosericeaKlug.

One male and one female taken at Ft. Collins,
June 5th, 1900.
mexicanaSauss.
Occasionally introduced upon bunche s of bananas
from the south.
PERIPLANETA
Burmeister.

americanaLinn.
orientalisLinn.

A few examples from Ft. Collins and Denver.
One specimen taken at Golden, Colo., April 30th,

1902.
Family MANTIDIE.
YERSINIASaussure.

solitaria Scucld.

Specimens of what seems to be this species have
been taken at Ft. Collins, Palmer Lake, Durango and Alder.
They have been taken in open places running about in short
grass and so imitating the ground and dry leaves that the y
are never seen until they move. Rare.
LITANEUTRIASaussure.

boreallsBrun.

Specimens of this species have been taken at Ft.
Collins, Dutch George's, Holly and at Stratton and Kimball
in Nebraska.
Rare in Colorado.
minor Scudcl.
This species probably occnrs quite generally over
the plains region east of the foothills and a few miles into the
hills, on dry grassy ground.
Specimens have been taken at
Ft. Collins, Dutch George's, Greeley, Pueblo and Trinidad.
obscuraScudd.
A few specimens of what seems to be this species
have been taken on the western slope at Grand Junction.
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STAGMOMANTIS
Saussure.
carolina Linn

. A few specimens have been taken at Nepesta and at
Grand Junction.
Family PHASMID~.
DIAPHEROMERA
Gray.

veliei

Walsh. Taken at Holly, Sept. 8, '98, on corn, and at Julesburg Aug. 7, 1902 on grass on low ground.
Rather common
in both instances.
(Ball.)
PARABACILLUS
Caudell.

coloradusScudd.

A few specimens have been taken at Ft. Collins
both inside and outside the foothills.
In one instance two
specimens were taken from a species of Erz'ogmutm, Jnly 27,
'99. One of these was matnre and one immature.
We also
have specimens from Kimball, Neb., taken Aug. 5th, 1899.
Family ACRIDIID~.
TETTIX
Charpentier.

acadicusScudd.

A single specimen taken at Steamboat Springs
July 16, 1894. (Baker.)
crusus Morse.
A common species in northeastern Colorado on low
ground adjoining the foothills and near the streams in the
canons. The adults hibernate during the winter among dead
leaves. Most of the adults have been taken in the fall and
early spring. This species varies much in color and in the
length of the pronotum.
Species taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte and Steamboat Springs only. Most of the specimens
were taken in the foothills near Laporte.
hancockiMorse.
Fonr specimens, all taken in Rist Canon near Laporte, June 15, 1898. (Ball.)
lncurvatusHane.
One specimen from Rist Canon•, near Laporte,
June 15, 1898 1 one ten miles farther back in the foothills July
21, 1898 (Ball.); and one specimen at Salt Lake, Utah, 6-16'oo. (Gillette.)
tentatusMorse.
Two species taken at Little Beaver, 7-19-198 at
abont 9,000 feet altitude, (Ball.); and two specimens taken
in Estes Park, one July rr, and one July 15, '94, (Gillette).
The last two named were rather immature.
Altitude about
8,000 feet.
PARATETTIX
Bolivar.
cucullatusBunn.

A few specimens have been taken from the plains
and foothills in the vicinity of Ft. ,Collins and a single specimen was taken at Lamar. The dates are in the months
May and June.
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Sauss.:[i:Four specimens, .three taken in Rist Canon 1:ear
Laporte, June 26, 1898, (Ball.); and one taken along the nver
near Ft. Collins 6-12-'97. (Gillette.)

tolticus

MERMIRIAStal.
llivittata Serv.

C:)lnmon over the entire eastern pc>rtion of the State
to some distance within the foothills.
This species seems to
prefer the higher ground and is often abundant upon hill-tops.
vVe have recorded specimens from Ft. Collins, Laporte,vVindsor, Greeley, Orchard, Julesburg , Wray, Rockyford and Holly.
\Ve have taken adults at Ft. Collins as early as July 10th
and as late as~Sept. roth. They doubtless continue much
later.

neomexicanaThom.

ground as

This specimen seems to cover about the same
the preceding though it is much less abundant

We have specimens ,,taken at Ft. Collins, both within and
outside of the foothills, and also a few specimens taken at
Rockyford, Holly and Nepesta.
Onr captures have all been
made during August and September.
ACROLOPHITUS
'l'homas.
hirtipes Say.

vVe !Jaye found this species most common in the
gulches of the outer foothills and upon the dry hillsides.
It
probably occurs in small numbers over most of the plains of
the eastern portion of the State.
At Ft. Collins adults begin
to appear about the last week in June. All onr specimens
have been taken before the last of August.
Most of them
are uniformly green in color but several individuals have a
lighter shade, varing from light gr en to almost white upon
the elytra and pronotum.
Upon the elytra the lighter color
is so distributed as to leave the green, for the most part, in
round or oval blotches.
Specimens from Ft. Collins, Laporte, Livermore, Dutch
George's, Wray, Greeley, Boulder, Golden, Las Animas and
Coolidge, Ks. July 7, '02 all adult and eggs mature at Laporte. (Ball.)
ERITETTIXBruner.

navicula Scudd.

Specimens answering to the discription of this species seem not to be specifically distinct from tricarz"natzts.
Perhaps Caudell is correct in thinking all the Colorado forms
are navicula.
See "note on Orthoptera, etc." by A. N. Candell, Proc. U.S . National Museum, Vol. xxvi.
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tric1rin1tu1 Thom.

A common species on dry grass land in the
eastern portion of the State and extending some distance into
the foothil1s. Most common northward and near the foothills.
Adults taken in northern Colorado from May rrth to August
13th.
Specimens have been taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte, Dutch
George's, Virginia Dale, Livermore, Boulder, Palmer Lake,
and Pueblo.
Brun. This species seems to be very generally distributed
over the State up to an altitude of about 6,000 feet. ·we
have taken it on grassy areas . It ·eems to feed mostly upon
salt gra ses. Adults were just beginning to appear at Ft.
Collins June 22, 1899 (Ball) and we have taken them up to
Sept. 23rd.

v1rl1blll1

Specimens have been taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte,
Windsor, Timnath,
Greeley, Merino, Snyder, Julesburg,
Boulder, Denver, Pueblo, Nepesta, Rockyford, Lamar, Holly
and Delta.
AMPHITORNUS
.McNeill.

bicolor Thom.

A very common species on dry grassy slopes over
all the eastern portion of the State, particularly, northward
near , and for some distance within the first foothills.
Specimens have been taken at an altitude of fully 8,000 feet. This
insect doubtless causes heavy losses on the native pasture
lands of the State.

June. 29, 1901, a single pair of adults and many young
were found in the foothills west of Ft. Collins; June 6th, 1902,
in the some locality only young nymphs could be found; at
Greeley, June 23, 1902, several adults were seen. (Ball.) Our
latest captures of this species at Ft. Collins were made Sept.
5, 1901.
Specimens have been taken at the following places: Ft.
Collins, Laporte, Dutch George's, Livermore, Westlake,Windsor, Greeley, Merino, Wray, Julesburg, Snyder, Boulder, Denver, Rockyford, Las Animas, Holly, Lamar, Alder, Dunkley
and Steamboat Springs.
CORDILLACRIS
Rehn.

1ffini1 Morse.

A single male answering to the structural characters
given for this species, but having the dark stripe of the hind
femora solid, was taken by Mr. S. A. Johnson at Hayden,
July 29th. The hind tibire are very pale yellowish tinged
with dusky and not at all red.

1'
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cinerea Brun.

vVhat I have placed under this name seems to be a
light colored form of occip/tahs, and it occurs over about the
same area. Perhaps my specimens are not true cine1'ea, but
if so, we have not taken this species in the State.
crenul1t1 Brun.
Generally distributi;d on dry grassy areas east of
the Continental Divide to 8,000 feet altitude and also occurring over some of the western slope. It seems to be a grass
feeder. The earliest that adults have been seen at Ft. Collins
is June 26, 1901. (Ball.) They continue until the middle of
September.
Specimens taken at Ft.Collins, Laporte,Windsor,Greeley,
LaSalle,
Wray, Boulder, Denver, LaFayette,
Colorado
Springs, Pueblo, Rockyford, LaJunta, Lamar, Las Aninas,
Trinidad, Ridgway, Antonito, Durango and Grand Junction.
occipit1lisThom.
The notes for the preceding species may be repeated for this. In addition to the above localities we can
add Dolores, Salida, Golden,Virginia Dale, Timnath, Ft. Morgan, Julesburg, Merino, Trinidad, Alamosa, Antonito and
Durango.
Specimens from Trinidad, Alamosa, Antonito and Durango are darker in color and the elytra are longitudinally
striped with dark fuscous with or without light yellow spots,
but I do not take this fonn to be specifically distinct from the
specimens from other parts of the State as there is considerable inter-gradation.
PHLIBOSTROMA
Scudder.
qu1drimaculatumThom.

A very common species feeding upon prairie
grasses, particularly on the plains of the northeastern portion
of Colorado. The species occurs in the foothills at an altitude
of about 8,000 feet. It varies much in size and color, and in
wi~g~length.
This is one of our most destructive species to
pra1ne grasses.

Specimens taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte, Dutch George's,
Virginia Dale, Livermore, Windsor, Greeley, La Salle, Snyder, Sterling, Lafayette, Denver, Golden, Boulder, Pinewood,
Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Rockyford, Holly and Buena Vista.
Adults taken at Ft. Collins from the 24th of June, 1901,
until the 12th of October, 1898.
Fully developed eggs found
in females July 27th, 1901.
(Ball.)
ORPHULELLA
Giglio-Tos.
11elidn1
Burm.

Thomas in writing of this species has said "Burmeister's description is so meager that it is doubtful whether
it will ever be recognized with satisfactory certainty."
What
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I am calling this species is common in the northern plains
portion of the State upon grassy areas and we haYe taken it
in the foothi11s to an altitude of 5,500 feet. The males measure from r 5 to r 8 111111. and the females between 1 8 and 21
111111. in length.
On going south this form gives way to a
larger and longer winged fonn that I am calling praton11n.
Scudd.
The specimens ha, ·e been taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte,
Windsor and Greeley.
Adults have been taken as early as
July 22 1 and as late as September 17th.
pratorum Scudd.

What I am calling this species is abundant in the
northern portion of the State east of the foothills and is also
common in the southern portion. The males range between
18 and 20 111111. and the females between 2 r and 24 111111. in
length.

The specimens in the College collections ha Ye been taken
at the following points:
Ft. Collins, Greeley, Sterling, Snyder, Pueblo, Rockyford, Lamar and Holly in Colorado, and
Stratton in Nebraska.
See Orp!w!cl!a _prhd11a.
salina Scudd.
This low-ground species has been taken by us upon
the west slope only in the vicinity of Delta and Grand Junction from July 7 to Sept. 23. On Sept. r 7th, 1903, it was
noted as the most abnndant grasshopper on salt-grass, Distic/1h~ maratima, growing through a heavy deposit of alkali
on low gronnd near Delta. (Gillette.)
CHUEALTISHarris.
eonspersaHarr.

We have taken this species on five different dates
at altitudes from 5,500 to 6,000 feet in the foothills west of
Ft. Collins . The captures have all been from a single canon
known as Horse-tooth Gulch and between July roth and Aug.
r 2th. A single female was also taken in the foothills near
Boulder July 23rd, 1901.

The females vary between 2 2 111111. and 24 mm. in length
and their elytra vary between 8 111111. and 10 111111. in length.
The males are from 18.5 111111. to 21 mm . in length and their
elytra are from 9.5 mm. to t2.5 mm. long. In three of the
males the entire sides of the pronotum to the lateral cari:ire
are black.
In two others the lower portion is brown. The
females lack the black dash upon the upper posterior angles
of the sides of the pronotum . There are other reasons, particnlarl y in the elytral venation of the males, for thinking that
this Colorado form may be a new species.
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STENOBOTHRUS
Fischer.

curtlpennisHarr.

A common species on native grasses along the
mountains and foothills of the State and occurring in smaller
numbers across the plains of the northern portion . We have
found it most abundant at altitudes of 8,000 to 9,000 feet.
We have taken adults as early as June 26th in the foothills
near Ft. Collins and as late as Sept. 30th in the same place.
We have taken no females with elytra long enough to reach
to the tip of the abdomen.
With the males, however, the
wings ju~t attain the tip of the abdomen.
Specimens taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte, Dutch George's,
Home, Sterling, Orchard, Merino, Greeley. \i\Tard, Salida,
Gunnison, Antonito, Lizzard Head, Alder, Cameron Pass and
Walden.
PLATYBOTHRUS
Scudder.

brunneusThom.

Both sexes taken in and near Estes Park, Aug. r r
to 13, 1903, sweepingnati\·e grasses between altitudes of 7,000
and 8,500 feet.
GOMPHOCERUS
'fhunherg.

clavatusThom.

This is preeminently a high-altitude species,though
it occurs down to an altitude of something less than 5,000
feet, and has been taken by us along the Cache la Poudre
river seven miles from the foothills.
It occurs in large ntunbers on grassy areas above timberline.
We ha,-e recorded it
abundant on Mt. Ouray (near Marsha11 Pass) at 12,500 feet
altitude, Aug. 27th, 1899.
In the foothills near Ft. Collins we have taken adults as
early as June 17th, and on l\Iarshall Pass as late as Oct. 7th.
In the lower altitudes the species is not abuudant.
We haye taken specimens at Ft. Collins, Laporte, Dutch
George's, Livermore, Westlake, Stove Prairie, Little Beaver,
Home, Pueblo, Ward, Pike's Peak at 12,000 feet (Cockerell),
Marshall Pass (on Mt. Ouray), and Cerro Summit.
The Colorado specimens are larger than Thomas' type,
females measuring between 18 and 22 millimeters in length,
with elytra 4.5 mm. to 8 111111. long, and males measuring between 15.5 mm . and 18 mm. in length.
It seems strange that the type of this species should have
been recorded as taken in Kansas.
Probably this is an error.
BOOPEDON
Thomas.

nubllumSay.

A rather common species along the Arkansas valley
from Pueblo down, on moist ground where grasses grow. A
few specimens have been taken from wheat and corn fields.
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Outside of the Arkansas valley a specimen was taken at Wray
(Ball). We have taken this species at Pueblo, Nepesta,
Rockyford, Las Animas, Lamar and Wray.
All the males are black v1ith hind tibire more or less red
and with elytra nearly attaining the tip of the abdomen.
In
length they vary between 20 111111. and 27 mm. (52 specimens).
Ont of 30 females, 26 are dusky and greenish, marked with
yellow, and four are black. They vary in length between 31
mm. and 44 mm., and, with one exception, the wings are
short, about I 2 mm. long. The single long-winged female
has elytra surpassing the tip of the abdomen.
flavota~ciatumT!1os.
Probably the light-colored form of the preceding species.
STIRAPl.EURA
Scudder.
decussataScndd.

Occurs across the plains and in the mountains to
an altitude of 8,000 feet. Quite abundant in the vicinity of
Ft. Collins. Occurs commonly in open grassy areas; foodplants not known.
Taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte, North Park, Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Rockyford, Lamar, Canon City, Trinidad, Antonito, Gnnni . on, Claremont, Elbert and Dunkley.
AGENOTETTIX
l\f c Neill.

deorum Scndd.

What I take to be typical examples of this species
in the collectior1 are from Colorado Springs (Cockerell), Pueblo
and Boulder, though others nearly as typical come from
Rockyford, Ft. Collins and other points. This species seems
to me to grade imperceptably into smddcri.
occidentalisBrnn.
(See discription following this article).
A west slope species, the specimens in the College collection coming from Antonito, Durango, Grand Junction, Glenwood Springs and Delta. Dates-Ang.
5th to Sept. 23rd.

scudderiBrun.

A common species upon the plains near the foothills,
particularly in the northern portion of the State . It extends
to the eastern border of Colorado and to an altitude of 6,000
feet at least in the foothills.
Adults begin to appear at Ft.
Collins about June 20th and we have taken them as late as
Sept. 28th. Adults were mating freely Jnly 30th, 1902. (Ball.)
Specimens taken at Ft. Collins, Laporte, Dntch George's,
Livermore, Greeley, Ft. Morgan, Snyder, Merino, Wray, Sterling, Julesburg, Boulder, Palmer Lake, Pneblo, Rockyford,
Las Animas and Lamar. This species seems to me to be a
unicolorons variety of dcor1n11.
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AULOCARA
Scudder
elliotti Thom.

This is also a very abundant :pecies over the grasscovered plains of the eastern portion of the State, and
occurs upon open grassy areas in the mountains to an altitude
of 8000 feet. Adults appear. in the vicinity of Ft. Collins
about the middle of June and the sexes have been taken t'1t
co//uasearlyas July 2.

The 75 females in the collection vary in length between
21 mm. and 27 111111. and their elytra between 16 111111. and
18 mm. The males vary between r7 mm. and 20 mm. and their
elytra between r 1 mm. and 1 7 111111.
There is a wide variation in the colors. The common
one is a clingy brown, slightly tinged with rufous, with more or
less numerous brown spots, particularly upon the elytra. Occasional specimens are deep ferruginous in color with or without
the fnscous spots upon the elytra and with the posterior portion
of the dorsum of the pronotum deeply infnscatecl. Specimens
from the higher altitudes (Buena Vista, Antonito and Gunnison) ~re sm~ller and are of a dark slate color with markings
very 111consp1cuous.
Onr specimens came from the following places: Ft. Collins,
Laporte, Pike's Peak at 9000 feet (Cockerell), Dutch George's,
Livermore, Sterling, Boulder, Lafayette, Va. Dale, Nepesta,
Rockyford, Lamar, Trinidad, Canon City, Buena Vista, Antonito, Durango and Dunkley.
femoratum Scndd.

A very abundant species near the foothills in
northern Colorado. It occurs among the native grasses which
probably serve as its food plants.
It occurs entirely across the
plains to the eastward but we have not found it occuring far
back in the foothills nor upon the western slope. On July 16,
1902, adults were just beginning to appear in th e foothills west
of Fort Collins (Ball). In 1901 a few males were found in the
same locality June 29, and on July 26th of this year l\Ir. Ball
found females containing folly deyeloped eggs. Occasional
specimens have been observed at Fort Collins as late as Sept.
30, (1902).
This species has been collected at Ft. Collins, Laporte,
Dutch George's, \Vindsor, Greeley, Ft. l\Iorgan, Boulder,
Rockyford, Las ;\nimas, Lamar and Holly.

An examination of the 74 females and 52 males in the collection shows that the former vary between 19 and 25 111111.
and
their elytra between I 2 mm. and 19 111111.
in length, and thatthe
latter vary between 14111111.
and 17 mm. and their elytra between
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7 111111. and 12 mm. in length.
The
conspicuous black bands npon the
of the lower ridge for the inclosure
separate this species from dlioltt' .
females:of the two species are very

smaller size, shorter wing,
hind femora, and absence
of the frontal fovea easily
In general appearance, the
similar .

rufum Scndd.

'We have fonnd this species fairly common in the
valleys of the .-\rkansas and the Rio Gra nd e rivers and also
at an altitude of about 8000 feet at Gunnison.
We hav e also
taken it upon the plains at Greeley and at LaSalle but not at
Ft. Collins. The captures have been between Jnne 24 (Greeley) and Ang. r r (Denver).

Taken at Greeley, LaSalle, Denver, Pueblo, Nepesta,
Rockyford, Lamar, Antonito and Gun nison.
This species also varies greatly in color. There are colors
from light to dark slate through various hades of ferruginous.
In some the elytra are conspicuously spotted with brown while
in others the macnlation is almost entireh- abse nt . The
posterior margin of the dorsmn of the pronotum is nsnally
darkened so as to be in s1iarp contrast to the lighter color of
the elytra.
ARPHIAStal.
frigida Scudd.

vVe have taken this speci es at altitudes ranging between 5500 feet in Rist Canon near Ft. Collin ., and 12,000
feet on Marshall Pass.
This yellow-winged species has also been taken at Westlake, Little Beaver, North Park, Glendevy and Home. It
seems to be distinctly a mountain species. We have not
taken it outside of the foothills.
*pseudonietanaThom. This large species with bright red under wings
heavily bordered with black is quite abundant in northern
Colorado and especially along the eastern foothills in the
most barren places.
It so imitates the ground upon which it
rests that it can hardly be seen until it moves. It occurs to
the New Mexico 1ine in the southern part of the State. Our
specimens come from the following points:
Ft. Collins, Laporte, Dutch George's, Livermore, Sterling, Home, Windsor,
Greeley, Orchard, Merino, Pinewood, Denver, Boulder, Palmer Lake, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Rockyford, Las Animas,
and Lamar.
The earliest capture was at Lamar, May 7, 1892, and the
latest at Palmer Lake, Oct. 9th, I 898.
*I am following A. N. Caudell
tenebrosa Scudder .

in calling

this species

pseudonietana

Thomas,

lDstead

ot
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teporataScudd.

This species, which may be only a red-winged variety of frigzda, is very common upon the plains in the vicinity of the foothills in northern Colorado. Our dates of capture range between March 31 and July 12 (Ft. Collins).
Our specimens have been taken at the following points
within the State:
Ft. Collins, Laporte, Greeley, Pueblo, and
a single specimen from Silverton which may be a different
species. We also have a pair of what seem identical with
this form from Dunkley.
CHORTOPHAGA
Saussure.

viridifasciata DeGeer.

A common species in northern Colorado in the
vicinity of Ft. Collins and occuring a short distance in the
foothills.
Adults have been taken as early as Apr. 23, and as
late as July 2. The species winters as a nymph.
The males
( r 7) in the college collection are all brown. Out of the 2 5
females, rr havethe sides of theelytraandpronotumdecidedly
brown. Our specimens all came from the plains and foothills
near Ft. Collins.
ENCOPTOLOPHUS
Scudder.

coloradensisBruner.

See description in article following this.

costalis Scudd.

Not uncommon near the foothills in the vicinity of
Ft. Collins, also occuring some distance within the hills. Our
specimens came mostly from near Ft. Collins, a few are from
Greeley and one from Antonito.
CAMNULAStal.

pellucidaScudd.

A common species in open areas throughout the
mountainous portions of the State. We have not taken it
east of the foothills.
More than roo specimens in the College
collection were taken at the following points:
Home, North
Park, Va. Dale, Dutch George's, Little Beaver, Pike's Peak
at 10,000 ft . (Cockerell), Walden, v\Testlake, Sterling, Livermore, Stove Prairie, Cameron Pass, Leadville, Marshall Pass,
Salida, Ward, Estes Park, Gunnison, Grand Junction, Rico,
Hamilton, Steamboat Springs, Dolores, and Glenwood Springs.
From outside the State, we have take11 this species at Cheyenne, Wyo ., and at Chama, N. l\I.
HIPPISCUSSaussure.

conspicuusScudcl.

.-\ fairly common species over the plains of the
eastern portion of the State and in the lower altitudes through
the mountains of the southern portion. Specimens in the
collection are from Ft. Collins, Snyder, Sterling, Lamar, Pueblo, Trinidad, Antonito, and Gunnison.
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The dates of capture range between l\Iay 9t h and August
28 at Ft. Collins .
montanus Thom.

Specimens determined for us by Prof. Bruner as
this specie were taken by Prof . E . D. Ball at Lamar, Colo.,
on three different elates, June 17, July 10, and July 18; and at
Wray, Colo ., July 13. It is one of the very largest and is the
lightest colored species we have taken.
The largest females
measure 48 111111. in length.
The hind femora and tibire beneath and on the inner sides are bright coral red and the metazone of the pronotum is long and acute angled posteriorly.

neglectusThom

. This seems to be strictly a mountain species. A
single specimen has been taken on the first line of foothills
west of Fort Collins at an altitude of about 5,500 feet, and at
about 6,500 feet it becomes fairly common. Over 80 specimens in the College collection came from the following points:
Ft . Collins (foothills), Livermore, Va. Dale, Westlake, Dutch
George's, Estes Park, Home, North Park, Pike's Peak, Alder,
Gunnison, Dolores, Steamboat Springs and Walden.
Dates
range between June 16 and Aug. 29.

paradoxusThom,

One male from Antonito, Aug. 5 1 'oo (Ball,) is
all we have taken of this species. Determined by Prof. Bruner.

varlegatusScudd.

Two males and two females taken by Prof. E. D.
Ball at Holly, Colo., Sept. 8, 1898.

zapotecusSauss.

A few specimens of this species have been taken
from the following points:
Ft . Collins (foothills), Livermore,
Westlake, Palmer Lake, Steamboat Springs, Eddy and Dunkley.
LEPRUS.Saussure.

cyaneusCkll.

Occuring in the most barren situations across the
southern portion of the State. Our specimens came from Nepesta, Pueblo, Trinidad, Delta and Grand J nnction.
Determined by Prof . Cockerell. The hind wings of all the specimens are deep blne bordered with black and correspond exactly to Cockerell's description (Ent. News, 1902, p. 305.)
The closely allied species, wltcclcri, we have not taken in the
State.
DISSOSTEIRAScudder.

carolina Linn.

Generally distributed over the State up to an altitude of about 8 1000 feet. Adults taken from July 8th (Palisades) to Sep. 25 (Pueblo). Locations of capture: Ft. Collins,
Laporte, Va. Dale, Dutch George's, Greeley, Orchard, Boulder, Pueb lo, LaJunta, Lamar, Holly, Alamosa, Durango, l\Ic-
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Delta, Hotchkiss,

longipennisThom.

A common species - east of the foothills, particu- larly in the southern portion of the State where it extends
w~st into the foothills.
It is very rarely that a specimen is
seen at Ft. Collins. It is a common insect at the electric
lights in Denver and at Colo. Springs.
The college specimens
are from Fort Collins, Greeley, Snyder, Sterling, Ft. Morgan,
Denver, Pueblo, Canon City, Rockyford, Las Animas, LaJunta, Lamar, and Holly.
SPHARAGEMON
Scudd.

Say. A fairly common species in eastern Colorado and extending a short distance into the foothills.
Our specimens
come from Ft. Collins, Ft. Morgan, Boulder, Colorado Springs,
Rockyford and LaJnnta.
The dates of captt1re are from July
8th to Sep. 14th. Large females have a striking resemblance
to Hadrolett,~-r: trifasc/atus.

11qu111

collare Scudd.

Our specimens, few in number, have been taken at
Ft. Collins, Greeley, Orchard and Pueblo.
A few of the Ft.
Collins specimens were taken a mile or two pack in the foot. hills. The dates range between July roth and Oct. 3d.

crlstatum Scudd.

vVe have but few captures of this species, coming
mostly from the eastern and southern portions of the State.
The localities are Ft. Collins, Wray, Pueblo, Rockyforcl, Lamar, and from Stratton in Nebraska .

. humile Morse.

This is one of the most common species in the northern and eastern portions of the State. According to our collections it extends into the mountain· to an altitude of about
9,000 feet.
The captures are from the following points: Ft.
Collins (both plains and foothills), Livermore, Dutch George's,
Sterling, Ft . Morgan, Snyder, Wray, Orchard, Denver, Pinewood and Buena Vista. The dates of capture range between
July 8th (Ft. Collins) and Sep. 19th (Buena Vista). The
specimens that I am referring to this species seem hardly to be
specifically distinct from cequa!c.

pallldumMorse.

Along with the typical light colored specimens belonging to this species as determined for me by Prof. Bruner
and Prof . Morse I have included a number of darker color
that seem in every other way to be identical.
The specimens
before me came from the following points:
Ft. Collins, Laporte, Greeley, Julesburg, Orchard, Denver, Pueblo, LaJnnta,
Lamar, Rifle and Delta.
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DEIIOTMEMA
Scudder.
h1yd1nlThos.

This is a very common species throughout the State
up to an altitude of abont 9,000 feet, Light colored specimens that seem to be the true cupidz·neum of Scudder seem to
me to grade insensibly into true ftayd enz", so I am incl u..ding all
under this name. Mr. Candell distinguished cupzdz"neum by
the narrower black band of the wings which does not seem to
hold true in all the spread specimens I have examined.

The mo and more specimens of the College collection
come from the following localities:
Ft. Collins, Laporte,
Livermore, Dutch George's, Julesburg, Ft. Morgan, Orchard,
Sterling, Greeley, LaSalle, Lafayette, Denver, Boulder, Palmer
Lake,Colorado Springs, Glenwood Springs, Pueblo, Rockyford,
Las Animas, LaJunta, Lamar, Trinidad, Canon City, Salida,
Buena Vista, Rifle, Colorado Springs, Gunnison, Antonito, Durango, Dolores, Delta and Grand Junction .•
MESTOBRE6MA
Scudder.

(cinctum Thos.) Eight specimens collected from the
following points:
Colo. Springs, Pueblo and Nepesta. Dates
range from July 19th to Sep. 25th.
klowa Thom.
A.very common species on native grasses over the
State generally, occuring in the mountains up to an altitude
of folly 10,000 feet. Caudell reports having taken this species on the summit of Pike's Peak. The College collection of
over 200 specimens came from Ft. Collins, Livermore, Dutch
George's, Va. Dale, Julesburg, Sterling, Merino, Wray, Greeley, Windsor, Boulder, Denver, Colo. Springs, Pueblo, Palmer
Lake, Rockyford, Las Animas, Trinidad, Ridgway, Antonito,
Durango, Gunnison, Alma, Rifle, Estes Park, Steamboat
Springs, Dunkley, Hamilton and Hayden.
Dates of capture
July 211dto Oct. 9th.
mexicanumSauss.
Our 30 specimens of this robust species came
from Ft. Collins, Dutch George's, Palmer Lake, Pueblo and
Trinidad.
Dates, Aug. 13th to Oct. 9th.
plattelThom.
A rather common species over the plains of the eastern portion of the State and occnring in the lower regions of
the eastern slope to an altitude of 8,000 feet. The College
specimens are from Ft. Collins, l)utch George's, Sterling,
Wray, Home, Pinewood, Boulder, Colo. Springs, Pueblo,
Rockyford, Nepesta, Las Animas, Lamar, Trinidad and Antonito.
The dates range between July 8th and Sep. 3.
pulchellaBruner.
(Determined by Prof. Bruner).
Our 30 spec imens
of thi s beautiful green and black species are in th e collection
thom11ICaud.
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METATOR.
pardalinusSauss.

This is a common species in the vicinity of Ft.
Collins. The College specimens are from Ft. Collins, Va.
Dale, Dutch George's, Sterling, Steamboat Springs and Boulder. Dates range between Jnne 28th and Sep. 12th.
There are 14 females and 6 male s with red wings, and
14 females and r6 males with yellow wings.

·'

CONOZOA
Saussure.
gracllis Thos.

The 55 specimens of this spec ies in the College collection are all from the mountains . except a specimen from
Greeley and one from Pneblo. 'rhe localities of the captures
are Greeley, North Park, Pueblo, Alder, Alamosa, Durango,,
Cortez, Dolores, Gunnison, Rifle , Paonia, Grand Junction,
Steamboat Springs, Walden, Maybell, Hamilton, Glendevy,
Lay, Dunkley and Craig.
TRIMEROTROPIS
Stal.

azurescensBrun.

A few specimens of this blue-winged species have
been taken at Rifle, Paonia, Delta, Steamboat Springs and
Hamilton, on the most barren hill-sid _es. July 25th to Sep. 23d.
1gr11t11Mc eill.
Specimens of this species as determined for me by
Prof. Bruner come trom Julesburg, Orchard, Greeley, RockJford, LaJunta and Lamar.
brunerl McNeill.
This is a common species on the northern plains
of the State. In general appearance and markings it is wonderfully like Hadrot ettz~-r:tri_fascz'ahts. The females are about
the size of the males of that species. Specimens in the College collection are from Ft. Collins, Greeley, Ft. Morgan,
Sterling, Pueblo, LaJunta and Antonito.
cincta Thom.
There are 36 females and 59 males of this species in
the collection and all came from the mountains or foothills of
the State.
Without exception the hind tibire are bluish or
yellowi sh with a dusky patch a little beneath the knees in just
the position to meet the black spot in the sulcu s of the under
surface of the femur. There are several specimens marked
Ft. Collins in the collection but all came from Horse-Tooth
mountain, a high foothill about 8 miles south-west of town.
Our specimens have been taken at -altitudes ranging between
6,000
and ro,ooo feet and from both slopes.
citrina Scudd.
A common and one of the very largest species that
we have taken.
I am including under this name forms that

..
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seem to go well un·der latz"cincta and latifaso·ata but for which
I am unable to find specific characters different from what I am
calling cz"trz"nz".Our specimens have been taken at the following places: Ft. Collins, Greeley, Va. Dale, Dutch George's,
Ft. Morgan, Livermore, Pueblo, Rockyford, LaJunta, Lamar,
Dolores and Durango. Jnne r6 (Rockyford) to Oct. 6 (Ft.
Collins.)
inconspicuaBruner.
(See description in article following this).
monticolaSauss.
A common species along the eastern foothills and
extending across the plains in the northern portion of the
State. It also occurs in the mountains of the central portion
of the State to an altitude of 9,000 feet. Specimens taken at
Ft. Collins, Livermore, Dutch George's, Va. Dale, Estes Park,
North Park, Greeley, LaSalle, Colo. Springs, Ft. Morgan, Palmer Lake, Trinidad, Alder, Canon City, Buena Vista, and from
Tie-Siding in \Vyoming.
Dates of capture, June 18 (Palmer
Lake) to Sep. r8 (Palmer Lake).
mont1n1McN eill. Five specimens of this species came from Durango,
Grand Junction and Delta. July 28th to Sep. 23d. (Determined by Prof. Bruner and by Prof. Morse).
DbscuraScudd.
A few examples of this species all from mountainous districts:
Palmer Lake, Salida, Antonito, Silverton (12,000 ft. ), Pike's Peak at II,ooo
ft. (Cockerell ), Steamboat
Springs, Pagoda, Hamilton, Hebron and Lay.
vinculataScudd.

A common species across the southern portion of
the State and occuring as far north, at least, as Ft. Collins.
The localities of onr captures are: Ft. Collins, Greeley, Pueblo, Colo. Springs, LaJunta, Nepesta, Lamar, Durango, Cortez, Dolores, Antonito, Alamosa, Palisades, Delta, Steamboat
Springs, Craig, Maybell and Hamilton.
Dates of capture are
between June 15th (Pueblo) and Oct. 8th (Salida).

In this lot are a few specimens that I kept separate for a
time as sz"mz"bs,but as the number of specimens increased
the two forms seemed to run together.
(Since writing the
above the examples supposed to be sz"11uHshave been determined for me by Prof. Morse as a form of v£11culata).
CIRCOTmlX Scudder.
Hrlinlanus Thom.

The specimens in the College collection are mostly from the vicinity of Ft. Collins. Other localities of capture are: Livermore, North Park, Dunkley, Palmer Lake,
Colo. Springs, Dnrango, Grand Junction and Gunnison. Dates,
June 26th to Oct. 4th at Ft. Collins.
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suftususScndd.

This very dark slend er sp~cies we have taken in
the foot hill s only, chiefly of th e wester_n slope, and in altitudes ranging between 7 ,ooo and 8,000 feet. The males are
very noisy with their wings. Rather common. Points of
capture:
Walden, Steamboat Springs, Dunkley, Estes Park,
Palmer Lake, Durango, Hamilton and Pagoda.

undulatusThom.

Our examples of this species are from Ft. Collins,
Dutch George's, Wray, Pueblo, Hague's Peak, Manitou,
and Rifle; July 13th to Sep. 10th. '.
v1rruculatu1Kirb.
A mountain species which we have found more
common in the middle and southern portions of the State.
Our specimens are from Ft. Collins ,foothills), Estes Park,
Golden, Ward, Palmer Lake, Salida, Marshall Pass, Pike's
Peak, Buena Vista, Paonia, Delta, Durango, Dolores, Rico,
Steamboat Springs, Pagoda, Dunkley and Hamilton.
Dates
of capture, July 13th (Palmer Lake) to Oct. 8th (Salida).
HADROTmlX Scudder.
tritasciatusSay.

A common species over the native grass lands of
the easte rn portion of the State and exte nding some distance
within the foothills.
Some of the College specimens came
from fully 8,000 feet altitude.
Localities: Ft. Collins , Dutch
George's, Livermore, Pinewood , Greeley, Wray, LaSalle, Sterling, Golden, Pueblo, Canon City, Rockyford , LaJunta , Lamar,
Holly, A.ntonito and Salida. Dates, Jul y roth to Oct. rot h
(Ft. Collins).
PARAPOMALAScudder.

cylindricaBrun.

This species probably occurs over the greater por tion of the eastern plains of the State and in the lower foothills, where blue-grass, Agropyrum glauczim grows, which
seems to be the chief food-plant.
Loca lities of capture:
Ft.
Collins, (plains and foot-hills), Windsor, Orchard, Snyder,
Julesburg, LaSalle, Rockyford, Las Animas and Lamar.
Adults June r6th to Sep. 14th at Rockyford.
We also have
specimens from Stratton, Neb. (Ball).
Both green and brm .yn forms occur th ro ughout the range.
I see no way to distinguish this species from zc~1om/11gensis
Thos.
1

BRACHYSTOLA
Scudder.
magna Gir.

.This ve ry large species, commonly known as the "lubber" is qnite common over the eastern plains to the foothills .
It also occurs some little distance inside the hills in open
grassy areas. \Ve haye noted it feeding up on American laurel,
Kalmt'aglauca, and up :m gronnclsel, Senec/o sp. (Ball). The
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males in the coll~ctfon measure between 43 mm. and 61 mm.,
and the females between 45 mm. and 61 mm. in length.
The earliest wehave found adults at Ft. Collins was July
10, 1901, and then
a single specimen could be found. On
the 22d of the month adults were common and mating had
begun. On Aug ,1st. of the same year some had begnn to lay
eggs and on Sep., 5th · adults were common and several paits
were seen z°n coi'tu (Ball). Egg-laying begins about Aug. 1st.
In the 1ililies· this species the short wings are approximate or even overlapping on the back while in the females
they are always'widely ·separated.

only

of:

.

SCHISTOCERCA
Stal.

albolineataThomas.

What I am considering as this species are very
closely related to the preceding, the only striking difference
being the coral reel hind tibire. There are specimens from
Ft. Collins, Windsor, Timnath, Greeley, Merino, Orchard,
Sterling, Julesburg, Nepesta, Rockyford, Lamar, Holly, Glenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Delta and Durango in the collection. The examples from the last four places named lack
the black spots on the hind margins of the abdominal seg ments and have the hind tibire lighter red in color. The elytra are not noticably darker bordering the yellow stripe and
the notch in the snbgenital plate of the male is CT-shaped,being broader than deep. Specimens from Delta and Grand
Junction were taken from willows and from apple and peach
trees. When disturbed they would take wing and fly from
tree to tree. It is very likely these belong to a different species than the specimens from the eastern slope.

lin■ata

Thom.
This species occurs entirely across the State from
north to south, east of the mountains.
It occurs along water
courses and seems to be arboreal in habit.

The males vary between 30 mm. and 35 mm. in length
to tip of abdomen, and between 36 111111. and 43 mm. to tips of
elytra. The females vary between 35 111111. and 48 mm. to tip
of abdomen and between 42 mm. and 57 111111. to the tips of
the wings.
The species varies very much in coloration; some are very
pale ye llow , others are yellowish green, and still others are of
a rusty yel1ow. All have the hind tibi~ black behind and
yellow before.
The earliest we have taken adults at Ft. Collins was July
10, 1899. Specimens have been taken as late as Sep. 5th at
the same place and as late as Sep. 14, 1898 at Rockyford.
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Specimens have been taken at Ft . Collill's, Windsor, Greeley, Merino, Julesburg, Orchard, Manitou, Nepesta, Rockyford,'
Lamar, Holly and Trinidad.
HYPOCHLORA
Brunner

.

alba Dodge.

•1

This is a common species over the plains region of
Colorado where its food plants occur. The two species upon
which it chiefly occurs are Artemz:l'ia /rzgzda and A. !ttdoviciana (white sage). It is not readily seen among the leaves
of these plants which it closely imitates in color. The colors
vary from a pale yellowish green to a rusty brown .

A large number of specimens in the College collection
vary betwee n 15 111111. and 19 111111. in length in the males, and
between 21 111111. and 25 111111. in length in the females. The
short pointed elytra measur e between 4 mm. and 5 mm. in
length in the males and between 5 111111. and 6 Yz 111111. in the
females. So far as known this insect attacks no cultivated
plant.
•
Adults have been taken as early as July 8, 1898, at Ft.
Collins and as late as Oct. 14th, 1901, at the same place. It
has also been taken at Denver, Boulder and Julesburg, Colorado, and at Kimball, Nebraska.
CAMPYLACANTHA
Scudder.

ollvaceaScudd.,

seems to occur in the south-eastern portion of the
State only. Several specimens were taken Sep. 8, 18.98, at
Holly, and others at Trinidad four clays later, all by E. D. Ball.
This grasshopper is said to be partial to sunflower (.Hchantlws), and to lamb's quarter ( Cltcnopodzinn), and Bruner
suspects it of feeding upon beets also.
The 2 r maies in the College collection vary between r 8
mm. and 22 111111. in length and the tegmina vary bet ween 5
111111. and 7 mm.
The 28 females vary between 22 111111. and 29
111111. in length and the tegrnina vary between
5 mm. and 8
mm.
HESPEROTETTIX
Scudder.

ooloradensisBnm.

(See description in article following this).
glllettei Brun.
(See description in article following this). This seems
to be a rare spec ies in Colorado. After considerable searc hing
I took five specimens from Gut/crrczz·a cuthalllt°ffat Glenwood
Springs Sep. 15th, 1903. The co1lection also contains specimens from Delta, Grand Junction and Rifle, all points upon
the west slope. July 13th to Sep. 16th .

•

•
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pratensisScudd

. This is a fairly common, though not an abundant
species over the plains and lower foothills of eastern Colorado.
It seems to be of no econom ic importance as we have only
recorded it feeding upon sunfl ower (H ef/ant lm s).

Our earliest were taken at Ft. Collins, Jul y 6th, 1901,
and our latest were taken at Greeley, Oct. 3, 1902.
At
Rockyford,Jul y 16, 1901, this species was just becoming adult
upon sunflowers. (Ball) . At Ft . Collins on June 26 of the same
year the nymphs were noted as being one-third grown (Ball).
We have made captures of this insect at the following
points in the State:
Ft. Collins, Livermore, Dutch George's,
Home, Julesburg, Merino, ·wray, Bald*Mt., Boulder, Golden,
Palmer Lake, Colorado Springs, Lamar and Holly; also at
Kimball and Stratton, Nebraska (Ball).
The greatest altitude at which we have taken this species
is between 7,000 and 8,000 feet.
sp6ciosusScudd.

Thi s spec ies occupie s th e sam e regions, practically as prat ens is. It extends over th e entire eastern portion of
the State to the foothills and we hav e tak en spec im ens at au
elevation of som ew hat over 6,000 feet in the hill s.

The native food-p lants of this species are sunflower (He lz'antlms) and a closely related composite, h a xmztlti_/olz'a.
It is a much more abundant grasshopper than prate11st"s.
1

This species has been taken at the following places: Ft.
Collins, Livermore, Dutch George's, Sterling, Julesburg, Orchard, Wray, Greeley, Merino, Pueblo, Rockyford, Las Animas, Nepesta, Lamar and Holly.
The 34 males in the collection vary between 20 mm. and
26 mm. in length, and the 66 females vary between 25 mm.
and 34 111111. The wing:-; are variable in length but in the
great majority of cases they fall a 1i ttle short of the tip of the
abdomen in both sexes. Sometimes thev are considerablv
shorter than the abdomen and occasionally they are slighlt)·
longer. The males above mentioned have wings varying
between 20 111111. and 26 mm. and the females have wings
between 13 mm. and 24 111111. in length.
As this grasshopper feeds entirely upon native weeds it
can not be considered of economic importance.
viridis Thom.

This is one of the handsomest and most common of
the plains species and occurs over all the eastern portion of
the State up to the base of the foothiils, where it is as abun-

*West of LoYelaucl on Estes Park road .

•
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dant as anywhere.
It extends into the foothills for ten or fifteen mil es in places and occurs as high as 7,000 fee t in altit ude,
a t leas t.
The native food plants are R1j:-cloz •ia (ray less goldenrod )
and Gut1·errezia cutlwmicr.
We have records of this species in the following places
within the State:
Ft. Collins, Dutch George's, Windsor,
Greeley, Sterling, Wray, Boulder, Denver, Colo. Springs, Pueblo, Rockyford, Las Animas, Lamar, Nepesta and Holly.
Adults have been taken as early as July 2, 1901, at Ft. Collins and they were still abundant and mating freely at the foothills west of the town as late as Oct. 8, 1902 (Ball).
This species has not acquired, an appetite for cultivated
plants and its native food-plants are not of economic value.
PODISMA
Latreille.
llodg1i Thom.

taken
5,500
8,000
plants

This is distinctl y a mountain species. We have
it from just inside the first foothills at an altitude of
feet to 12,000 feet altitude upon the mountains.
From
to 10,000 feet it is a rather abundant species. Foodunknown.

We have taken this species at the following Colorado
points:
Ft. Collins (foot hill s), Livermore, Dutch George's,
Home, Ward, North Park, Lizard Head , Pike's Peak 12,000
feet (Cockerell) and Rico, as well as at several interm ed iate
mountain points.
\Ve have taken adults as early as June 12, 1900, near Ft.
Collins and as late as Sep. 28th, 1898 in the same locality.
The 75 males in the collection vary between 14 nun. and
r9 mm. in length and the 95 females between 21 111111. and 32
111111. The wings of the males var 1 between 4.5 mm. and 6.5
mm. and those of the females vary between 6 111111. and 8.5 111111.
stupefactaScndd.
Seventy-three males and 80 females of this species were taken by Mr. Charles Jones abo\'e timberline near
Silverton, Colo., during August, 1903. He found this by far
the most abundant grasshopper above 12,000 feet altit ude in
that vicinity.
The hind tibire are universally red.
AEOL.OPLUS
Scudder.
chenopodiiBnm.

Taken at Grand Junction July 7, 1901, July 29,
1901, and Ang. 29, 1899; Palisades July 8, 1901, and Delta
Sept. 23, 1901. The food-plant is a common species of Atrz' plex that is nati ve upon th e unirrigated ground in the neigh-
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borhoods where the grasshoppers were taken. This species has
been found fairly common about its food-plant.
Upon being
disturbed
the hoppers jump in among the bunches of
weeds and fall to the ground where they remain motionless
for a time and are found with ·some difficulty as their color
blends readily either with the food-plant or the ground.
The males vary between 14 mm. and 16 mm. and the
females between 16 111111. and 22 mm. in length.
The short
elytra of the males vary little from 2 Yzmm. and those of the
females vary little from 3 Yz mm. in length.
Twenty-five
males and 32 females examined.
minor Brun.
(See description following this article).
plagosus Scndd.
A few spec imens of this species were taken at
Delta, Colo., July 13 1 'or. They were fairly common on
.Sarcobatus sp. (greasewood), which was growing abundantly
on seepage ground about the town. (Gillette.)
turnbulli Bnm.
This is a common Species over the plains region of
Colorado east of the foothills.
Its chief food-plants are species
of Atrip!cx and Ru ssian thistle.
It has been seen feeding
upon Clcomc where its common food-plants were very scarce.
A triplex expansa, A. cancsce ns and white sage, Eurott"a /a11ata,
have been specially noted as food plants of this insect.
We ha\ ·e taken this species at the following points in
Colorado: Ft. Collin , Livermore, Julesburg, Sterling, Greeley, Ft. Morgan, Pueblo, Nepesta, Rockyford, Las Animas
and Salida. The la ·t named point is the only one any distance within the foothills where we have taken this species
and only occasional specimens could be found there.
The Colorado specimens range rather larger in size than
the types described by Prof. Bruner.
The large number of
specimens in the College collection measure as follows: Males
between 17 mm. and 20 mm.; females between 17 mm. and
25 mm. The elytra vary somewhat in length but in nearly
all cases they exceed the tip of the abdomen in both sexes.
We have taken several females with short elytra, about 7 mm.
in length, but have taken no short-winged males.
Adults have been taken from June 16 (Rockyford) to
October 8 (Ft. Collins). The earliest that adults have been
taken at Ft. Collins is J nne 26.
At the late st date mentioned, Oct. 8, man y of the females
still had immature ova of the second crop. (Ball.) Fourteen
females were dissected Aug. 19th and only three seemed to
have deposited their first batch of eggs. (Ball.)
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This species, feeding almost exclusively upon weeds, can
not be considered injurious at present and is not likely to become so unless it turns its attention to sugar beets which are
closely related to the weeds upon which the hopper feeds.
MELANOPLUS
Stal.
alplnusBrun.

Taken between North Park and Cameron Pass, Aug.
20, 1899. (Ball.)
anau1t1p1nnis
Dodge. A single male answering the description of this
species has been taken at Colorado Springs, Colo. It is indistinguishable from numerou s specimens of M. coca·nezpes except for the blue hind tibire. It seems probable that .coccinezpes
is a red-legged var. of ang-ustip en nt~,.
atlanls Riley.
This is undoubtedly the most generally distributed
species of locust in Colorado. It may almost be said to occur
everywhere up to an altitude of 8,500 feet. Adults may be
seen from about the 20th of June until after there have been
several heavy frosts in the fall. This species is extremely
variable in size and coloration.
The lighter colored individuals have head, body and legs, except hind tibire, pale yellowish to rusty brown in color and eyen the elytra may partake of the color to a considerable extent.
The latter may be
conspicuously flecked with dusky spots or the dark spots may
be entirely wanting.
The light colored specimens are more
prevalent in the lower warmer areas and early in the season
and it is in the lower altitude
that the species attains its
• largest size . Specimens taken at 7,000 feet altitude and
higher are nearly all small, dark-colored and without distinct
markings.
A common range in size between the small dark
males of high altitudes and the larger ones of the eastern portion of the State is from 16.5 mm. to 26 111111., and the females
range between 22 mm. and 27 mm. This insect does its injuries very largely to the native pastures though it is not averse
to feeding upon various cultiYated crops. It is certainly one of
the most destructive grasshoppers to the native range pastures
of the State.
At Ft. Collins, adults have been taken from June 22nd
to November uth.
Many of the females taken on the
latter date, 1902, still contained their second pod of eggs undeposited (Gillette).
On July 26, 1901, a number of females
were dissected at Ft. Collins and none of them had the first
pod of eggs sufficiently matured for deposition (Ball). This
species is evidently single brooded.
We have taken this species at the following points within the State:
Ft. Collin s, Laporte, Dutch George's, Liver-
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more, Stove Prairie, North Park, Pike's Peak at 1,000 feet
(Cockerell), Windsor, Greeley, l\lerino, Wray, Ft. Morgan
Julesburg,
Boulder, Lafaye tte, Denver, Palmer Lake, Canon
City, Nepesta, Rockyford, Lamar , Holl y , Trinidad, Colorado
Spring s, Salida , Buena Vista, Gu1111ison,Delta, Paonia, Grand
Junction, Palisades, Durango and Steamboat Springs.
It seems probable that some of the reported occurrences
of Melanoplus sprehts should have been referred to this species.
lllvlttatu1Say.

This is undoubtedly the most injurious grasshopper
in Colorado. It is doubtful if any insect causes heavier annual
loss to the State . It is nearly, and perhaps quite as widely
distributed asfcm11r-111bru111. Its large size and great numbers and its appetite for cultivated plants of nearly every kind,
make it very destructive.
It is especially numerous in the
alfalfa fields of the irrigated region near the foothHls. Towards the eastern border of the State it is often out numbered
by differentt'al/s.
It is also abundant in the alfalfa and grain
fields of the western slope and sometimes defoliates fruit trees
when orchards are not k ep t cultivated or when they are alongside of alfalfa or pasture land .
This species is capable of subsisti ng upon almost any
cultivated crop. We hav e noted th e follo,ving food plants:
Alfalfa, red clO\·er, grass, corn, wheat, oats, barley, fruit tr ees
in genera l , cabbages, beets, potatoes and onions .

It has a strong tendency to climb tall plants and fence
posts to rest for the night. The injuries are usually worst
about the borders of fields.
There is comparatively little yariation in the coloration
of this species . The two yellow lines npo11 the elytra seem
always to be present as a distinguishing
characteristic; the
head and pronotum are occasionally almost entirely pale yellow in color. In size and in wing-length this species varies.
widely. l\Iales of long winged specimens vary b_etween 2 I
111111. and 33 111111. in length and the females
between 27 mm.
and 41 mm. The majority of the specimens have elytra exceeding the tip of the abdomen but individuals with abbreviated wings are common and it is not , ·ery infrequent that
they do not co\'er more that two -thirds of the abdomen .
There are small males in the collection with elytra only 7.5
111111. long.
As i11_/t'1J111r-n1bn1111,the short winged individuals average smaller than those haying long wings.
12

1

The earliest we have taken adults at Ft. Collins was Jnne
Tnne 21 1 1901, a single male was found, and on

1900.
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the 26th of the same month adult males ·were quite common
(Ball). There is but on e brood, as with all our l\Ielanopli, but
many of the eggs hatch late so that small nymphs are seen after many are adults.
November rr, 1902, numerous females
were seen at Ft. Collins and some of these had ova that were
still immature (Gillette).
Sept. 2, 1902, at Ft. Collins, occasional nymphs were seen and dissection of adult females
showed that only about half of them had deposited the first
pod of eggs. (Ball.)
We have recorded the species from the following places:
Ft. Collins, Laporte, Livermore, Steamboat Springs, Eddy,
Greeley, Sterling, Merino, Julesburg, Denver, Golden, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Canon City, LaJunta,
Rockyford,
Lamar, Salida, Alder, Antonito, Delta, Grand Junction and
Palmer Lake.
All the specimens in the collection have blue hind tibire
and I do not remember certainly to have seen the form (or
species) with red hind tibire in Colorado. It seems to me I
have, but if so, the red-legged ones are only of occasional occurrence.
bowditchiScudd.

A common species in the southern portion of
Colorado east of the foothills, and occurring in small numbers
in the northern portion also. In the north it is largely replaced by a closely allied species Jf.j1amdus.
It is distinctively a plains species, and, so far as is known, confines its injuries to the native plants.
We have found this species specially abundant along the Arkansas valley. Our dates of
capture range between June I 7th, 1900, at Lamar and Sept.
roth, 1898, in the same place (Ball). Food-plants unknown.
The males vary between 22 111111. and 25 111111. and the
large females measure 30 111111. This species is readily separated from j!av/dus by it shorter antennre( only Ir mm.long in
the males) and by the presence of the black post-ocular band.
It is also smaller and less robust as taken in Colorado.
The
fncula vary much in form at their tips. They may be truncate, cut diagonally, rounded, or slightly hooked, and two of
these forms may occur on the same grasshopper.
Taken at the following places: Ft. Collins, LaSalle,
Greeley, Timnath, Rockyford, Lamar and Colorado Springs,
also at Kimball and Stratton in Nebraska.
(Ball.)

coccineipesScudd.

This species occurs in moderate numbers over
the entire plains region of Colorado and extends for some
distance into the foothills.
It varies in color from a dark
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fuscous brown to almost a nniforn1 and rather light rust-yellow. The lighter colored specimens occur mostly in the
southern portion of the State.
The post-ocular stripe varies
from a broad and distinct black band to none. The subgenital plate is usually notched but in some specimens it is truncate. It seems quite probable to 1pe that this species is nothing more than a form of a11gustipe111ushaving red hind tibire.
The males we have taken vary between r9 mm. and 24
length.
The females resemble.allied species so closely
that it is difficult or even impossible to distinguish them.
The only native food-plant we have recorded for this
species is .,.Jrtc111isz'afilifoha. We have also takep. it common
on alfalfa and on young apple and plum trees.
111111. in

Specimens have been taken at the following places: Ft.
Collins (common), Laporte, Livermore, Dutch George's, Timnath, Greeley, Orchard, Julesburg, LaSalle, Boulder, Pueblo,
Colorado Springs, Canon City, Lamar and Holly. Adult
males and females have been taken at Ft. Collins as early a,
July ro, 1901, and as late as October 12, 1898.
comptusScudd.

We have a half dozen specimens of what seem to
be M. coccz'neipes except that the furcula are nearly straight
and but little diverging.
So, while I should consider these
as varieties of coccinezpes I list them here because they seem
to correspond better with the form that has been described as
c01nptus. The specimens were all taken near Ft. Collins
where we have done most of our collecting for M . coccz"neipes.

conspersusScudd.

This species occurs over the eastern plains and
in the mountain parks of the eastern slope to an elevation of
something over 8,000 feet. The species was found fairly
common, for example, near Alder at an altitude of 8,500 feet
on native grass land. It occurs most abundantly, however,
on the grassy slopes of the foothills and upon the plains just
outside the hills. While this locust has been found chiefly
upon native grass-pa. ture land it has also been noted as feeding upon cabbages and alfalfa in moderate numbers.
So the
species is doubtless capable of adapting itself to a diet of cultivated plants if it supply of native food-plants should run
short. It probably causes considerable damage where abundant upon native pasture land.

Our earliest capture of an adult of this species was at
Greeley, July 13, 1898.
But very few adults have been taken
before Aug. 5th. Our latest capture was at Julesburg, Nov.
8, 1902.
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We have taken specimens at the following points: Ft.Collins, Livermore, Windsor, Greeley, Julesburg, Boulder, Denver, Palmer Lake, Pueblo, Trinidad, Antonito, Alder , Salida
and Buena Vista; and at altitudes varying between 4 1500 and
8 1500 feet. The high altitude specimens are smaller in size,
darker in color and could easily be taken for a different species from the brownish testaceous form found in the lower
altitudes.
The small males from high altitudes measure as small as
16 mm. in length while the largest from lower altitudes measure as high as 24 mm. The females measure between 18
mm. and 27 _mm.
cuneatus Bruner.
See Melanoplus occzaentaHr.
dawsonlScudd.

Our collections indicate that thi s species 1s confined to the foothills of the eastern slope of the mountains.
It is not an abundant species but we have taken it from the
border of the plains next the first foothills to an altitude of
8 1000 feet. Specimens have been taken as far south as Palmer Lake. It is most common on the dry slopes of the lower
foothills.
The long winged form has not been taken.
Males vary in length between 14 mm. and 17 mm. and
their elytra between 4.5 mm. and 6 mm. The females vary
in length between 18 mm. and 20 mm. and their elytra between 5 mm. and 7 mm. Measurements upon 25 males and
31 females.
Specimens have been taken at Ft. Collins (at foothills),
Dutch George's, Steamboat Springs, Pinewood , Boulder and
-Palmer Lake.

devastatorScudd.

Two locusts taken at Steamboat Springs July
26th, r89r, were determined by Dr. Scudder as belonging to
this species with a question mark attached.
Altitude about
7 1000 feet.

differentialisU hl.

This is an abundant and very destructive spec ies
in the lower altitudes of the State, especially where there is
plenty of moisture.
Except fo:c-the black markings of the
posterior femora this species has no conspicnons markings
but it varies mnch in color. In the warmer portions of the
State the prevailing color is a light yellowish brown while in
the higher and cooler portion the prevailing color is very
much darker.
In all places where the species occurs in the
State there are occasional or frequent individuals that are
black, except for yellow bands upon the legs, and some times
light posterior lateral margin s to th e pronotnm.
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This locust is a very general feeder, particularly
upon
cultivat ed plant s. Th ose we have noted ar e : alfalfa, corn,
Kaffir corn, wh eat, oat s, leav es of appl e, peach and pl nm and
sugar beets.
The males taken Yary between 27 mm. and 35 111111, and
the females vary between 31 rri_m. and 42 111111. We have recorded the species from the following places: Ft. Collins,
Windsor, Greeley, Merino, Julesburg, Loveland, Sterling, Laporte, Boulder, Pueblo, Colorado Springs, Canon City, LasAnimas, Rockyford, Lamar, Delta and Grand Junction.
This
species has been most abundant along the eastern portion of
the State and at Grand Junction.
We have not taken specimens above 5,500 feet altitude.
This species is rather late in maturing.
A few adults
were seen at Pueblo July 15th, 1901, and a few at Rockyford
July 16th 1901 (Ball). The earliest adults at Ft.Collins were
taken July 21, 1901. At Merino Ang. 8, 1902, females
were not ready to oviposit.
Females taken Nov. 1 r, 1902,
still contained immature ova.
dlmldlp1nnl1
Brun. (See description following this article).
fa1cl1tu1Barnst.

This species appears to be confined to the mountains and chiefly to high altitudes.
Our specimens have come
from twol ocations,Marshall Pass and Ward, at altitudes varying between 10,000 and 11,000 feet, except a single specimen
taken in the foothills a few miles west of Ft. Collins at an
altitude of 8,000 feet. I wonder if this mountain species can
be identical with the /ascz"atus of the New England states.
It is certainly a native of the high mountain ranges in Colorado where it occurs yery sparingly.
The males vary between 15.5 mm. and 18 111111. in length
and the females between 18 111111. and 21 111111.
All the specimens taken are short-winged, belonging to
variety curtus.

t1mur-rubrum
DeGeer.

This is, next to at/altl '.I', the most generally
destributed of any species of Me/anoptus in Colorado. Next
to bz"vittatus, it is probably the most injurious species though
d1.lferentialzs is more injurious where it is most abundant.
It
occurs on both the eastern and the western slopes and in the
mountains to an altitude of 8,000 feet. The species is extremely variable in color. The almost unicolorous fuscousbrown form that is common in the eastern states is not the
prevailing form here. The abdomen and all of the under
surface is usually distinctly yellow. The lower part of the
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face, an area at the base of each antenna; a patch beneath and
posterior to the compound eyes and a narrow line above each
black post -ocular stripe, and often the posterior portion of the
occiput,also,are yellow. Sometimes the entire head,except the
compound eyes,the vertex and the post -ocular stripes,is yellow.
The pronotum may be entirely dark fuscous with a broad black
band on the prozona on either side, or the sides of th e pronotum may be partly or entire ly ye ll ow ou tside of the black
band of the prozona. The disk of the pronotum · may be en tirely ye llow , or entirely rufous or it may be dark a t the sides
with a ye llo w or rnfons median str ip e of varying breadth.
The femora may be yel lowis h shaded with dusky or they ma y
be di stinctly ting ed with red. The hind femora ma y be
dusky brown above with the low er half of the outer face yellow, or th e outer face ma y be dusky brown throughout.
In
others the outer face is dusky brown with a yellow or even a
reddish margin.
In still others, and these are not uncommon,
the dark parts of the femora are blue or bluish-green in color.
In some the color is a deep steel blue. When these blue
color s occur on the femora, the dark parts of head,thorax and
elytra partake of the same tint. Those most highly colored
with the blue often have the hind tibia: tinted with the same
color. These highly colored forms are among our handsomest grasshoppers and seem at first quite unlike the somber
coloredf em ur-r1tbru111as commonly described and seen in the
east and yet there is so complete a gradation of forms between
the extremes of coloration that I have not been able to separate out a distinct variety . It seems probable that these blue
colored forms are what Dodge described as plumb eus. In
fact he suggests that plumb eus may be on ly a local variety of
fe11mr-rubru111. At least I have been unable to find any characters that will hold to separate t ypical form of plumb eus
from these highly colored forms offemur-rubru111 .
The males we have taken vary between 17 mm. and 26
mm. in length and the females between 20 mm. and 26 mm.
These are common variations.
Occasionally a specimen is
taken that seems abnormally sma ll. This is especially true
of occasional short-winged specimens that we have taken.

Short-win![ed forni. We ha ve taken specimen s of a shortwinged form of this species, mostly in shaded places. The
elytra in these have been between 6 mm. and 7 mm . in length
and reach a little beyond the middle of the abdomen.
The
males of this form have measured between 12 mm. and r6
mm. in length and the female s about r 8 mm. These were
mostly taken by Prof. Ball.
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The above is written up from 190 males and 100 females
of the long-winged form and seven males and one female of
the short-winged form.
The food-plants we have recorded for this species are:
alfalfa, wheat, oats, corn, potatoes, beets, foliage of fruit trees
and cabbage.
We have taken specimens at the following places: Ft.
Collins; Laporte, Livermore, Virginia Dale, Windsor, Greeley,
Merino, Ft. Morgan, Julesburg, Snyder, Orchard, Boulder,
Denver, Palmer Lake, Pueblo, Canon City, Colorado Springs,
LasAnimas, Rockyford, Lamar, Antonito, Salida, Gunnison,
Ridgway, Delta, Paonia, Grand Junction, Palisades and Hayden.
The earliest that an adult has been found at Ft. Collins
was June 26, 1901, (Ball). Ordinary years very few adults
can be found before the 15th of July. Females taken Nov.
rr, 1902, still contained immature ova.
·111b1lllferScudd.
See occtdentalis.
fl1b1lllter var. brevipennis.
See description in following article . .
flavldus Scudd.
This is also a plains species and occurs sparingly
in the southern portion of the State. It is abundant upon
grass pastures along the foothills and upon the plains near
Ft. Collins and has been taken feeding upon alfalfa, cabbages,
leaves of plum and cherry trees and upon Artemisz"a trifalia,
so that, whenever a food supply of native plants becomes
scarce, this species is likely to become seriously injurious to
cultivated crops.
This species is somewhat larger than bowditclti, the males
ranging from 23 111111. to 26 mm. in length and the larger females measure as much as 32 mm. The antennre of the males
measure 14 111111. These dimensions are somewhat greater
than those given for the types. We have taken adults at Ft.
Collins from July 19th, 1902 1 till Sept. 19th, 1898.
Taken at the following points: Ft. Co1lins, Timnath,
Greeley, JulesL~rg, and a single specimen at Lamar.
The furculre of the male vary about the same as in bowdz"tclti.
gllleHei Scudd . Marshall Pass, Aug. 23 1 1896 (Ac. 2260), and Aug.
27, 1899; Cameron Pass, Aug. 19 and 20 1 1899; Little Beaver,
July 17, 1898.
This species has been found at high altitudes only. It
was fairly common Aug. 27th on Marshall Pass between
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11,000 and 12,000 feet altitude and was taken between 10,500
and 12,500 feet in altitude.
Food-plants not known.
glaucipesScudd.

The collection contains 16 males and 22 females
taken at Wray, Pueblo and Nepesta. The males vary between 17 and 20 111111., and the females between 20 and 27
111111. in length.
See Melanop!us sitnjJ!ex.

Scudd. This is the smallest of our Melanopli and is a
mountain and high plains species in this State. It seems to
prefer grassy areas in exposed places and may commonly be
found in the grassy mountain parks to an altitude of 8,000
feet at least. We have not seen the species much higher than
this. The earliest adult at Ft. Collins were taken June 21st,
1901 (Ball). The latest we have taken the species is Oct.
12th, 1898.

lnf1ntill1

•'

Our specimens vary in size as follows: Males from 13
19 mm. and females from 15 mm. to 21 111111.
We have taken specimens at Ft. Collins, Laporte, Livermore, Dunkley, Idlewild, Dutch George's, Virginia Dale,
North Park, Denver, Palmer Lake, Pueblo, Alder, Estes Park,
Durango and Gunnison, and at Kimball, Neb. It doubtless
occurs east across the plains of the northern portion of the
State.
It is hardly .abundant enough to be considered an injurious species in Colorado.
111111. to

kennlcottiiScudd.

Marshall Pass, Aug. 27; r899; Durango, Aug. 7,
1899; Chama IN. M.), Aug. S, 1899; Ward, Aug. 30, 1899.
The lowest we have taken this species was at about 6,500 feet
feet at Durango. At Chama,(N.M.),it was taken at the station,
7,863 feet, while at Ward and at Marshall Pass specimens
were taken between 10,000 and II,ooo feet altitude.
The
species has not been found abundai:t anywhere.

l1klnu1 Scudd.

This is distinctly a plains· species occurring all over
the eastern portions of the State to the first foothills.
It is
common on ground covered by native grasses upon which it
is supposed to feed though we have no positive evidence upon
this point. It has been noted as feeding upon sugar beets
and Russian thistle (Ball) and is usually common where tumble-weeds grow.
The species occurs in both long-and short-winged forms,
the latter being by far, more common. Out of the 225 specimens in the College collection there are 12 macropterous males
and 7 macropterous females.
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The males vary in length between 14 111111. and 23 mm.
and the females between 20 mm. and 26 111111. The elytra in
the brachypterous forms vary between 4 mm. and 7 111111. in
length in both sexes .
The macropterous form has been taken at Ft. Collins,
Julesburg, Holly and Pueblo. The short-winged form has
been taken at Ft. Collins, Jule sburg, Wray, Sterling, Greeley,
Colorado Springs, Pneblo, Canon City, Trinidad, Nepesta,
Rockyford, LaJnnta 1 Lamar and Holly.
This species varies widely in size and coloration in Colorado. In some the yellowish-brown prevails, even upon th e
elytra and pronotum; in others a decided greenish-yellow tint
occur s on th e same parts. At the other extreme there are
those that are quite uniformly dark fuscous so that even th e
dark bands of the femora are hardly discernable.
I am unable
to find any constant characters separating this species from
type specimens of JI,£. 11za1,culeutus from Mexico that are in
the College collection.
lurldu1Dodge.

An abundant species in northern Colorado east of
the mountains.
It seems to be most numerous in the vicinity
of the foothills but does not extend far into the hills. The
native food-plant is Artemisia dracunculo zdes. The nymph s
with their genre and sides of the pronotum (except a white
median line on the latter) black, make conspicuous objects
upon the stems of the food-plant. This species takes readily
to some of the cultivated plants also. We have noted it feeding upon alfalfa, cab _bages and leaves of plum and apple trees.
In size the male~ vary between 19 mm. and 21 mm. and
the females between 20 mm. and 26 nun. Measurements from
6 I males and 24 females.
Adult males were just beginning to appear July 22 at Ft.
Collins in 1901 (Ball) . They were abundant at Laporte Sep.
30, 1899, and specimens have been taken at Ft. Collins as late
as Oct. 23, 1901.
This species ha s also been noted as feeding upon B£gelovia (Ball ).
But few females were ready to lay eggs Sep. 8, 1902(Ball).
We have taken this species at the following places: Ft.
Collins (abundant upon dry ground), Laporte, Livermore,
Ft. Morgan, Colorado Springs and Boulder.

minorScudd.

This is not an abundant species in Colorado but occurs in moderate numbers in the north-ea stern portion over

,.
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the plains and for a considerable distance into the foothills.
In fact it seems to prefer the slopes of the lower foothills
and the plains near them.
W_e have found it in places
rather common on alfalfa and have frequently noted the species
upon blue-grass (Agropyrum glaucunz) and rush-grass (Sporobolus cryptandrus).
This is also the earliest of the Melanoplito mature. We
have taken adults fairly common at the foothills near Ft. Collins on June 6th, 1902 (Ball). The latest that we have taken
adults is Aug . 22, 1902 at Ft. Collins. This species occurs
as far south as Pueblo, at least. It has been taken at the following points: Ft. Collins, Laporte, Livermore, Julesburg,
Wray, Denver, Palmer Lake and Pueblo.
Our males vary in size between 17 mm. and 20 111111. and
the females between 23 mm. and 26 mm.
Specimens have been taken at an altitude of 7,000 feet in
the foothills .
montlcol1 Brun.
Three males and one female from Windy Point,
Pike's Peak, at an altitude of about 12,000 feet, Sep. 17th,
r 90 3 (Cockerell).
occldentalisThom.
This is a common and wide spread species. It
seems to occur over the entire plains region from north to
south . It is common among the lower foothills and upon
grassy areas in the mountains to an altitude of 8,000 feet, at
least. In the lower altitudes the males vary commonly between
19 mm . and 22 111111. in length and the females between 19
mm. and 24 mm. Specimens taken at higher altitudes, as at
Dolores, Durango and Buena Vista, are decidedly smaller and
darker in color. The males from these higher altitudes measure between 15 mm. and 18 mm. and the females between 17
mm. and 19 mm.
Adults have been taken as early as June 17th at Ft. Collins, 1898, and at Lamar 1900 (Ball). At Ft. Collins there is
very little mating before the first of August and males have
been taken as late as September 12th. There is but one
brood. Food-plant not known.
We have taken this species at Ft. Collins, Livermore,
McCoy, Dutch George's, Wray, Sterling, Snyder, Greeley,
Denver, Pueblo, Rockyford, Las Animas, Lamar, Trinidad,
Buena Vista, Durango, Gunnison, Antonito and Dolores, and
at Kimball and Stratton in Nebraska.
The cerci of the males of this species vary considerably in form, the extremes resembling very closely, if they
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are not identical, with the forms described for flabelii/er and
cuneatus, but with such imperceptible gradations that I
have been unable to recognize either of these species as separate from occidentalis in our collections.
The pevailing form of cerezts in Colorado is that shown
in Plate X, Fig. 6 of Dr. Scndder's "Revision of the Melano,.
pli," and this is the form that agrees with Thomas' original
description of occz'dentaiis.

packardliScudd.

This is a common species over all the eastern portion of the State to the foothills and it also occurs in the
grassy glades and mountain parks of the eastern slope to an
altitude of 8,000 feet or more. It would be difficult to say
whether the species is more abundant on the level prairie or
upon the sides and summits of the low hills. It seems to be
everywhere on laud covered with native grasses, but that the
grasses are its food-plants is an inference. This species is not
uncommon in alfalfa fields and has been noted by us as feeding
upon cabbages. The species is so large and abundant it must
do considerable damage to native pasture land.

Males were just beginning to mature at Ft. Collins, June
29, 1901, and occasional adults were noticed in the same locality Oct. 8, 1902. (Ball.) Our adults were taken at Greeley June 24, 1899.
The species varies in Colorado from a light rusty brown
to a rather dark brown with more or less distinct lighter
stripes on the lateral margin of the dorsum of the pronotum.
In some of the darker specimens these lines are obsolete.
In length, the males vary between 23 mm. and 29 mm.
and the females between 23 111111. and 33 111111. Among the
127 specimens in the College collectio11 there are 33 males
and 21 females with blue hind tibire and 36 males and 37 females with red hind tibi~.
This grasshopper has been taken in the following localities in Colorado: Ft. Collins, Dutch George's, Livermore,
Julesburg, Sterling, Orchard, Wray, Greeley, Windsor, Estes
Park, Boulder, Lafayette, Denver, Palmer Lake, Pinewood,
Durango, Rockyford, Lamar and Holly.
regalis Dodge.

A few specimens of this species were all taken by
Mr. Ball. One specimen from Ft. Collins, August 14, and
specimens from Holly, Lamar and LasAnimas bearing dates
July 18 and September 8. Specimens determined by Prof.
Bruner.
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This is one of the handsomes ·t of our Melanopli and is
very different from the species of A eoloplus that has been
supposed to be Dodge's re[[alis.
This species might easily be mistak:en for san[[uz°neous
Bruner.
sanguin1u1Brun.

(See description in article following this). A few
specimens only and all from the south-eastern portion of the
State. The localities are Holly, Lamar, Las Animas and
Rockyford.
Dates, July 17th to Sep. 14th (Ball). In general
appearance closely resembling regahs .
simplexSeu dd.
Two males have been taken in the Arkansas Valley, one at Holly, Sep. 8, 1898, and one at Nepesta, Aug. 6,
·1900 (Ball). The first measures 17 mm. and the second 19
111111. Tegmina
of male from Holly 8 mm. and of the one
from Nepesta 13 mm. The latter specimen has blue hind
tibire and may belong to glaucipes, but aside from the longer
elytra and the different colors of the ti.hire, and the difference
in size, the two specimens appear to be identical.
This species seems a very close relative of glaucipes but in general appearance, as we have them determined, [[laucipes is more
slender and with the male abdomen nearly straight, while
in s£mplex the male abdomen is strongly upturned at the end.
spretusUhl.
I cannot help suspecting that some of the reported
occurences of this species have been from specimens of atlanis. During thirteen years of collecting in Colorado, and we
have done a large amount of it, we have not taken a single
specimen of this locust. I do not think it can have any permanent breeding ground within this State at present.
lristis Bruner.
See description in article following this.
yarrowi Thom.
A single pair were taken at Grand Junction Aug.
28, 1894. This species looks very much like /1,f. flavz"dus
with hind tibire red, or like a light colored specimen of M.
femonitus without the pale stripes and not so robust. Length
of male 25 mm. and of female 35 111111.
PH<ETALIOTES
Scudder.
nebrascensisThom.

Another common species on grass land on the
eastern plains of the State. Its food-plant,so far as our observations have gone, is blue-grass (A[[ropyrunz [[laucum).
This specicies is rather late in maturing.
On July 16, 1902
at Ft. Collins many nymphs but no adults were observed upon Af{ropyrunz.
On July 30th the adults were common. On
Aug. rst, 1901 at the same place it was noted that there were
many nymphs and a few adults upon blue-grass. The adults
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were still common Sep. 25th, 1898, near Ft.Collins (notes by
Ball).
The males in the collection vary between 19 mm. and
23 mm. in length and the females measure from 23 mm. to 29
mm. in length.
The elytra of the short -winged males vary
between 5 mm. and 6.5 mm in length and those of the females
between 5.5 mm. and 7.5 mm. in length.
A few specimens of the long-winged form (volucrz's) have
been taken at Ft. Collins and one specimen was taken at Lamar.
We have taken the species at the following places: Ft.
Collins, Greeley, Julesburg, Merino, Pueblo, Colorado Springs,
Rockyford, Lamar and Holly.
DACTYLOTUM
Charpenter.
pictum Thom.

A fairly common species on the plains of the east•
em portion of the State and occuring on dry exposed areas
for some distance within the foothills but not far. Its principle food-plant,according to Prof. Ball's notes, seems to be Aster multijlora though he has several times noted it feeding
upon J(a!nzza glauca (American laurel). He has also seen
it resting upon Senecio Doug!asi, apparently as a food-plant,
and we have found occasional specimens on alfalfa.
The bright coloration is very constant; males vary between 20 mm. and 24 mm. in length and the females between
29 111111. and 35 mm. The wings of the males vary between 4
mm. and 5 mm. and those of the females between 5 mm. and
6 mm. Taken at the following places: Ft . Collins, Laporte,
Livermore, Wray, Pueblo, Rockyford, Lamar and Holly.
We have found the species abundant just outside the first
foothills and have taken adults at Ft. Collins from July 26th
to Sep. 30th.

Some New Colorado Orthoptera
BY LAWRENCE
BRUNER.
Nemobiusbrevioaudus
new species.
A medium sized, pale colored insect in which the female has an exceedingly short ovipositor, not much more than one-half as long as that
of other species in which this member is described as greatly abbreviated.
In general appearance perhaps most closely resembling
N. mormonius
Scudd. from Utah.
Pale testaceous with a few darker markings on head, pronotum
and abdomen above. The pronotum a little narrower in front than behind, its surface sparsely adorned with rather stiff, not very long, dark
colore d bristles.
l<~ront and middle femora, as well as the front between
the base of antennre, likewise adorned with similar bristles.
Tegmina
half as long as abdomen, about as long as bead and pronotum combined
( (jl), or nearly reaching its apex (ci"') pale testaceous,
without any definite darker markings.
Ovipositor very short, straight, the apical half
moderately coarsely toothed above, the extreme apex rather blunt.
Anal
stylets pale, slender, a little longer than hind tibire. Antennre rather
long and slender, testaceous basally, darker beyond.
Length of body, cf', 8 mm., (jl, 8.5 mm.; of hind femora, cf', 5 mm.,
(jl, 5.5 mm., of ovipositor, 1.85 mm.

Habitat. I d', r <j>
, Fort Collins, Colorado, October 4, 1901.
Ceuthophilusaridus new species.
Of a uniformly pale testaceous color,a trifle darker above than below,
unadorned by darker mottlings, bands or blotches of any kind, a moderately sleuder insect with relatively smooth body and limbs.
Eyes very
dark brown or black, pyriform, the apex below. Front femora about
one-fourth longer than pronotum, their front edge below provided with
1-2 very small spines in addition to a much longer preapical one, the
lower posterior edge unarmed; anterior lower edge of middle pair armed
with 3-4 and the posterior with 2-3 minute ones, the apex of the latter
edge provided with an apical spine. Hind femora rather robust, without
any decided genicular enlargments,
a trifle over three times as long as
greatest width, the apical half provided above with a number of dark
raised points, and both the outer and inner lower cariure furnished with
numerous fine serrations,
the sulcus rather narrow except near the
apex. Hind tibire about one-sixth longer than femora, nearly straight
and provided with four pairs of moderately strong gently diverging spines
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in addition to the apical ones which are somewhat longer than the others ;bind tarsi about one-third the length of the hind tibire,joint 2 twice as
long as 3. Cerci rather slender, in length less than the greatest width
of hind femora and abruptly bent downwards at about the middle.
Length of body, o', 12.25 mm., of pronotum, 3.45 mm., of fore femora, 4.2 mm., of hind femora. 9.65 mm., of bind tibire, 10.5 mm.

Habitat. A single c., November 17, at Grand Junction, Colorado.
On account of its uniform pale color this insect reminds one
at first glance of all three of the following named species; viz., C.
alpinus Scudd., C. pallescens Bruner, and C. vz"nculatus Scudd.,
from all of which, however, it differs in several important points
as indicated in the description.
AgeneoteHlxoccldentallsnew species.
Very similar to both A. scudderi and A. deorum, but differing from
both of these in its somewhat slenderer form and smaller size, as well
as in the fewer (9) spines on the outer row of hind tibire, and in its normally somewhat abbreviated tegmina and wings.
Length of body, o', 10.5-13 mm., <;?, 15-18 mm.; of pronotum,
o'
1.95-2.10 mm., <;?, 2-2.15 mm.; of tegmina, o', 7-9 mm ., <;?, 9-10 mm.; of
bind femora, o', 7.25-9 mm., <j?, P.5-10 mm.

Habitat. Various localities in Colorado west of the main range,
during the months of July, August and September (Collection Colorado Agricultural College).

Whether or not these . are distinct, or only well marked geographical forms of a single rather variable species, is not certain
now. However, the following brief synoptical table will show the
main differences among these forms:
A 1 • Normally with somewhat
abbreviated
tegmina and wings in
both sexes. Hind tibire nine spined in outer row ..occidentalis n. sp.
2
A • Normally
with t egmina and wings hardly ever shorter than abdomen.
Hind tibire ten or eleven-spined in outer row.
1
B • Smaller, the tegmina and wings about equalling the abdomen in l e ngth even in o'. Fastigium
slightly acute-angled
in
mal e . .......... .. ..... ...... . ... ............ ... . ............... ............. deorum Scudd.
1
B • Larg e r, th e tegmina and wings slightly surpassing tip of the
abdom e n in rJ'. Fastigium right angled or even more obtuse in
male as well as in female ................................ ...........scuddei·i Bruner.
Encoptolophus
coloradensisnew species.
Somewhat r esembling E. soi·didus in general form but differing from
it in a number of respects.
The chief of these variations
are a lower
median carina of the pronotum in which the two sections are about equa1
in height, glaucous instead of fuliginous hind tibire, and a prevailingly
.,Pale grayish testaceous color with decided dark markings on tegmina,
hind femora and posterior half of pronotal disc.
Head unusually large and gross, quite distinctly broader than the
front edg e of the pronotum and higber than the general depth of the
body ;the vertex between the eyes about as wide as the shortest diameter
of the latter, the scutellum broadly pyriform,rather
shallow and provided
in its posterior half with a well defined longitudinal
carina which is
continuous over the occiput to the front edge of the pronotum; lateral
foveolre small, triangular,
scarcely sulcate; frontal costa rather prominent, th e sides evenly diverging downwards, quite deeply sulcate in the
vicinity of the oc ellns, the bounding· walls heavy; antennre about reach-
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ing the hind edge of the pr9notun1.
Pronotum somewhat straugulate
iu
ad'vance of the principal sulcus, the lateral carinre not much interrupted
though bowed, fairly prominent;
the median carina straight, of medium
height, cut a little in advance of its middle; hind edge of the disk somewhat obtuse -angled. Tegmina and wings about equalling the abdomen in
length, the apex of former broadly rounded.
Hind femora normal, not
quite reaching the tip of the abdomen.
General color pale grayish testaceous,
the sides of pronotum
obscurely banded with dull black or brown, the disk of pronotum with the
X-shaped pale marking of sordidus, costalis and pm·viis.
'l'egmina crossed
with four heavy dark bands and marked basally
with irregular
small
blotches.
Hind femora decidedly trifasciate
with fuscous externally;
hind tibire largely glaucous, the base pale. Sutures
of abdomen narrowly black.
Length of body, a', 19 mm.A ~ , 28 mm.; of an tennre, a', 7 =·,
~,
8 mm.; of pronotum, a', 4 mm., ¥, 5 mm.; of tegm ina, a' , 17, ~ . 20; of
hind femora, a', 11 mm., ~ , 14 mm.

Collins, Colorado, August 14, a single ~ (C. P.
Gillette); same locality, r ,.;-,and r 'i1(L. Bruner).

Habitat. Fort

Trimerotropisinconspicuanew species.
A trifle under the medium size for the vinculala
gro up to which it
belougs, and at once recognized by its g-enerally light color and comparatively narrow, but well defin ed, posteriorly
con,ergiug
tegmina bars,
together with the pale disk of prouotum.
Head of moderate size, the eyes a trifle prominent and semiglobose.
Vertex longer than wide and provided with a well-defined longitudinal
carina.
Antennre dark brown annulated with testaceous,nearly
or quite
as long as bind fernora. Pronotum rather flat on disk but proYided with
a net-work of low,·smuoth ridges which gives its surface a granular appearance; the anterior lobes very little tumid and furnished with a median carina which is but little more prominent
than that on lhehindlobe;
posterior edge of disk right-angl ed in botb sexes.
'l'egmina extending
nearly one-third (a') or only about one-fifth ( ~) of their length beyond
the tip of abdomen, the veinlets on basal half or two-thirds
very numerous and a trifle coarse, thereby giving to that portion of these members
a sort of granular appearance.
Hind femora moderately
slender,
not
quite reaching· ( ~) or a littl e surpassing
(a') the tip of abdomen.
General color very light cinero-ferruginous,
with the usual darkbrown or blackish markings of the ~roup to which it belongs.
In some
specimens the anterior portion of pronotum both on sides and disk are
marked witb clusters of small black flecks, but in others this portion is
entirely pale-being
relieved only by the brownish dots which adorn the
carinre of vertex,
front, cheeks, pronoturn, etc. The pale ferruginous
tint which perYad es the whole insect is due chiefly to the color of the
bottom of punctuations
which are well scattered over its surface.
While
the bands on teg-mina are not solid they are quite prominent and made up
of clusters of dark clots or by the infuscation
of certain veinlets.
On
the basal portion these bands are narrower
than usual and show a decided tendency towards con verging posteriorly,
while the apical portion
·is nearly destitute of markings save for the infuscation
here and there
of a few veinlets.
Wings with their disks Yery pale greenish-yellow,
crossed about the middle by a narrow fuliginous. band which sends its
anterior spur nearly on~half way to the base, the apical portion beyond
the band perfectly transparent.
Hind femora with lower sulcus yellow
or at least with two pale bands.
Hind tibire, except on extreme base
where they are dark-brown,
pale g-reenish-yellow,
a little infuscated beyond the subbasal
pale annulus and apicall~·.
Front and middle legs
with well marked dusky annulations.
Length of body, a', 17 mm., ¥ , 2'1-26 mm.; of antennre, a', 10 mm.,
~ , 10.5 mm.; of prouotum, a', ,! mm., 'i?, 5.6 mm.; of tegmina, a', 18.5
mm.,~.
:l4-25mm.; of hind fcmora, a', 10-10.5 mm., ~ . 10.5-12 mm.
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Habitat. Pilonia, Palisades, Rifle and Dolores, Colorado, during the
months of July and August.

In the McNeill table of species of Trimerotropis
will fall into the vhzculata group with salina, simdzs
nis and longicorms (The latter a new species described
Walker in Can. Ent. xxxiv, 4). Th~t portion of the
therefore be modified as follows:
f1. Lower sulcus of posterior

this insect
pallidtpenby E. M.
table may

femora light, with one preapical black
band, or black, with two light bands, one preapical and one median, the latter not merely interrupting
the black on the edges of the
sulcus, but in the bottom as well.
1
g • Fuscous band in its usual position in the middle of the wing.
Spur extending less than half way to the base.
lt 1 • G·eueral color light cinereo-ferruginous.
The bands of
tegmina well marked and rather strongly converging
towards the posterior edge .................................. inconspicua n. sp.
2
lt • General color dark fuscous brown, permitting
little contrast in the bands of tegmina, the latter not markedly conconverging towards posterior edge.
i 1 • Metazona scarcely more than one and one-half times
as long as prozona.
Fuscous band variable.
j'.
Fuscous bands of wings very broad, occupying
nearly one third the length of the wings, apical portion with only a few fuscousdots ........salina McNeill.
j2. Fuscous bands of wings narrower, occupying less
than a fifth of the lenght of the wings, apical portion
rather strongly infuscated ............. longico1·nis Walk.
i'.
Metazona twice as long as the prozona.
Fuscous
band rather narrow, occupying no more than a sixth or
seventh of the length of the wings .............. similis Scudd.
g". Fuscous band entirely beyond the middle of the wing, making the length of the disk equal to the width. Fuscous spur extending more than half way to the base .......pallidipennis
Burm.
f2. Lower sulcus of the posterior femora black, with but one preapical lig·ht band ...........vincuicita, hui·oniana, collm·is, .fratercula, saxatilis, and so1·dida.
Aeoloplusminor.new species.
A small, slender, short-winged insect with pinkish or light purplish
hind tibire, in which the supraanal plate of male resembles quite closely
that of the longer-winged Ae. tenuipennis Scudder, from Arizona.
Head a little longer than the front edge of pronotum, the occiput
somewhat ascending; eyes only moderately prominent,
the vertex between them a little narrower than the frontal costa between the antennre
and deeply sulcate to upper encl of costa, in both sexes; the latter
scarcely snlcate even at the ocellu s; antennre short and slender, scarcely
reaching hind edge. of pronotum in either sex. Pronotum with the anterior lobes about equal, the disk smooth and evenly rounded, without a
perceptible median carina; bind lobe slightly expanding posteriorly,
the
the surface punctulat~
and with a slight median carina, the hind edge
broadly angulate.
Tegmina and wings abbrevi&ted, rather narrow and
evenly tapering, reaching from the middle to three-fourths
the length of
abdomen.
Hind femora robust and furnished at base with a large downward projecting tooth, reaching beyond the tip of abdomen in both sexes.
Apical segments of male abdomen only slightly enlarged, the last ventral segment ending in a short, blunt, upward projecting
point; cerci
nearly as long as supraanal plate,evenly
tapering on basal three-fourths,
equal beyond, the apical portion gently bent inwards;
supraanal
plate
subtriangular,
the sides sinuose and having the apex pl'Oclucecl and
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r oun ded, the s ur face p r act ica ll y as desc ibe d for A e. ten1iipe n nis. V a lves
of ovipos it or slen der, short .
, Ge n er a l co l or testaceous, var ied with the u s ual brown ma rki n gs,
i n some sp eci m e n s w ith an olivac eous t in ge, especial:, on tegmina and
hind femo r a. Sides of basa l abdomina l segm e nts an d about base of
supraa n al p l a t e a nd cerci da rk b r own or piceous. Post er ior femo r a wi t h
t he usua l du sk y ba nds whi ch are some shad e of ol ive or brow ni sh oli ve ,
t he genic ul ar lobes and base of t ib ire a li tt l e d a r ke r , t he l att er d ec id edl y
p in kis h or pale lil ac , i n some specim e ns changi ng to gl auco u s a pi ca ll y .
L ength of b0 dy , d', l'.:lto 14 mm. , ~ . 14 t o 15 m m.; of p ronot um, c]',
3.1 mm ., ~ , 3.85 mm.; of a ntc nre, d', 6 min., ~ , 5 mm . ; o f tegmina, c]',
6-7.5 mm . , ~ . 6.5-7.5111111
. ; of hi nt! femora, c]', 6 mm., ~ . 8 mm .

Habitat.

3s and Cj!
s, Delta, Colorado, Jul y 13, t 9or.

'rh e a nn exed porti on of Sc udder 's tab l e will sh ow th e a ffini ties of
t h e pr esen t speci es :
d 2 • Ce rci of m al e t ap erin g almost uni fo rml y thr ou g·h th e basal
thr ee -fourth s , onl y th e ap ica l half or l es s equal.
e t. Lar ge r. Th e te gmina and wings almost as long as abdomen.
Hind tibire pal e glau cou s ..................................... ........plagosus Scudd.
e 2 • Smaller.
'r egmina and wings from one-half to thr ee -fourths
as long as abdomen.
Hind tibire pinkish or pal e purplish.
rnino1· n. sp.
H11perot1ttixGi111tt1i
new species.
The distinguishing
characters of the present sp ecies ar e the nonobscured transverse
sulci of pronotum,
the very nanow tegmina and
bright salmon-colored
anterior and middle, as well as th e entire upp er
edge and pregenicular annulations of hind femora.
A bright grass-gre en locust with prominent white lines on thorax
and along humeral angles of tegmina.
In comparison with Hesp. viridis
it is a somewhat slenderer insect of a more subdued and uniform color
in which the pronotum is less expanded posteriorly and the tegmina and
wings are decidedly narrower and show a variation in length from about
one-half as long to a trifle exce eding that of the abdomen,a little longest
in the males.
It differs from its nearest ally, Hesp. festivu .s,in being of a
much more uniformly cylindrical
form and greenish color, in its more
cylindrical pronotum and the heavier hind femora, the shorter and heavier cerci and the slightly more elevated and blunt e r apex of subanal
plate of male abdom en.
Length of abdom e n, d', 15 mm., ~ , 21 mm.; of pronotum, c]', 3.5
mm., ~ . Ii mm.; of antennre, c]', 7.5 mm., ~ . 6.5 mm.; of tegmina,
d', 6
to 11.5 mm., ~ , 7.5 to 16 mm.; of hind femora, c]', 9 mm., ~ , 12 mm .

Habitat. Rifle, Colorado, July 25, J s and Cj!
s; Glenwood

September 15; Delta, Jnl y 13 and Grand
29, September 16.

Springs,
Junction, Jul y

H11perot1ttlxcoloradensis new speci e s.
A short-winged
mod erately robust insect which is quite closely
related to H. curtipennis, but differing from it by its somewhat slenderer
form, slenderer and shorter hind femora, the much shallower and less
prominent transverse sulci of pronotum, the slenderer and longer valves
of the ovipositor, and in lacking th e pale border above dusky band on
sides of pronotum . Otherwi se th e two forms ar e quit e similar in general appearance.
Head small, ey e s rath er prominent;
th e vert ex narrow, about as
wide as basal ( ~ ) or as second (c]') joint of antennre, rath er deeply sulcate in male, less so in femal e ; frontal costa moderately broad, the sides
nearly parallel, profoundly sulcate throughout.
Antennre with the joints
som ewhat depressed and he a v ier tnan usual in the mal e , in female nor-
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mal. Pronotum subcylindrical,
only gently widtiniug behind, the anterior lobes smooth, only weakly punctate, and with ill-defined median carina; the hind lobe coarsely and rather closely punctate,its median carina
quite evident, hind marg'in angulate.
'regmina lobate, lateral,tbeir
dorsal edges not touching.
Hind femora slender, not quite reaching ( \j?l or
gently surpassing
( a' ) the tip of abdomen.
Apical portion of male abdomen slightly broadened, the extreme tip of last ventral segment gently
raised above the level of apex; supraanal
plate elongate, its sides upturned, the apex rounded and provided in middle with two rather coarse,
blunt carinre which begin near the base just in advance of the furculre
which are mere protuberances
and meet a little before tip; cerci moderately long, about reaching the tip of supraanal
plate, their apex attenuate and gently curved inward; valv e s of ovipositor
slender, somewhat
exserted.
General color grass-green
varied with pale testaceous and dirty
white. The sid es of pronotum back of eyes streaked longitudinally
with
piceous bordered below by dirty white. Dorsum of thorax and abdomen
with the usual light colored streak which frequently widens in the middle of anterior lobe of pronotum so as to form a sort of a diamond-shaped
patch-a
little interrupted
just before reaching the hind edge . Hind
femora internally and below testaceous, with scarcely any indication of
the pregenicular rudely annulation or tinge along upper edge.
Length of body, a' , 16.5 mm., \j?, 24 mm.; of pronotum, a', 4 mm.,
\j?, 4.85 mm.; of antennre, a' and \j?, 7 mm.; of hind femora, a', 9.5 mm.,
\j?, 10.5 mm.

Habitat. r 6 , Durango, Colorado, Aug. 7; r 9, Dolores, Colo., Aug.
2 . (Co1lection Colo. Agr. College).

With the addition of these two, and a third species from Florida, to those known to Scudder, we have his table of species considerably modified. This modified table is as follows:
ANALYTICAL

KEY

TO THE

SPECIES

OF HESPEROTE'l".rIX.

Metazona of pronotum distinctly punctate on dorsum; prozona
smooth, except sometimes
feebly punctate on dorsum; nowhere
rugulose.
b1 • Pronotum highly and irregularly diversified in color, or else
nearly devoid of markings
of any kind, the dorsum nearly
plane; tegmina in the diversified species marked with a white
or pallid stripe on the division line between the discoidal and
anal areas.
·
c 1 • 'l'ransverse
sulci of pronotum distinctly marked in black;
hind femora with a distinct preginicular
annulation.
d 1 • Relatively slender-bodied, with slender femora; tegmina rarely as short as the body and then only in male;
antennre of male sle,1der, distinctly longer than the head
and pronotum together ... ____.._,...-............... . viridis Thom.
d 2 • Relatively stout-bodied, with stout femora; tegmina
surpassing the bod;v only in the males and then but
slightly; antennre of male coarse, scarcely longer than
the heacl of pronotum together._ ...-... rnm-idionalis Scudd.
c~. Transverse
sulci of pronotum
not marked in strong
colored contrast to surroundings .
d'. Tegmina not abbreviate, about as long as the abdomen. Hincl femora without red pregenicular
annulation or only faint sig-ns of one .............._ .....festivus Scudd.
d 2 • Tegmina one-half or even a trifle longer than abdomen. Hind 1'emora with a decided pregenicular
annulation . ......... _...... _.. .. .................... _... _.............. .. gillettei n. sp.
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Pronotum diversified in color only by longitudinal
stripes,
the dorsum distinctly tectiform; tegmina without pale stripes
(though they are occasionally indicated ) .
c 1 • Tegmina lobiform, little or no longer than the pronotum,
their upper edges not attingent.
dl. General color dark brown,occasionally
with a tinge of
green; tegmina short ovate, distinctly shorter than the
pronotum ................................,................................pacificus Scudd.
d 2 • General color grass-green;
tegmina long oval, scarcely shorter than the pronotum.
et. Slender.
Pronotum
decidedly angulate
behind,
very preceptibly widening posteriorly.
colo1·adensis n. sp.
e2 • More robust.
Pronotum with hind margin broadly rounded, of nearly equal width throughout.
curtipennis Scudd.
2
c • Tegmina fully developed or abbreviate,
when the latter
nearly or fully twice as long as pronotum, their upper edges
overlapping.
d 1 • Tegmina and wings abbreviate, much shorter than
the body .............. ................................ ............brevipennis Thom.
d 2 • Tegmina and wings distinctly
surpassing
the abdomen, or sometimes in the female only equalling it.
ratensis Scudd.
A 2 • Pronotum decidedly tectiform; both prozona an metazona, both
on dorsum and lateral lobes, equally and distinctly rugulose.
b 1 • Tegmina elongate, two to five times as long as broad, roundly acuminate at tip . ............................ ....................... .. speciosus Scudd.
b2 • Tegmina ovate, at most one and one-half times as long as
wide .... ...................... ........ ·······-·························· .............. floridensis Morse.
Melanoplussangulneusnew species.
Rather above the medium in size, a moderately robust insect having the general color aspect of M. atlanis and its allies, but differing from
these species by its more robust hind femora which are rich blood-red
inside and below, and in having the hind tibhe very decidedly bluishgreen as in M. occidentalis and some other species like M. glaucipes
Scudder and M. regalis Dodge.
Head a little wider than the front edge of pronotum; occiput some·what elevated above the plane of its disk, eyes fairly large but not very
prominent even in the males; vertex a very little wider (d"), or about
twice as wide ( <;1) as diameter of basal antenna! joint; the fastigium
roundly depressed and rather broadly and deeply sulcate; frontal cos ta
about as wide above as vertex, broadening
a trifle below and reaching
the clypeus, punctuate above, gently sulcate at ocellus and below; antennre a trifle longer than head and pronotum together.
Pronotum with
the sides of anteri0r lobes about parallel, hind lobe considerably expanding towards the rear, transverse sulci profound, the last about the middle; median carina faint on anterior lobes but prominent
on posterior,
the latter with its hind edge angulate.
Anterior portion of male mesoeternum provided with a large blunt protuberance.
Tegmina rather narrow, tapering but little apically, reaching beyond the tips of hind femora
in both sexes. Anterior and middle femora not greatly enlarged in
male, the hind pair moderately robust, a little surpassing
the abdomen
in both sexes. Extremity of male abdomen neither clavate nor recurved,
the subgenital plate short, the apex but little produced and not notched.
Supraanal plate broadly triangular,
the sides rounded and the apex a
little produced, the middle furnished with a rather deep narrow groove
which runs from the base nearly to the apex, a little wider and shallower
near its termination,
the sides undulate near hase and projecting , over
the cerci. The latter nearly equal throughout,
a little mor e than twice
as long as greate s t width, th e api c al half bent inward s and with th e ir
out e r fac e sli;.!htl.v ind ent ed, th e low e r corn er or a pe x: obli q ue ly clocked .
b
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Furcula consisting of a pair of moderately
depressed,
slender, parallel
fingers equal and attingent on basal half, tapering for a short distance
and slender and equal in outer third, slightly less than half as long as
the supraanal plate.
General color varying from a pale testaceous to a dull wood brown,
in the lighter individuals tinged above with ferruginous.
Sides of head
back of the eyes, and pronotum to last transverse
incision provided with
a well defined piceous band, in some specimens
a trifle interrupted
by
light patches.
Occiput usually provided with a similar dark band that
begins at the vertex and extends backward to front edge of pronotum.
Disk of latter usually pale, but sometimes
becoming a little infuscated
in middle. Tegmina provided with a discal row of fuscous dots in a pale
field, beyond the basal half these also occupy the remainder of the wing.
Hind femora provided above and on upper half of outer face with three
dnsky bands, the apex black preceded by a pale annulus, inner face and
lower outer edge, together with lower sulcus, bright blood red; hind tibioo blnish-green,
the knees and genicular lobes of femora bluish-white.
Length of body, o', 22.5 mm., 'i?,25 mm.; of antennoo, o', 9.5 mm.,
'i?10 mm.; of pr~motum, o', 5.1 mm., 'i?,-\5.5 mm.; tegmina, o', 20 mm.,
'i?,21 mm.; of hmd femora o', 13 mm., ¥, 14 mm .

Habitat. 6 s and S!
S Lamar and Las Animas, Colorado.

This insect would fall in Scndder's table for the separation of
our species of Melanoplus near bruneri, excelsus and utahensis.
The table would have to be modified for its reception as follows.
(Bottom page I 31):
Apical margin of subgenital plate of male conspicuonsly
elevated above the lateral margins
and sometimes
greatly prolonged
posteriorly;
mesosternum
of male in front of lobes with a central
swelling, forming a blunt tubercle (5. Utahensis
series).
1
h • Apical margin of subgenital plate of male entire;
lobes of
furcula not exceptionally
broad.
i'. Snbgenital plate only moderately
prolonged .
sanguineus n. sp.
2
i • Subgenital plate greatly but not excessively
prolonged.
jl.
Interval between mesosternal
lobes of male more than
twice as long as broad, of female a little longer than
broad; male cerci more than twice as long as bro ad;
apical margin of subgenital plate of male, as seen from
behind, subtruncate
............................................ bruneri Scudd.
j2 . Interval between mesosternal
lobes of malemuchless
than twice as long as broad; of female transverse;
male
cerci less than twice as long as broad; apical margin of
subgenital plate of male, as seen from behind, rounded.
excelsus Scudd.
2
h . Apical margin of subgenital
plate of male deeply notched on
either side of middlA; lobes of furcula exceptionally
broad, subequal throughout;
subgenital plate excessively
prolonged.
utahensis Scndd.
Melanoplustrlstis new species.
A rather small, slender, short-winged
insect that bears a strong
resemblance
to M. artemisire but which more properly belongs to the
Aridus series since it has the cerci and furcula of the male as found in
the last named species.
Entire insect quite strongly hirsute or pilose.
General color dark reddish brown, varied with darker brown and
piceous.
Head about as wide ( 'i?) or a little wider {o') than the front
edge of the pronotnm, the occiput a little raised above the plane of the
latter; eyes large and quite prominent,
sub-globular in the male, considerably less prominent and with the anterior
edge decidedly straight in
g2 •
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female; vertex a trifle narrower (d") or somewhat wider ( ¥') than the
basal antenna! joint, roundly depressed and quite deeply sulcate with
the lateral carin ::e rather coarse; frontal cost a prominent, plain, the sides
nearly parallel, a little wider than the vertex
between the eyes in both
sexes and reaching the clypeus.
Antenn::e slender. of moderate length,
about reaching,
~, or somewhat
surpassing,
a', the tip of pronotum. The latter with the sides of anterior lobes somewhat tumescent in
a', smooth in ¥', no wider at last transverse incision than in front,
the dusky band at sides furnished
near the center above with a light
patch, the posterior lobe a little the shorter, expanding
and broadly
rounded behind, its entire surface quite profusely punctate; median carina nearly equally prominent
throughout.
Prosternal
spine coarse,
conical, moderately long, directed a little to th e rear and with the apex
blunt.
Tegmina lateral, elongate oval, reaching to or a little beyond the
apex of the first abdominal segment.
Abdomen with the sides strongly
piceous, especially in the o's. Hind femora rather slend er, not quit e
reaching ( ¥') or a little surpassing
(d") tip of abdomen, flavous inside
and below, crossed on upper half by two dusky bands, the apex also
dark ;middle and front femora only moderately swollen or ob ese in males;
hind tibi ::e dull plumbeous, profusely hirsute.
Apical portion of mal e
abdomen only gently club-shaped, the tip very little upturned, th e subanal plate entire at apex, in nowise notched or produced; supraanal plate
triangular,
about equally long and broad, the sides straight, the tip angulate; the furcula as described and figured for M. aridus Scudd. (Pl. xiv,
fig. 3); cerci also as in that species, except, perhaps, that they may be
slightly longer in proportion and a little more bent inwards on their outer half.
Length of body, a', 13.5 mm., ¥', 18-20 mm. ; of an ten me, a', 7 mm.,
¥', 6.5 mm.; of pro no tum, a', 3.1 mm., ¥', 4 mm.; of tegmina, a', 2.6 mm.,
¥', 3 mm.; of hind femora, a', 8 mm., ¥', 9 mm.;.

Habitat. Antonita, Dolores and Durango, Colo., 3 J'S and 5 Qs Aug-

ust (Collection Colo. Agr. College).
In order that the position of this species may be more clearly
indicated the following portion of Scudder's table is modified so
as to include it and is here appended:
Oerci of male long and very slender, in the middle not one-half
the width of the frontal costa, last dorsal segment of male with a
pair of strongly oblique submedian sulci outside the furcula; subgenital plate not elevated apically (3. Aridus series).
·
h 1 • Hind margin of pronotum truncato- emarginate;
disk of metazona fully twice as broad as long; tegmina relatively slender,
widely distant.
i 1 • Disk of pronotum coarsely and uniformly punctate; cerci
of male apically"enlarged
and inferiorly accuminate at apex.
humphreysii
Thom.
i 2 • Disk of prozona coarsely punctate
only along anterior
margin; cerci of male apically equal, round at tip.
nitidus Scudd.
h 2 • Hind margin of pronotum
obtuse angulate or broadly rounded; disk of metazona less than twice as broad as long; tegmina
variable.
i 1 • Larger
(a' 17.5 mm.); tegmina relatively broad, approximate, at least in the male ............................. .......... aridus Scudd.
i 2 • Smaller (13.5 mm.);
tegmina quite slender, lateral, and
greatly separated above in both sexes .................. t?-istis n. sp.

g1•

Melanoplusflabellifer_brevipennlsnew variety.
The specimens before me, eight in number, and coming from Paonia and Palisades in western Colorado agree quite well with the general
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description of M. flabellifer,only
that all of them lack the fully developed
tegmina and wings of that insect. 'rhe specimens from Palisades are decidedly tinged with rufous, while those collected at Paonia are cineroplumbeous as indicated for the normally long-winged form.
Length of body, cf', 14-16 mm., ~. 21 mm.; of antenme, cf',7.5 mm.,
~, 7 mm.; of tegmina, cf', 5.5 mm., ~, 7 mm.; of hind femora, cf', 8.5-9
mm., ~, 10-11 mm.

4 6 s and r <j!, Palisades, Colorado, July 8, r9or; 2 6 s and
r <j!, Paonia, Colorado, September 20 1 1903 1 (Collection
Colorado Agricultural College).
The following synoptic table which has been somewhat modified from Scudder's (Revis. Melanopli, pp. 124 and r30, and
Suppl. p. r6o) will give at a glance the characters separating the
various recognized forms belonging to the series:
Habitat.

d 1 • Cerci of male very broad and short, not more than twice as long
as the middle breadth, and broadly rounded at apex. (2. Flabellifer series.)
e 1 • Tegmina fully developed.
fl. Cerci of male twice as broad in broadest as in narrowest
portion.
g 1 . Subgenital plate of male with a distinct though minute ind ependent apical tubercle ..........occidentalis Thom.
g 2 • Subgenital
plate of male with only one obscure trace
of apical tubercle . ................................................cuneatus Scudd.
p. Cerci of male with no striking inequality in breadth.
flabeUifer Scudd.
e 2 • Tegmina more or less abbreviated.
fl. Te!!mina about half as long as the abdomen and much
longer than the pronotum.
g 1 • Cerci of male broadly lon gitudinally sulcate apically,
as in flabellifer ....... .................flabellifer brevipennis n. var.
g2 • Cerci of male not longitudinally
sulcate apically.
h 1 • Interval between mesosternal
lobes of male twice
as broad posteriorly as anteriorly,
the inner margins of the lobes regularly divergent; interval in female longer than broad; cerci of male but little longer
than broad.
................ ...... ... ... .....discolor Scudd.
h 2 Interval between mesosternal
lobes of male nearly equal breadth in front and behind, the inner margins of the lobes convex; interval in female transverse; cerci of male nearly twice as long as broad.
simplex Scudd.
f2. Tegmina shorter than pronotum.
g 1 • Furcula of male only as long as the last dorsal segment; cerci in apical half equal and deeply sulcate longitudinally, so as to appear bent at right angles.
rileyanus Scudd.
g 2 • Furcula one-fifth as long as supraanal plate; cerci in
apical half tapering, not sulcate ................blandus Scudd.
Melanoplusdimidipennisnew species.
A brachypterous
insect the s ize of which is slightly below the
medium and in which the tegmina and wings reach a trifle beyond the
middle of the abdomen.
Legs, under parts, and abdomen very light
co lored, the latter almost white except the two basal segments which for
the most part are black on sides and above. Pleurre and upper half of
sides of front lob e of pronotum also very strongly marked with fuscous,
their ground color along with greater portion of head light plumbeous.
Hind tibire dirty yellowish-white
with a greenish tinge.
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Entire insect sparsely clothed with rather long erect light-colored
hairs.
Head a little wider than front edge of pronotum
the eyes only
moderately prominent, a trifle longer than the cheeks beiow them; vertex rather broad, nearly twice the diameter of basal joint of antennai,
the fastigium shallowly but broadly sulcate, depressed and roundly uniting with upper extremity of the broad pr9minent frontal cos ta, the latter
with straight edges and expanding but little below where it reaches the
clypeus, broadly sulcate at ocellus and below and with a few scattered
punctures above. Antennai a little longer than combined length of head
and pronotum.
Pronotum with the anterior lobes a very little longer
than the hind lobe, smooth and shining, the sides parallel; hind lobe diverging posteriorly, the surface profusely punctate, the hind margins
of disk broadly angulate; median carina quite conspicuous
on posterior
lobe, almost obliterated on anterior lobes; transverse
sulcus rather
prominent, especially the postE>rior one which is profound and nearly
straight.
Prosternal spine rather long, fairly stout, regularly pyramidal, straight
and with the apex rounded.
Space between mesosternal
lobes about half again as long as broad, divergent behind.
Anterior and
middle femora not especially
heavy; the hind pair somewhat
robust.
Apical portion of r]' abdomen very little or not at all enlarged;subgenital
plate longer than wide,directed backward and gently upward,the extreme
apex a little produced,entire
but with the surface just before it depressed
so as to give it the appearance of being notched as in atlanis and allies;
supraanal plate broadly triangular, the sides sinuate and with the edges
on basal half raised, the middle provided with two rather prominent
nearly parallel carinai inclosing a profound longitudinal
channel which
reaches from the base nearly to the apex, but which is interrupted
a
little beyond the middle by a low cross ridge joining the bounding walls.
Marginal apophyses a little longer than width of preceeding segment,
evenly tapering to a point, their bases touching, directed backwards and
outwards so that their tips cross beyond the outer edge of the walls of
central fovea of plate. Cerci about twice as long as broad, of nearly
equal width, their lower outer edge gently truncate and the apex rounded,
directed backward and inward.
Length of body, r]', 18 mm.; of pronotum, 3.4 mm.; of antennai,
7 mm.; of tegmina, 8 mm.; of hind femora, 10.25 =·

Habitat. Fort Collins, Colorado, a sing le O on August 16th.

By the use of Scudder's table for separating the species of
Melanoplus as published in his "Revision of the Melanopli" this
insect seems to come near M. dawsonz' . In the characters of
the tip of male abdomen it reminds one a little of M. z'nterniedz'us,
but other characteristics throw it out of the atlanz's group.

i

The Bees of the Genus Nomada
Found in Colorado,
With a Table to Separate All the Species
oi the Rocky Mountains.
BY T. D. A. COCKERELL.

When I undertook to work up the species of Nomada contained in the collection of the Colorado Agricultural College, I
supposed that I should find a few new ones, but that the great
majority would be well-known forms long ago discovered by Morrison, Ridings, and others. I find that the collection contains 29
species and varieties, and of these no less that r5 are new. Two
others represent undescribed sexes of species previously known.
This result serves to indicate the richness of the Agricultural College collection in rare and new forms, and the great value of the
material gathered together by Professor Gillette and his associates.
I have included in the table of species all those known to occur in
Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico. Somesynonyms
and doubtful records have been omitted. Our knowledge of the
more northern species, from Wyoming and Montana, is exceedingly incomplete, but it is perhaps not without significance that the
few species known from these states all range eastward. The species of Colorado, on the other hand, appear to represent a largely
endemic fauna, though some eastern elements appear, particularly
in the north. It is possible to separate the species into three
groups, those which belong to the Rocky Mr)Untain fauna proper,
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those which are modified representatives of eastern species, and
have probably reached Colorado in comparatively recent times,
and those which are identical with species found east of the plains.
Examples are as follows:
(r.) Rocky Mountain Fauna.-.N. rubrella, schwarzi, martinella, scita, grandis, cz'vilis, etc.
(2.) Modified eastern types.-.N. lepida, dacotana, vezana,
zebrata, luteop£cta.
(3.) Typical eastern species.-.N. bella, albofascz'ata, cuneata
superba, vincta.
A few appear to be modifications of northwestern types; such .
are taraxacella, pecosensis, and possibly a few others. How far
the species extend westward through Utah, etc., cannot be stated,
owing to our almost complete · ignorance of the Nomadce of that
region; but the CalifomiaNomada-fauna is very distinct from that
of Colorado, and the comparatively few species seen from Nevada
indicate the extension of the Californian fauna,at least in part, into
that state. The same indications exist for Idaho.
The Nomadce of the mountains of northern New Mexico
naturally resemble those of Colorado to a considerable extent, but
our present lists show a rather surprising amount of difference,
perhaps mainly the result of inadequate collecting. The species
of southern New Me>xicoare different, and belong to a southwestern fauna which no doubt extends into Arizona and northern
Mexico, though no knowledge of the Nomadce of those regions exists, excepting a single record from Juarez in Chihuahua.
It is hoped that the present paper will facilitate the study of
Nomada in Colorado. The genus offers a very excellent field for
research, and I venture to hope that some advanced student of the
Agricultural College will interest himself in it. Undoubtedly
more new species await discovery, while the habits of none of the
species have been investigated. Very many species are known
only in one sex, and there are probably some cases in which the
opposite sexes of the same species have been described as distinct.
As is well known, Nomada is parasitic in the nests of other
bees, principally Andrena and Hal£ctus. This parasitism should
be carefully studied, and it is necessary to breed the bees from the
nests in order to fully establish it. It is difficult for me to believe
that the same species of Nomada can be parasitic in nests of both
A ndrena and Eucera, as has been reported of .N. alternata and N.
agrestis; or in nests of both Halzctus and Colletes as is recorded
of N.furva.
TABLEFORTHE DETERMINATION
OF THE SPECIES.

Vertex and mesothorax smooth and shining; male entirely
black, females with a red abdomen (Montana) ....... grindalimCkll.
Not so, never entirely black ...............................
. ..... , .. 1.
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4.
5.
6.
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7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
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Normally with only two submarginal cells; abdomen red with
yellow bands, first segment red without a band (Montana) .....................
-'· ..........................
obllter1t1Cress.
Normally with three submarginal
cells ..............................
2
Very large and robust, over 13 mm. long, red with abundant
yellow markings ..................................................
3.
Smaller, usually much smaller ......
.... .................
. .........
4.
Basal nervure considerably
basad of transverse
medial
(Colo.) .................................................
grandl1Cress.
Basal nervure meeting transverse me~ial (Colo.) ...... m1gnitioaCkll.
Mandibles bidentate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.
Mandibles simple ..........
. .............
. ...........................
14.
Males ...... . .........
... ...........................
.. ............
..... 6.
Females . . ..................
.. ...........................
..... ....... 12.
Tegulre more or less yellow; scutellum usually with yellow
spots; abdomen with yellow bands (Colo.) .... ... .... . lepldaCress.
Tegulre red; scutellum black or red ... . ... .. ..... .. ..................
7.
Thorax red marked with black.......
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........
8.
Thorax black, with or without red spot on the scutellum ..........
10.
Length about 7 mm.; light markings
creamy white; metathorax red with a central black mark. (Colo.) ....... . rubrellaCkll.
Size larger; abdominal markings strongly yellow; metathorax
en ti rely black.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........
9.
Third antenna! joint long; second submarginal
cell broad
above . (Colo .) .. ...................................
. 1chwarziCkll.
Third antenna! joint shorter; second submarginal cell narrow
above (N. M.) .............................
. schwarzicontractulaCkll.
Size larger, length 9 to 10 mm., abdomen with yellow bands.
(Colo.) ..................................................
. bella Cress.
Size smaller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..................
.... ..... . ......
11.
Abdomen with white bands (Colo . ) . .. ............
. albotasclataSmith.
Abdomen with yellow spots or bands. (Colo.) .........
. cuneata(Rob.)
Larger, 10 mm. long or over. (Colo.) .................
. .. . bella Cress.
Smaller, 8 or !l mm. long ...........................................
13.
Red of abdomen dark. (Colo.) ...... . ...................
. ouneata (Rob.)
Red of abdr,men light. (Colo.) ................
. ..........
. l1pld1Cress.
Anterior coxre strongly spined; abdomen strongly punctured ...... 15.
Anterior coxre not or h~rdly spined; abdomen usually very
minutely or not distinctly punctured . . __........................
35.
Males .... ..... .. . . . .................................................
16.
Females .............................................................
26.
Apex of abdomen entire; supraclypeal
mark surrounded by
black. (N. M.) ...............................
.... . ..... .. lippla Ckll.
Apex of abdomen notched, though sometines feebly ..............
17.
Flagellum with a light median area, on each side of which
is black. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . ........
18.
Flagellum ordinary, not so colored ....... ....... ..................
. 21.
Tegulre pale yellow or whitish; supraclypeal mark present ....... 19.
Tegulre deep ferruginou s; ground-color
of abdomen nearly
all red. (Colo., Mont.) . . . . . . .. . . ........
.. . amerlcanadacollna Ckll.
First abdominal segment largely red, without light markings. (N. M.J ............
..........................
. sophlarumCkll.
First abdominal segment black or almost, with a narrowly
interrupted cream-colored
band ..... . . .. .. ...... ...............
.. 20
Abdomen
comparatively
narrow;
legs clear light red.
(Colo.) ..................................................
. 10111Cress.
Abdomen broad; legs darker. (Colo.) ... ............
. . . m1rtlnell1Ckll.
Metathorax with yellow marks. (Colo., N. M.) ....... . wegana(Ckll.)
Metathorax without yellow marks ..................................
22
Mesothorax
reddish, size rather large; wings dark. (Colo.)
. .. .....
.............
.........
. .....
..........
.........
llfflll'lnlil
Ckll.
Mesothorax entirely black, size smaller ...................
..... .... 23
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.

36.

37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.
43.
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Labrum entirely light red; light markings primrose-yellow;
wings clear, strongly clouded at apex. (Colo.) .........
. uhl1riCkll.
Labrum yellowish-white.
(Colo.) ... • ......................
snowl Cress.
Labrum blackish, or with a large black spot ........................
24
Light markings white; flies in spring. (N. M.) .........
. vierecklCkll.
Light markings yellow; fly in middle and late summer ............
25
Ventral surface of abdomen with two light bands. (N.M.) crucis Ckll.
Ventral surface of abdomen dark with only minute light
marks (N. M.) .............................
_...... . neomexican1Ckll.
Abdomen red, without light bands ..................................
27.
Abdomen with light bands. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........................
28.
Flagellum clear red. (N. M., Colo.) ...................
.. martinell1Ckll.
Flagellum strongly dusky.
(Colo., Mont.) ... . americanadacotanaCkll.
Mesothorax
reddish (here expect the unknown <j?of lamarensisCkll.}
Mesothorax
black, with little if any red ............................
29.
Abdomen red with white bands ....................................
30.
Not so, ground-color
of abdomen mainly or wholly black .........
31.
Mesothorax
densely punctured.
(Colo.) ..................
rldingsllCress.
Mesothorax
with well-separated
punctures
on a shining
ground. \N. M.) ..... .........................
...... vi1r1ckiCkll. var.
Lateral face-markings
white or yellowish white .... ........
....... 32.
Lateral face-markings
yellow..............................
33.
Mesothorax
densely punctured
(Colo.) .................
. 1nowi Cress.
Mesothorax
sparcely punctured
on a shining
ground (N.
M.) .....................................................
viereckiCkll.
Mesothorax with well separated
punctures
on a shining
ground;
ground color oI first abdominal
segment red
(Colo.) .........................................
. vegana nitescens Ckll.
Mesothorax
densely punctured....
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 34.
Metathorax
with yellow spots (Colo., N. M.) .............
vegan• Ckll.
Metathorax
without yellow spots (N. M.) ..........
. neomexiaanaCkll.
Abdomen with numerous entire (or some slightly interrupted)
light bands ... . ...................................................
36.
Abdomen with light bands, more or less widely interrupted,
at least on some of the segments......
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 59.
Abdomen red, with small yellow spots (sometimes
bands on
apical segments) or no light markings .........................
66.
Abdominal bands white or yellowish-white;
no light markings on head or thorax; venter of abdomen ferruginous,
immaculate .......................................................
37.
Abdominal bands yellow ............................................
38.
Scutellum strongly bilobate; wings paler (Colo.) ..... : .. parataCress.
Scutellum not strongly bilobate; wings darker (Colo.) .. mundaCress.
Legs yellow and black, without very much red ....................
39.
Legs wholly or mainly red, or red and yellow . ....................
40.
Smaller; third antenna! joint shorter than fourth on the under (light) side (Colo.) ...................................
civilis Cress.
Larger; third autennal joint longer than fourth on the under
side (N. M .) .........................................
pecosensis (Ckll.)
First abdominal segment without yellow; r3's .....................
.41.
First abdominal segment with yellow . .............................
43.
First abdominal segment black;scutellum
black(N.M.)ruidosensis Ckll.
First abdominal segment red and black ...........................
.42.
Size larger, scutellum red (Colo.) .....................
. aoloradensisCkll.
Size small, scutellum black with small light spots (Colo.)
......................................................
. coloradellaCkll.
First abdominal segment black and red, with a yellow spot
on each extreme lateral margin; flagellum stout, third antennal joint shorter than fourth; basal nervure bas ad of
transverse-medial.
. . . . . . . . . ...................................
44.
First abdominal segment with a yellow band, entire or interrupted ............................................................
45.

,,
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Flies in June; a good deal of ye llow on head and thorax
(Colo.) ............................
..... .... '· ..........
. crawfordlCkll.
Flies in May; no yellow on head and thorax (Colo.) .. . collin1l11na
Ckll.
Metathorax ferruginou s and black, without any yellow; cI's ..... , . 46.
Metathorax
entirely black......
. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .........
47.
Metathorax black with rather small light spots; lateral facemarks broad, but not or hardly going above level of an tenn re; apical plate of abdomen more or less notched; cI's .. . . . 51.
Metathorax with two large yellow (or yellow and red) spots ....... 52.
Metathorax
black without much ferruginous;
scutellum and
postscutellum
yellow; apical plate of abdomen entire; flies
in Aug u st (N. M.) ... ....... . ... . . . . . ..... .. ... . ... .. xanthophilaCkll.
Metathorax
with more red; scutellum
red, postscute llu m
yellowish·
size smaller; apical plate of abdomen deeply
notched (Colo.) ...... .. ...... . .. . .. ............
... ....... llbata Cress.
Size larger; tegulre yellow; apical plate of o' abdomen entire (Colo . , Wyo.) . ... . ............
: .. .......
... .... .. . superbaCress.
Size much s1naller ...... . ... . ..... . ............
. ........
... ....... 48.
Tegulre yellow (Colo) ....................................
luteopictaCkll .
Tegulre ferruginous.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... 49.
Head and thorax with much red; larger; flies in sping; ~ (N .
M.) ..... . . .... . .... ..... . ......................
. ..... placitenslsCkll.
Head and thorax without red; smaller; apical plate of abdomen notched; cI's ................................................
50.
Antennre very long, denticulate
beneath;
fourth joint very
long, at least twice as long as third on upper side (N . M.,
Colo .) . .. . ...................
.. ............
. ............
fragllis Cress.
Antennre not so long·, not denticulate beneath; fourth joint
not nearly twice length of third on upper side (Colo. )pallidellaCkll.
Supraclypeal mark present; metathorax
with four reddish or
yellowish spots, two being on the enclosure (Mont.) .. . elrodiCkll.
Supraclypeal mark absent; metathorax
with two small oval
yellow spots (Colo.) .... . ..........
. ....................
gilletteiCkll.
Basal nervure meeting transverse-medial
or falling short of
it; species (at least vinctaand zebrata)flying in late summer
and early fall .. ...............
...... .............
. ...............
53.
Basal nervure beginning· decidedly (often greatly) basacl of
transverse-medial
. .. ... ............
. . . ...........................
54,
Apical plate of <3'abdomen entire; mesothorax
of o' wholly
black, or with very narrow reddish lateral margins, of ??
black or reel and black (Colo.) ...... .. ... . ..... . . .. . . .... . vinctaSay.
Apical plate of o' abdomen slightly notched; mesothorax
of
o' with yellow lateral margins,of ~ red (Colo. ,N. M.) 11brataCress.
o' unknown; mesothorax of ~ black with yellow lateral marg ins ;thorax narrower than in zebrata;yellow of metathorax
intruding on enc losur e (which is not the case in vlncta or
zebrata); third antennal
joint considerably
shorter than
fourth (it is consid erab ly lon ger than fourth in zebrata and
vincta)(Colo.) ...........
. . .... ....... . ....... .. . . .... . perlvinctaCkll.
Mesothorax ·black, with the anterior lateral corne rs r ed; apical plate of abdomen truncate,
not appreciably
emarginate; sid es of metathora cic enclosure yellowish; o' (Colo.)
.. ... .. .. .. ..............
... .. ........
. .. ... .. .... .. ...... .agyniaCkll.
Mesothorax red, with or without a black band; ~ s .. . ...... .... . . 55.
Flagellum strongly blackened
at end, mesothorax
with a
broad median black band; scutellum yellow without a
median dark stripe or shade; basal nervure a short distance basad of transverse-medial;
third antennal joint a
little shorter than fourth (Colo.) ..... . perlvlnctavar. semlrufulaCkll.
Flagellum red, not blackened at end ...........
.. . ..... ............
56.
Ventral surface of abdomen yellow, with narrow red bands;
scutellum at least mostly yellow . .........
.....................
57.
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Ventral surface of abdomen red banded with yellow; third
antennal joiut shorter than fourth ..............................
58.
Third antenna[ joint long; fourth considerably
longer than
fifth (Colo.) ....... ... ........
•... ... .... morrisonlvar. tlag1ll1ri1Ckll.
Third antenna[ joint shot·ter; fourth scarcely
longer than
fifth (Colo.) .. .....................................
.. morrlsonlCress.
Scutellum
prominent,
entirely
red; tegulm strongly
punctured;
third antennal
joint much shorter
than fourth
(Colo.) ..............
.... ............................
.. rhodox1nth1Ckll.
Scutellum not prominent, with a yellow band at base; tegulm
smooth and shining; third antenna! joint a little shorter
than fourth (Colo. I ..................................
.. diluoldaCress.
Markings white or cream-color ..........................
..... ..... . 60.
Markings
yellow .. .. . . ...............
.. .................
.. . . ....... . 62.
Ferruginous
species; third antennal joint much longer than
fourth (N. M.) ......................................
gutl1rr11iaCkll.
Black or red and black species .. .........
.... ... ... ...... ....... . .. 61.
Scutellum black with two cream-colored
spots; head and
thorax without red; third antennal
joint slightly longer
than fourth; a' (N. M .) .. ............................
. aqullarumCkll.
Scutellum ferruginous;
thorax: with much red in both sex:es,
third anteunal joint much shorter than fourth (Colo .) acoeptaCress.
cJ's; head and thorax black ........
........
.. .. .... . ...............
63.
<j1s; head and thorax: r~d, usually marked with black . .. . ..... ..... 64.
Smaller, Ieng-th not ovet· 8 mm.; scutellum black; upper half
of clypeus black (N. M.) ....................
...... baulah1n1i1Ckll.
Larger, length 10 mm.; scutellum red; clypeus yellow (Colo)
.........
... ... ... ...................................
. .. vicinall1Crees.
Tubercles and postscutellum
yellow;venter
of abdomen largely yellow (Colo.) ..................
. ....................
.. alpha Ckll.
Tubercles and postscutellum
red; venter of abdomen red
without yellow .. .........................
.. ............
. ........ 65.
Front marked with black; a black stripe on mesothorax;
apex of flag-ellum fuscous;
second abdominal
segment
with yellow lateral spots, third and fourth with bands
(Colo.) ..................
.........
..................
. .. . llball Cress.
Front wholly red; no black stripe on mesothorax;
flagellum
wholly red; second and third abdominal
segments with
large wedge-shaped yellow marks, fourth with a band interrupted on each side (Colo.) ........
. ...........
. colorad1n1l1Ckll.
Head and thorax black, abdomen black and rufous .. ..............
67.
Head red marked with black; thorax black, a large mark on
each side of mesothorax,
the scutellums
and most of
pleura, red; clypeus yellow; abdomen without yellow; a'
(Colo.) .............
.. ...................................
adducllCress.
Head and thorax red; clypeus red ..................................
68.
Clypeus reddish; legs rufous; basal nervure a short distance
basad of transverse-medial;
third antenna!
joint a little
longer than fourth (N. M.) .........................
. pannlger1Ckll.
Clypeus black; legs black (N. M.) ........
..... ...... . . 1ldatlorl1 (Ckll.)
Larger, about 7 or 8 mm. long; second abdominal
segment
with yellow spots .. .....................
... ..... . . ... ...... . ..... 69.
Smaller, about 6 mm. long ..... . ...................................
71.
Lower anterior orbits very narrowly yellow; third antennal
joint very much shorter than fourth(N.
M.) .. .... taraxac1ll1(Ckll.)
Lower anterior orbits not yellow.........
. . . . . . . . . . ...............
70.
Fourth and fifth abdominal segments with yellow bands, not
nearly
reaching
lateral margins;
third antenna!
joint
nearly as long as fourth (Colo.) . ... .......
.... . ...... luteoplollCkll.
Fourth and fifth abdominal segments without yellow bands;
third antennal joint much shorter than fourth (Colo.) .... 11yl Rob.
Abdomen red without yellow spots; scape stouter and lighter;
metathorax
without a black band (Colo.) ....... . rhodoaom1ll1
(Ck.11.)
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with spots; scape darker and more slender; metawith a black band (Colo.) ...................
. colorad1llaCkll.

In addition to the species recorded in the table, Nomada (Micronomada)
vutna·
affabiliB, Cress., N. (Xanthidium)
citrina, Cress., and N.
(1vomada s. str.) vvomma, Cress., have been recorded
from Colorado, but the records

~'f, Cress., N. (Holonomada)

appear to require confirmation.
The flr~t three are Indicated In comparison
with
Roc~r Mountain species In tables In Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph!la.,J.903, pp. 581,._~82
and 609.
For1.v.affabilisalso
see Robertson,
Canadian Entomologist,
lwS. p.177. 1v.vvomma
(cl') Is about six mm. long, mandibles
simple; clypeus, a spot above It, labrum, mandibles and face narrowly on each side of clypeus, yellow; orbits terruglnous ; abdomen
granular.

DESCRIPTIONS
AND NOTES.
Nomada (Gnathias) lepida, Cresson.

,_

Evidently very common at Fort Collins, Colorado, numerous
specimens of both sexes sent by Prof. Gillette. The dates are from
May 8 to 17.
The insect which I described (Proc . Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.,
600) as the probable <j?of N. schwarzi, is really the <j?of lepida.
Nomada(Gnathias
) cuneata, (Robertson).

1903 p.

A rS(sent by Prof. Gillette) was collected at Fort Collins, foothills, May 10, 1900, by E. S. G. Titus. Others seem intermediate
between lejtda and cuneata, and I rather expect that it will become necessary to regard the latter as a subspecies of lepzda. At the
same time, nnmerons eastern specimens of czmeata show no intergradation with !ep,da. It is perhaps a case like that of the birdgenus Colaptes.
Nomada (Gnathias) albolasciata,Smith.

Two JS (sent by Prof. Gillette); one Fort Collins, foothi lls,
April 24, 1900, by Titus; the others ''Colo. r58r" taken at Fort
Collins, foothills, May 6, 1904, by C. F. Baker.
Nomada(Gnathias)bella, Cresson.

A Colorado + without

locality

label (sent by Prof. Gillet te).

Nomada(GnathiasJrubrella,new species .
length hardly 7 mm.; closely allied to N. schwarzi, but differing
as follows:
Smaller; light markings
creamy-white
instead of yellow;
sides of front narrowly, sides of vertex broadly land enclosing a yellow
spot), a band behind ocelli, and posterior orbital margins
ferruginous;
mesotboraxdark
ferruginous
with a median black stripe; most of pleura
ferruginous;
metathornx
(all black in schwm·zi) ferruginous
with an
elongate black mark; middle femora with a little more than the basal
third black behind, the black very sharply defined from the red; teguloo
smaller and yellower; first abdominal
segnwnt lb lack right across at
base in schwai·zi) with very little black, only forming lateral hook-shaped
marks; apical portion of abdomen not blacki,di; apical plate mu<'h less
strongly notched.
In both there is a yell,nvish mark at the apex of the
abdomen beneath.

o';

Habitat. Fort Collins, Colorado, l\fay 1R, r9or,near foothills, taken

by Mrs. Laura Titus from plum blossoms.
Nomada(Nomadula
) americanavariety

dacolana,Cockerell .

J, <j>
(sent by Prof. Gillette); the <j>
s are n ot distinguishable
from true amerfrana.
Fort Collins, Colorado, l\Iay 28 and June
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17. Also Colorado 2562 (Fo rt Collins, Jun e II, 1893, C. P. Gillette, collector), II70 (For t Collins, Jun e 13, 1893, C. P. Gillette,
collector) and 623 (Fort Collins, Jul y 5, 1903, C. P. Gillette, collector).
Nomada(Nomadula)martinalla,Cockerell.

Three ~s (sent by Prof. Gillette) are variable, and do not sup port the idea that the Colorado form is distinct from that of New
Mexico. Two are from Fort Collins, May 28 and June 19; the
other is marked Coloraclb 2521 (Fort Collin , May 28, 1897, E . S.
G . Titus, collector ).
The O of N. mart,.ncl!a has not been described, but I find
three specimens in the Colorado collection.
They are closely allied
to N. scita, but are readily separated by the broader abdomen and
darker legs; the tegnlre are bright lemon yellow with a hyaline
spot; the thorax is covered with coarse hair which has a decided
brownish tint. The scape is more swollen than in scz'ta, and the
yellow of the face is darker and stronger. The hind femora are
stout with the lower c::dge decidedly conca\'e. The scntellum is
black. These 1'S are marked Fort Collins, May 20 and 21, and
Colorado 252r.
Nomada(Micronomada
) vegana, (Coc kerell)_.

This was described as a variety of ,V modes/a, but it seems to
be a distinct though closely allied sp~cie,. The ~s are like true
nzodesta, but uniformly small. Prof. Gillette sends five 0 s and
two ~s. They are mostly from Fort Collins, July 4 to 20; one is
marked Colorado 1204 (Fort Collins, June 26, 1893, attracted to
Helianthus leaves by their secretions. -C. F. Baker, collector).
NomadalMicronomada
) vegana variety nitescens,new variety.
~, just like vegana, except that the mesothorax,
instead of being
very closely punctured, has large irregularly
scattered punctures
on a
shining ground.
The ground-color of the fir;;t abdominal segment is red,
and there is a red snpraclypeal
mark.
Perhaps a distinct species.

Fort Collins, Colorado, Angu:;t 8, 1899 (E. S. G. Titus, collector ).
Nomada(Mieronomada
) lamarensis, new species.

cf',length about 9~ mm.; red, yellow and black. Markings bright
l emon yellow, the pattern as in N. vega,ia, except that the mark on the
pleura is narrower, the marks on the metathorax
are wholly absent, and
the band on the second abJ::iminal 'le,l'm~nt i;; extremely
broad; the
ground-color of the body is dark red, becoming black on the vertex, the
anterior part of mesothorax,ancl
the enclosure of metathorax,and
almost
black on the pleura below the yellow band; the fourth abdominal
segment is black anteriorly
to the rather narrow yellow band, and the
fourth ventral segment is black with two transverse reddish stripes, one
on each side. The insect is much more robust than vegana (in build similar to wheeleri), and the head aucl thorax are very coarsely punctured;
the punctures of the mesothorax are extremely large, an_d many of them
confluent.
Those of the pleura also very large. S ides of vertex with the
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punctures very irregular, but leaving a good deal of shining surface; antennre red, third joint longer than fourth, flagellum blackish above; teg
ulre yellow with a ferruginous
spot and rim; wings dusky, the apex
very dark; stigma orange-ferruginous;
nervures fuscous; second submarginal cell large and nearly square, receiving the recurrent
nervure
just beyond the middle ;basal uervure meeting transverse-medial;
ventral
surface of abdomen without yellow markings; legs red, hind coxre with a
yellow spot, hind tibirn with some yellow; anterior coxrn with red spines.
Apical plate deeply notched.

,.

One from Lamar, Colorado, June 17, 1900, (E. D. Ball, collector).
This cannot be the J of N . wltee!erz', as that species has
th e submarginal cells quite different; in wlteelerz' the third submarginal cell is at least as broad abo_ve as the second, in lamarensz's the second is rather more than twice as broad above as the
third.
The wings are much darker in lamarcnsz's.that in wlteeleri.
N. lamarensl·s resembles N. crassula in the very coarsely punctured mesothorax, and also in build, but differs in its red color,
more strongly (indeed very strongly) bilobed scutellum, presence
of a su pracl ypeal mai;k, etc.
Nomada(Micronomada)uhleri, new species.
length about a mm.; similar to N. vegana but more robust, the
abdomen of spherical form, after the manner of N. erigeronis; markings
light primrose-yellow
(deep yellow in vegana), similar to those of vegana,
but the labrum is Pntirnly light red, the scape has only a yellow shade,
and the metatborax
is wholly withont yellow marks; the mesothorax
is
densely punctured,morn
densel,v and coa rsely than in vegana ;ground-color
of head and thorax black, but middle of mandibles red, a small red spot
beneath the wings, and a red patch above middl e and hind coxre; antennre red, scape and basal part of flagellum blackened above, the black not
ending abruptly; teguhe primrose-yellow,
with hyaline spot and margins;
wings clear, with very dark apex; stigma ferrnginous,
nervures piceous,
second marginal ceU nearly square, and receiving the recurrent
nervure
very near the middle; in one wing of the type the first recurrent
nervure
is divided at the end,forming
an areolet under the second submarginal cell;
basal nervure meeting transverse-medial,
and third antennal joint longer
than fourth, as usual in Micronomada; spines on anterior coxre red and
very long; legs red, anteriortibirewith
alight yellow stripe in front, hind
coxre with a yellow mark; there is a yellowish spot at the apex of each
femur. and at the encl of the hind tibia; abdomen dark brown above, clear
reel on first segment, beneath dark ferruginous,
with linear yellowish
markings;
above, the first segment shows a broad primrose-yellow
band,
the second an extremely broad band, narrower
in the middle, and the
others bands which are hidden by the retraction
of the segments;
apical
plate strongly notched.

cf;

f

One from Fort Collin s , Colorado, August 18, 1900, (E. S. G.
Titus, collector). Named after Dr. Uhler, who was one of the first
to collect species of Nomada in Colorado.
Nomalla(Holonomada)grandis, Cresson.

One marked Colorado 2509, taken in the foothills near Fort
Collins, May 26, by C. P. Gillette. This differs from N. magnifi.ca
in the venation, but otherwise they are practically the same . I
do not know whether the differential character, which in th e case of
Gnatlzias is certainly subgeneric, can here be only yarietal.
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Nomada(Holonomada)
p1co11nsls,(Cockerell).

A O from Palisades, Colorado, May 7, 1901, from apple bloom,
(C. P. Gillette collector). It differs from the ~ in having the
pleura with a comparatively small yellow mark, and no yellow spot
in front of-anterior ocellus; the abdomen also is more inclined to
be punctured.
The species is the Rocky Mountain representative
of N. edwardsii, from which it is easily known by the red color
on the legs. Except as to the abdomen, the O N. pecosensis agrees
with the description of N. intercepta, Smith, from Vancouver I.,
which is evidently a Holonomada.
Nomada(Hollnomada)vincta, Say.

Perfectly genuine vincta, one of each sex, were taken by F.
C. Bishopp, at Fort Collins, Colorado, September 4 and 12, 1903,
from sunflowers. (Helianthus sp.)
Nomada(Holonomada)
zebrata, Cresson.

A ~ collected by E. S. G. Titus at Fort Collins, July 28, 1900.
When we consider N. zebrata, vz·ncta, morrisonz·, etc ., the distinctions between Holonomada and Xantlzzdium appear to completely
break down . Holonomada might possibly be restricted to superba,
edwardsz'z',p ecosenszs ,and their immediate allies; if this is not done,
Xanthzdz'um mnst I think be given up.
Nomadacivllls, Cresson.

Three 0 s; Fort Collins, May 12, 19or, from plum blossoms,
(E. S. G. Titus, collector) and one Denver, May 2, I902.
Nomada(Xanthidium)rhodoxantha,
new species.

9; l engt h about 10 mm.,

h ea d and thorax ferruginous,
strongly
and closely punctured;
scutellum prominent,
bilobed; an ten me long, entirely red, third joint much shorter than fourth, flagellum stout; labru m
with a minute denticle; extreme low er corners of face yellow, but no yellow on clypeu s or mandibles·
upper bordPr of prothorax with a yellow
stripe; tubercles and tegultE ferruginous,
the latter strongly punctured;
pl eu ra with an obscure yellow Apot posteriorly;metathorax
with a median black band, on each side of which is a large area (includ ing- the sides
of the en<'losure) variegated with r ed and yellow; logs red, middle femora
lij.t base beneath,
and hind femora largely blackish;
wings clear with a
brownish stain along the nervures,
tips dusky; stigma bright ferruginous, nervures brown; second submarginal
cell broad above, third greatly
narrowed above, its outer margin strongly angled; basal nervure a short
distance basad of transverse
medial; abdomen minutely rugulose, ferruginous, with broad entire yellow bands on all the segments,
basal half
of first segment black; venter ferruginous,
marked with yellow.
The
mesothorax
has a strongly marked median black band.
One specimen, Colorado, without other locality label.
This has the general appearance
of N. morrisoni, lut eoloides, etc.
From luteoloides it is easily known by the ferruginous,
densely punctured (minutely cancellatel
scutellum.
From morri8oni it differs by the
much narrower mesothorax,
with larger and much more distinct punctures; the shape of the third submarginal
cell, etc. From placitensis it
differs by the much longer fourth antennal joint, the absence of the con•
spicuous brown hair on vertex and dorsum of thorax, etc. A form of

[;I,
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N. rhodoxantha differing in some slight details
by Dr. Graenicher at Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

of color, has been taken
on June 3.

Nomada(Xanthidlum)crawfol'dl,new species.
~; length about 11 mm., another red species with entire and broad
bright yellow bands on the abdomen, similar to the last, but the first
segment has a round yellow spot on each side, instead of a band. The
sides of the face broadly, the anterior edge of the clypeus, the labrum,
the upper margin of prothorax,
the tubercles, two spots on the teguhe,
and four spots on the metathorax,
are yellow. The ventral surface of
the abdomen is mainly yellow beyond the first segment.
The scape is
suffused with yellow in front, the flagellum is strongly blackish above
towards the end, but the extreme tip is red; the third antenna! joint is a
little shorter than the fourth; the second submarginal cell is broad above,
the third much narrowed above, its outer margin strongly angled; the
basal nervure is a short distance basad of the trans verso-medial.
It is distinguished
from the various similar species thus:
From N. dilucida by the meia;othorax being entirely red except the
narrow anterior border and the median band,which are black; by the scutellum being entirely red; by the metathorax having four yellow spots;
by the strongly punctured teguh e; by the hind femora having a longoval red mark clean-cut out of the blackish at the base behind; by the
bind tibi re being entirely red, but the basal joint of the hind tarsi yellow behind; and by the first abdominal segment being red,with a yellow
spot on each side between two black spots . From N. 1·hodoxantha by the
broader form, longer third antenna! joint, duskier wings, and quite different pattern
of first abdominal
segment.
From N. mo1·risoni by the
longer fourth antenna! joint, peculiar color of flagellum, red scutellum,
shape of third submarginal cell, etc. From N . placitensis by its larger
size, yellow on face, much less black on thorax, etc . From N. zeb1·ata
by the proportions of the antenna! joints, red scutellum, etc. From N.
citrina v. rufula by the red pleura and scutellurn, the color of the flagellum, the absence of a yellow spot at the apex of the pos terior femora,
etc. The yellow of the legs is practically confined to the hind tarsi and
front knees.

One specimen; Virginia Dale, Colorado, June 20,
Bishopp, collector. N. crawfordi is named after Mr.
ford, Jr., in recognition of his work on bees.

1901,

J. C.

F. C.
Craw-

Nomada(Xanthidium)collinsiana,new species.

Two ~s taken by S. A. Johnson, Fort Collins, Colorado, May
rr and 20, 1903.
One from wild plum. I had at first considered
this a variety of N . craw-f'ordi, but it may be kept separate for the
present, at any rate. It differs from crawfordi thu s : A trifle
smaller; no yellow whatever on head or thorax; middle of front
black, with a red spot in front of anterior ocellus; flagellum red;
apical part not blackened; thorax more hairy; tegulre entirely red;
third submarginal cell nearly or not far from as broad above as
second; basal nervure more basad of transverso-medial; legs without yellow, except a small obscure spot at base of anterior and
middle tibire; hind femora red, with a broad black stripe behind,
not reaching either end, and on it a band of short yellowish hair;
hind coxre with much black (only a little in crawfordi); base and
apical margin of first abdominal segment black; pygidial pl::ite narrower, venter ferruginons marked with yellow and black.
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Nomada(Xanthidium)perivincta,new species.

A

<j!marked

Colorado, without definite locality.

Length 10½ mm.; ground-color of head and thorax black; labrum
yellow, with a small reddish spine; mandibles
pale ferruginous,
with
black tips; face below antennre yellow; the upper part of clypeus, and
upper part of supraclypeal
area, ferruginous;
front with ferruginous
bands continued from the lateral face marks, strongly curving inwards;
a red spot before middle ocellus; posterior orbital margins rather broadly red; scape ferruginous behin<;l, bright yellow in front; flagellum ferruginous, the last six joints strongly blackened,
the extreme apex red;
fourth antenna! joint much longer than third; mesothorax very coarsely
and densely rugoso-punctate,
its lateral margins yellow edged with ferruginous; upper border of prothorax,
tubercles,
scutellum,
a spot at
each anterior corner, postseutellum,
and large quadrate marks on metathorax encroaching on enclosure, all bright yellow; pleura yellow, with
a small black and red mark above, and a large black mark surrounded
by reel below; legs a lively red; hind coxre with a large black mark behind
and a yellow one above; anterior femora yellow in front and apically,
middle fomora with less yellow in front, but a large mark at apex, hind
femora with a yellow stripe in front and a large black area behind; tibire
yellow on outer side, hind tibire with a black stripe behind; basal joint
of hind tarsi mainly yellow; tegulre shining and sparsely punctured,
ferrug-inous with a yellow spot in front: wings rather yellowish, apex
clouded; stigma brig-ht ferruginous, nervures brown; second submarginal
cell very broad above, not far from square, receiving the recurrent
nervure well beyond its middle; third a liLtle broader below than second,but
very greatly narrowed aboYe, its onter margin strongly anglecl;basal nervure meeting trans verso-medial: abdomen minutely rugulose, bright yellow, with the base of first segment, and three broad bands at the junction of the segments,
black; hind margin of fourth segment reddish
brown, fifth all yellow; venter yellow (reddish on sides of first segment)
with three black bands on which are reddish stripes.
N. perivincta differs from N. v·incta by the considerably larger punctures of the mesothorax,
the color of the hind legs, the yellow of metathorax intruding on enclosure, the proportions
of the antennal
joints,
etc. From N. citrina it differs by the narrower face, the broad third
submarginal cell, etc. From N. citrina v. 1·ufiila by the narrower face,
the blackened apical part of flagellum, etc. From N. rhodoxantha by the
yellow scutellum, color of legs, etc . From N. sulphurata by the much
narrower first segment of abdomen, broad third submarginal cell, etc.
From N. rivalis by the markings of thorax and legs, etc.
Nom1daperMncta variety

semirufula,new variety.

' D

A <j!marked Colorado, without definite locality.
Mesothorax mainly dark red,with a broad median black band,
and a good deal of.black on the anterior and posterior margins; anterior lateral corners only yellow. Lower part of pleura with a large
red patch without black; yellow marks on meta thorax margined
with red; first abdominal segment considerably broader, its basal
halflred with a blackish transverse band; venter with black bands
only on the first and extreme base of fourth egments.
This resembles N sulplmrata in the darkened apical part of flagellum, etc.,
but the first abdominal segment though broader than in the type,
is by no means so broad as in su!plturata, while the colors of the
mesothorax and ventral surface of abdomen, and the shape of the
third submarginal cell, are quite different. The basal nervnre in
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semir ufitla beg ins we ll basad of t he trans\·erso -med ial , as
pl turata a nd not as in pcrz'vincfa.
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Nomadagillettei, new species.

Na m ed after Professor G ill e t te, who has done so muc h for
Colora do ent omology . T he type is a I marked Colorado 2198.
Taken at Golden, J ul y 3rd, by C. P. Gi1lette.
Length !Hmm.; head and thorax black, densely and coarsely punct u red; facial quadrangle considerab ly broader than long; front concave;
labrum, basal half of mandibles, clypeus, very broad lateral face marks
end ing at level of antenn,l.!, and brnad marks beneath eyes, all chrome
yellow; antennre lively ferrngi11ous, fourth joint much longer than third;
scape quite swollen, yPl!ow in frnnt, and with a black dash and dot behind; hair of head and thorax scanty, white; upper border of prothorax,
tubercles, V-shaped mark beneath, and a spot 011 each side of the lower
part oJ metathorax,
all yellow; ocutellurn with two minute red spots; legs
a lively reel, extreme base of anterior and middle tibire with an obscure
yellowish spot; middle femora wit h a small black spot at extreme base;
hind femora near ly all black behind; teg-ulre punctured,
whitish tinged
with red; wings clear, yellowish along the nenures;
stig·ma and nervures
ferrugiuous;
:-:econd Ruhmarginal cell broad above, receiving
the recurrent nervure a little beyond its middle; third at least as broad as second below, but narrowed rnore than half aboYe, its outer margin bent;
basal nervure a short distance bas ad oJ trans-verso-medial;
abdomen yellow, the bases of the s eg ments black, thPir apical margin1:1 pale ferruginous; the yellow band 011 thP first ,;egment is interrupted
in the middle by
a reddish triangle
pointing· posteriorly;
apical plate narrow,
feebly
notched; venter yellow, banded with dark reddish brown.
'l'he face is
bare, withoLlt the beautiful appressed white hair seen in N. efrodi.
The
colors of the abdomen recall N. civilis.

Nornadaagynia, new species.

One cSsent by Prof . Gillette, marked Colorado 2196, Golden,
Jul y, C. P . Gillette, coll ector.
Length about!) mm . : black with yello\\· marking-s; head broad, facial quadrangle about square; ua,rnl two-thirds of mandibles, labrum, clype u s, l ateral face-marks
(broad bc>low, gradually narrowing to a point at
top of eyes) and posterior orbiti; nearl.,· to summit, all yellow; clypeus
with the usual sutural black spots; flllpraclypeal
mark ob~cure reddish,
narrowly surrounded
by black; anlennre not Yer? _long, third joint much
shorter than fourth; Beape stout, heavily marked wu11 black on. a red
field above, yellow below (in front); flagellum dark ferrnginous,
blackish
above, especially towards base; mesotllorax
dull, very densely and quite
coarsely rug·oso-punctate,the
antel'ior lateral corners, and a few marks
on lateral margin, reel: upper border of prothorax,
tubercles, scutellum
an d postscutellnm,
ve ll ow; pleura red with a broad curved transverse
ye ll ow band, and a L;irg·e black spot beneath; metathorax
black in the
middle, lhe i,ides (encroaching
on the enclosure) variegated with reel and
ye ll ow; tegulre yellow,largc,shiuing
and rather sparsely punctured; wings
quite long, hyaline
the apex blackenPCl; stigma ferruginous,
nervures
fuscous; second submarginal
cell broad below, but narrowed above; third
broad below, and narrowed more than half above; basal nervure a short
distance basad of transverso-meclial;
leg-,i liYely ferruginous,
the hind
femora and tibirn darker, the hind Jemora black behind except at base
and apex; middle femora somewhat
swollen, with a blackish
spot on
apical halt behind; JrneeB, and a stripe on anterior tibire, yellow; abdomen rather broad closely ancl minutely punctured;
all tl1e segments yel low with black ba'se,; and ferrnginous
apical margins, the yellow of the
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first segment with a pair of small reddish sublateral marks; apical plate
narrow, truncate, with the faintest suggestion of an emargination;
venter yellow with blackish and reddish bands.
This is possibly the o' of some described species, but after repeated
comparisons,
I cannot satisfactorily
·assign it to any. In my table in
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1903, p. 559, it runs to pascoensis, which it
superfiicially resembles, but it is easily known from that by the quite
ordinary last antenna! joint, the light marks on metathorax,
etc.
Nomadapallidella,new species.

One O marked Colorado 566 (Montrose, June 24, 1902, C. P
Gillette, collector).
Length about 7½mm.; black, marked with paleyellow;
quite hairy.
Facial quadrangle about square: labrum, mandibles except tips, narrow
stripe beneath eyes, clypeus and lateral face-marks, yellow,lateral
facemarks reduced to a triangle at lower corners of face, which sends a line
upwards along orbital margin nearly to level of antennre; antennre long,
scape ordinary, yellow in front; third joint much shorter than fourth;
flagellum dark ferruginous,
blackened above; mesothorax dull and very
densely rugoso-punctate;
tubercles, a small mark on anterior part of
pleura, and two spots on scutellum, yellow or yellowish tinged with
reddish; metathorax
entirely black; hair of dorsum of thorax brownish;
tegulre ferruginous,
punctured; wings iridescent, dusky at tips; stigma
ferruginous,
nervures fuscous;
second submarginal
cell broad above,
third greatly narrowed above; basal nervure m eet ing transverso-medial,
but a little on the ba~ad side: legs red without any yellow; basal half of
anterior femora behind, most or basal two-thirds
of middle fernora behind and beneath, and all of the hind fernora except apex, black; hind
tibire with a blackish clash on inner ~ide; abdomen minutely roughened;
light yellow band!:! on segments two to six not interrupted,
but those on
four and five enclosing laterally a dark spot; band on first segment with
a rather broad median ferruginous interruption,
the area posterior to the
band also being J'erruginous, with two blackish dots; otherwise, the dark
parts of the abdomen arc black or almost so; apex with long hairs; apical
plate quite broad, deeply notched; venter red-brown, with yellow bands
bent in the middle and not reaching the lateral margins.
From Robertson's
N. salicis and N. simplex (Q's) this is readily
separated as follows:
Apex of abdomen strongly notched ........
.. . .. .................
1.
Apex of abdomen slightly notched; scutellum black ..... . simplex.
1. Legs marked with yellow ....... .. .........
..... . .... . salicis.
Legs not marked with yellow......
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... pallidella.
'fhe Californian N. stibangu.sta, Okll., is very near to N. pallidella,
but it ha:s the first abdominal segment narrower; the abdomen, where not
yellow, mainly red; the scutellum ent irely black, the second submarginal
cell narrower; and the red of the flagellum much brighter.
In the facemarks, hairy thorax, etc., they agree.
From N. rnodocornm, Ckll., N. pallidella is easily known by the
much narrower,
parallel-sided
abdomen, with much paler markings,
those of modocorum being bright yellow.
Namadasayi, Robertson.

One ~ collected by E. S. G. Titus at Virginia Dale, Colorado,
July 24, 1899, from wild geranium.
The date seems too late for
sayz', and the specimen is hardly typical; it is not N lelziglzenszs,
which flies in July. Probably when we have a good series of the
Colorado insect, including both sexes, it will be possible to separate it subspecifically, at least.
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Nomadacoloradella,new species.

A pair; J, Fort Collins, Colorado, June 18, 1900;
633 (Dolores, June 18, '92, C. P. Gillette, collector).

'jl,

Colorado

o'; length 5½mm.; head and thorax black,with abundant white hair;
labrum, mandibles except tips, clypeus and lateral face-marks,
bright
yellow; lateral face-marks consisting of triangles
occupying the lower
corners of face, sending a line upwards t9 level of antennre; facial quadrangle somewhat broader than long; antennre very long; scape moderately stout, yellow in front and black behind; tbird joint much shorter than
fourth; flagellum submoniliform,
pointed at apex, bright light yellowishferruginous,
the first four joints black above; tubercles
and tegulre reddish-testaceous,
scutellum with two reddish spots, thorax otherwise all
black; wings clear, dusky at apex; nervures and stigma yellowish-ferruginous, marginal cell long; second submarginal broad above, receiving
the recurrent nervure
far beyond its middle; third submarginal
very
broad below, greatly narrowed above, its outer margin strongly bent;
basal nervure m eeting transverso-medial
(in N. sayi it is a long distance
basad of it); legs red, th e femora blackened b ehind and beneath; abdomen ferruginous, basal half of first s egment black; a bright yellow band,
interrupted in the middle, on segments 2 and 3; yellow hardly apparent
on 4, but prominent on 5 and 6; apex with long hairs; apical plate moderately notched; vent er ferrugino us.
~ ; length about 6 mm., red, mesothorax and m etathorax each with
a single black band; ocelli on a black patch, but front all r ed; antennre
red, scape with a blackish apical spot on inner side; third antennal joint
about as long as fourth; first s egment of abdomen practically
without
black; basal nervure meeting transverso-medial,
but on the basad sid e .
The o' is to be regarded as the typ e ; it is not quite certain that the ~
belongs to it, but it is probable enou gh to justify the association for the
present.
Theo', in its color and markings, is like N. sayi, but it is easily distinguished
by the venation.
It differs from N. rhodosoma by its
smaller size and much lighter antenm e and stigma; from N. oregonica by
its light orange stigma, and apical half of flagellum not black above;
from N. iehighensis by its smaller size, and quite different color of antennoo and stigma; from N. pygmrea by the absence of supraclypeal mark,
and orbits not ferruginous.
It is also allied to N. itiinoiensis.
The ~
resembles N. rhodosomeUa, but is separate! by the characters
given in
the table.
Nomadaluteopicta,new species.

Two J S and a 'jl collected by Prof. Gillette; all Palisades, Colorado, May 7, 1901, from apple blossoms.

{
(

o'; length about 6½ mm.; head and thorax black, with abundant
white hair; labrum, mandibles except tips, narrow stripe beneath eyes,
clypeus and lateral face-marks ( consisting of a triangle at lower corners
of face,sending a line upwards to level of antennooJ all bright-yellow; eyes
green; antennre long, scape rather swollen, yellow in front and black behind; third joint shorter than fourth; fourth shorter than last; flagellum
bright clear yellowish-ferruginous,the
first four joints black above ;tubercles, teguloo, upper border of prothorax,mark
on anterior part of pleura,
and two clearly-defined oval spots on scutellmn, yellow; wings slightly
dusky, apex darker; stigma dark ferruginous,
nervures fuscous; second
submarginal cell very narrow, or broadened below by the lengthening of
the lower basad corner, in which case the recurrent nervure is received
much beyond its middle; third submarginal extremely broad below, narrowed more than half above, its outer side strongly bent; basal nervure
meeting trans verso-medial; legs red, middle and hind coxoo mainly black;
middle femora with a black stripe beneath, hind femora mostly black behind; all the knees broadly, and apex of hind tibioo, yellow; abdomen
yellow, the segments ferruginous
on apical margin, and more or less
black basally; apex with long hairs, apical plate very feebly notched;
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venter yellow, ferruginous at base, and with the bind margins of the
segments broadly pale ferruginous.
<j!; red; mesothorax
and metathorax
with a median black band;
third antennal joint not greatly shorter than .fourth; abdomen red, not
black at base; second and third segments with a subquadrate
bright yellow spot on each side, third also with a pair of yellow dots mesad of the
spots, fourth with a yellow band, not reaching lateral margins, fifth with
a short broad band; venter without yellow.
The c]' is to be considered the type. It is closely allied to N . coloradeUa, but larger, with a broader abdomen, with much more yellow.
The <j1is very near to N. lewisi, Ckll., but has no yellow at lower corners of face; and has the third suhmarginal
cell much broader.
The
scutellum of the <j1is low and scarcely bilobed, as in N. simplex, Rob.,
which is closely allied: but simplex has much more black on the bead
and thorax, and the fourth abdominal segment spotted instead of banded.
Nomadacoloradensis,Cockerell.

A pair; the ermarked Fort Collins, Colorado, foothills, May
19, 1900, E. S. G. Titns, collector: the <jl marked Colorado 566,
just like the original type. Taken June 24, 1892, at Montrose, by
C. P. Gillette.
At Milwankee, Wisconsin, Dr. Graenicher has
taken a form of JV. co!orarlt 'llSL~r,which may pro-ve to be subspecifically separable.
The c]' has not been described.
It is very similar to several c]'s,
frnm which it is readily separated as follows:
Scape conspicuonsly
swollen, apical plate broad ....................
1.
Scape ordinary; venter reel not spotted with yellow; apical
plate narrow ..........
...... .. .. ..................................
.. 3.
1. Pleura with much red: metathorax with four reel spots;
venter with large yellow markings ....... . .... bethunei Ckll.
Pleura and metathorax
without red (or pleura with a
small red mark) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.
2. Venter spotted or banded with yellow ........ vicinalis Cresson.
Venter red without yellow .... . vicinalis var. infranibens Ckll.
3. Larger; mesothorax marked with red; first abdominal
segment with a yellow band .................
. armat.ella Ckll.
Smaller; metathorax all black; first abdominal segment
without a yellow band .....................
colomdensis Ckll.
I am greatly indebted to l\Ir Rehn for the information
that Cresson's type of N . vicinalis has the apical plate of ahdomen broad, scape
normal, base of metathorax
more granulose than rugulose, labrum. with
a very slight median denticle.
N. vicinalis infrarubens is a new variety obtained by Prof. Cordley
at Corvallis,
Oregon, June 6, 1899. It has the following noteworthy
characters; labrum very hairy; ends of linear upward prolongation
of
lateral face-marks slightly bending from orbits; flagellum bright red, the
last joint pointed, the first five joints black above; hair of upper part of
thorax (especially scutellum) strongly brownish; tubercles reddish with
a yellow spot; teguhe, scutellum, two stripes on mesothorax, and a small
mark on lower part of pleura in front, red; first abdominal segment with
basal half black, with two red marks; yellow bands on segments I to 5
broadly interr u pted by red in the middle; sixth segment with a short
bilobed yellow band; apical plate very hairy.
The antennre remind one
of N. pascoensis, but the insect is otherwise very different.
Nomada alpha, new species.

One~ taken by F. C. Bishopp, marked Fort Collins, May 20 ,
1903, Colorado . Taken from flowers of Capse!!a bursa-fastori"s .
L engt h about 81 mm . ; head and thorax r ed, with black and ye llow
ma rk in gs ; abdomen red and yellow. Front depressed,
coarse ly an
d
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closely punctured; facial quadrangle much broader than long; mandibles
very shiny, pale reddish with black tips and more or less yellow bases;
labrum, clypeus, and sides of face on each side of clypeus, yellowi the
yellow not sharply defined from the red just above; ocelli on a b :1ek
_patch, connected with a black patch on front, but leaving a red mark in
front of middle ocellus; frontal patch sending black bands to sides of
clypeus, these and the narrowly blackened upper clypeal suture making
a larg e A; posterior orbital margins very broadly red, with a large yellow stripe on the lower two-thirds; antennre long, red without any black,
scape yellowish in front; third joint longer than fourth; mesothorax
coarsely rugoso-punctate,
red with three rather ill-defined black stripes;
prothorax black, with its upper border, and the tubercles, yellow; pleura
red, with a black spot beneath; a broad black band from wings to middle
and hind coxre; scutullnm red suffused with yellow; postscutellum bright
yellow; metathorax black, with a large red spot on each side; tegulre red;
wings yellowish, apical margin not much darker than the rest; stigma
bright orange-ferruginous,
nervnres pale brownish; second submarginal
cell moderately narrowed above; third of the narrow type; ba-sal nervure
a long distance basad of trans verso-medial; legs bright red, anterior and
middle femora with more or less of a yellow apical spot; hind femora
wholly without black; abdomen very minutely rugoso-punctate;
first segment red with a transverse yellow mark on each side; second red. with
very large pyriform yellow marks; third similar, but with even more yellow; fourth yellow except extreme base and apical margin: fifth yellow;
venter banded with yellow and red.
In Robertson's
tables this runs to Holonornada, but it is closely related to some of the species which are referred to Xanthidittrn.
Namada[libata,Cresson.

This is erroneously called limbata in Dalla Torre' s Catalogue.
Mr. Rehn has kindly examined Cresson's type J', and finds the
apical plate rather narrow, deeply notched; the ventral surface of
abdomen immaculate except the apical margins of the three terminal segments, which are yellow to a considerable degree; scape
normal.
These characters are in part s_imilar to those of N armatella,
which may be known from hbata by the absence of yellow on ven ter and the basal nervure far basad of transverso-medial (in N
hbata, para ta, bet!tztnei and coloradensis it is only a little basad
of it).
Nomadadilucida, Cresson.

Mr. Rehn has kindly examined Cresson's type ~, and finds it
differs structurally from N nzorrisoni thus: labrum narrower,
more rectangular; scape heavier and more robust; abdomen glabrous instead of pubescent.
I am extremely indebted to Mr. Viereck, who has most kindly
examined all of the types in the collection at Philadelphia, and
reported on the venation and proportions of the third and fourth antenna} joints.
Nomadafrieseana, Cockerell

and N. semiscita, Cockerell.

These two species were discovered at Colorado Springs since
this paper was written, and described in Annals & Mag. of NatHist., July 1904. Nfrieseana
is allied to .N,. rubiczmda, and N.
semiscita to N. scitiformzs.

